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canton du Tabaristan auquel Ibn Haukal
,

ed. Ouseley

p. 179, donne le nom de

20. Sermenrai, La monnaie du n°30

de 1’an 341 a etc frappee dans cette ville qui est aussi

nominee Samerra, elle est situee dans l’lrak de

1’Arabie ou elle fut fondee par le calife Motassem billah.

Elle acquit bientot de la prosperity
,

mais elle se perdit

aussi vite quandles califes cesserentd’yetablir leur residence.

Ibn Haukal, ed. Ouseley p. 08. Cfr. Fraehn, Num.cuf. p. 61.

21. Siraf, La monnaie du n° 2 de Tan

327 , celle du n° 7 de l’an 334, et celle du n° 42 de Fan

341 out ete frappees dans cette ville. Selon Ibn Haukal

(ed. Ouseley p. 105) les villes deChiraz et d’Arghan

etaient avec celle-ci les plus considerables du Persis.

ON THE DECIPHERING OF THE SECOND ACHiE-

MENIAN OR IHEDIAN SPECIES OF ARROWHEADED
WRITING; by N. L. Wkstergaard.

The countries situated between the Euphrates and

the desert of Persia, being the home of the four nations

that were among the first which made their appearance

on the stage of history, were also the birthplace of that

peculiar system of writing usually denominated the arrow-

headed or cuneiform, from the circumstance of the figure

of an arrow-head, or cunens together with an angle being

the principal elements by which numberless combinations

of letters and syllables were formed. Of this arrow-headed

writing we are now able to distinguish five species, differing

from one another in the shape of nearly every letter or

group ,
if I may be allowed so to designate the several

«

1 O-C # ct-to _<T>-

>--<
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combinations of arrow-heads and angles forming single

signs and characters for letters or syllables. The inscrip-

tions on bricks and cylinders from Babylon exhibit one

species of arrow-headed writing which has been most

appropriately termed the Babylonian
, as it seems to be

peculiar to that country alone , and this species is the

most complex and intricate of them all. Another species

is employed on the monuments on the Median frontiers,

on the right bank of the upper Euphrates and the shore

of the Mediterranean, and chiefly on those discovered at

Wan, and now again appearing from beneath the mounds

of ISinive. This species, being found both at the Assyrian

capital and throughout the whole empire in its widest

extent, most probably was peculiar to that country, and

therefore may be called by the name of Assyrian. The

three other species have as yet onlyr been found on the

monuments of the Achaemenian kings of Persia ,
having

been simultaneously used by them in their inscriptions.

One of the languages employed , and which is written in

the most simple species , is a sister tongue to the Zand,

and both this species together with the language have

therefore been called the old Persian and attributed to

Persis proper, the native land of the Persian princes.

As to the locality of the two other Achaemenian species,

however, much doubt and uncertainty prevails, but as one of

them is apparently connected with that species, which

I have called the Assyrian, and the other with the Baby-

lonian, l think they may most probably be referred to the

neighbouring countries of ancient Media and Susiana;

and as we must look in Bactria for the Zand language,

there are no other countries but those to which these two

species may with more probability be attributed
;
although

in so doing, and especially in ascribing the second
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Achaemenian species to Media, we are obliged to overlook

and disregard the testimony of Strabo, who plainly tells

us that the Medes and Persians spoke nearly one and

the same language. When and where this system of

arrow-headed writing took its origin is also a matter of

uncertainty. To me it seems most probable that Babylon

was its cradle, whence it spread in two branches, east-

ward to Susiana and northward to the Assyrian empire,

from whence it passed to Media and lastly to ancient Persis,

where it was ultimately much improved and brought to its

greatest perfection. The three Achaemenian species became

extinct with the last kings of that dynasty, the two others

perhaps earlier, when the countries to which they belonged

fell a prey to their more powerful neighbours.

The Persian species of arrowheaded writing has been

deciphered chiefly by the genius and labours of Lassen

and Rawlinson, men who stand prominent among oriental

scholars, few having contributed more than these gentle-

men towards advancing our knowledge of ancient India

and Iran. From their opinions I have ventured to dissent

in but a few points only, further than the mere arrange-

ment of the letters into a system approximating nearest

to the Armenian, but as I think more regular and perfect.

The Persian species exhibits a pure alphabetical system,

every sound, whether consonant or vowel, having its own

peculiar letter or group
;

the short a after a consonant

being left unexpressed by any sign or mark, as is the

case in most oriental alphabets. The vowels are three

nil TT> <??> a. u, either short or long; the a being

always long when written after a consonant; the short a,

which is not expressed, I therefore render by a German a,

noting the sound and at the same time distinguishing it

by a peculiar sign from the same vowel sound, when

1810— 1844 . 18
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expressed by its own letter. The simple consonants are

thirty in number, viz.

^Y, q, qh, g, real gutturals like the Ara-

bian ^5 these are

wanting in Sanscrit, but two

of them at least occur in Zand.

«YMTK k, kh, g

TT~, ^Tt- c, ch, j,

-YrY- <^Y, TY, t, th, d,

, Y«, -Y 7 p, ph, b,

HftY> K^> ni ’
,Ti

> D *

<-<7 *~«> ft, h > *> v >

the Greek palatals x, x> T-

the Sanscrit palatals tx, ar, rr.

Sanscrit and Greek dentals.

Sanscrit and Greek labials.

The second occurs only before

the vowel i, and I am unable

to determine the exact sound,

which it may have expressed,

hard consonants springing

from the following semivowels.

K-, 3, -YE, y,

E, Y-Hf, z .

<<, HK, s, z.

Y<Y* YYT, l>,
»•

r, w.

The hard and soft sibilants with

their corresponding aspirates.

These I conjecture to be the Icelan-

dic p and 3, the hard and soft th

of the English
,

forming the link

between the sibilants and dentals.

The group, ff- seems to have been a sign for a compound

letter thr, at least it corresponds in an etymological point

of view with the Zandic thr and Sanscrit tr. Another

group, YK, may also be a compound letter rp

,

or rpli

;

it occurs in one word only ( Y^ "rith the sense of king,

which, if read narpa, or nurphd, would be exactly the

Sanscrit nripa, ruler of men. Besides these two, we meet,

in an inscription of Artaxerxes the third, with two other
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groups, which would seem to be abbreviations of a later

date, the one for bund and the other or <<ff

(it being written indifferently either way) for dab, syllables,

that, like all the rest, in the other inscriptions, are written

in a purely alphabetical way. The inscriptions of this

species from Persepolis and Marghab, Wan and Alwand

have been recently published, partly from the copies I have

taken, and most amply explained by Lassen in his Oriental

Journal (Zeitschrift zur Kunde des Morgenlandes), and I

shall take the liberty of stating in the sequel the result

of his investigations.

To the deciphering of the second Achaemenian, or,

as I call it, the Median species of arrow-headed writing,

the following pages will be devoted. Owing to the small

number of inscriptions to which I have had access, I

have found it impossible to determine the value of every

one of the many different groups which this species con-

tains; and in other instances l have not been able to go

farther than venture a guess as to the probable significa-

tion of some of the groups; meanwhile I beg to recom-

mend to a careful examination the results which I think

I have obtained, being persuaded that it is only by the

joint labours of the learned, that investigations of this nature

can be attended with success. The inscriptions which I have

made use of, have all (with the exception of the three

from Alwand and Wan) been carefully copied by myself, or

compared with the copies already taken by the late Mr.

Rich and published in his: Babylon and Persepolis, London

1839. I have marked them with the same letters as

Lassen , in his essay , has marked the corresponding

Persian inscriptions, they are:

A. The inscription on the face of the flight of steps leading

• up to the great colonnade.

18
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B. The inscriptions on the doors in the building K on

the plan of Kerr Porter.

C. The inscriptions on the southern staircase of the same

building and on the high pilaster on the top of the

stairs. Rich n° 1 and 5.

I). The inscriptions on the four walls of the two great

portals C and E on the plan of Kerr Porter.

E. The inscriptions on the two high pilasters in the

building N. The same inscriptions occur on the

eastern and western staircase leading up to the same

building. Rich n° 2.

F. The inscriptions of Xerxes from Alwand. The copies

of this and of O , were found among the papers of

Schultz and were published in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Paris.

G. The inscription on the doors and windows and down

the robe of the figure of the king in the building K.

Rich n° 3 and 4.

H and I. The two Persian inscriptions on the southern

wall of the principal terrace. The Median H is

placed by the side of the Persian I, and the inscrip-

tion in the third species by the side of the Median;

all four are of different contents.

K. The inscriptions from Wan, copied by Schultz and

published by the Asiatic Society of Paris.

L. The inscription on the windows and niches in the

building K.

M. The inscription on five pilasters at Margbab.

N. R. The inscriptions on the tomb of Darius over the

sculptures called Nakshi Rustam.

O. The inscription of Darius from Alwand
,

published

by the Asiatic Society of Paris.

P. The inscription on the northern wall of the platform

L, opposite to the building K in Persepolis; it is
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repeated there three times, and a fourth time on the

western staircase of the building K.

The Median species is of a more complicated appear-

ance, the number of different groups being so great that

we may at once conclude, that this species contains at

least a mixture of syllabic writing, that some syllables,

at all events, must be expressed by single signs. All

the inscriptions I have made use of, are, with one excep-

tion, merely literal translations of the Persian; their con-

tents, therefore, are known, and the meaning of nearly

every word may be determined, though the proper reading

is unknown or uncertain. Our mode of proceeding, there-

fore, will be, first to decipher the proper names and other

words, which these two species have in common, and then

by a careful examination of the several inscriptions, to fix

the value of the words therein occurring. The Persian

species separates every word by a peculiar mark (A);

but in the Median all the words are generally joined

together without any separation; still it is seldom difficult

to distinguish the individual words, especially those that

occur more than once. The two signs of separation

occasionally met with, are only used to mark the greater

importance of the proper names and other words before

which they are placed. The one is a perpendicular w edge,

the other a horizontal w edge in the middle of the line

the former is uniformly placed before proper names (with

the exception of the word signifying Persian
, to which

either sign is prefixed indifferently) and also before words

denoting king, ruler, many, etc. The other occurs occasion-

ally before the word dahyus, people, and invariably before the

words corresponding to the Persian bund, tacara, Juic/us,

thmiirpi, thuriya, khscithrd, etc. and generally before

words of minor consequence. The words denoting God,
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Aur3m&zdd and Heaven have no mark before them; their

importance being, no doubt, thought too great to need any

mark of distinction.

The name of Darius is expressed by the six groups

K, Tf- As the second group,

occurring in the names of Hariwa, Ariya, Bakhtris, corre-

sponds to the Persian ri, it has clearly represented this

syllable, and the first group must therefore be equivalent

to the two Persian letters dd; it has the same value in

the name Tigrakhuda, but in other cases, as in dahyus,

it corresponds to a Persian d with the short a or dd; the

proper sound of this group has no doubt been that of

the syllable da with a long or short vowel. The third

group yy corresponds in this name and in that of

Hakhaiuanisiya to the Persian yd; in other words, as in

siyati , to the syllable yd; and in others again, as in

Yuna, to the consonant y; it may therefore have had a

twofold value
,

viz. that of the single consonant y ,
and

that of the syllable ya. The next group seems in

like manner to possess a double value as it corresponds in

the word now before us to a Persian w, but in others

to the syllable wa. The next character in this as well

as in every other instance, corresponds to the Persian u.

The last group corresponds to the Persian sh or s,

to which it was, no doubt, equivalent; although in some

cases, especially in the beginning of w7ords, it often corre-

sponds with the Persian or unaspirated sibilant, a

difference of pronunciation easily accounting for a different

use of signs in these two languages. The name of

Darius, therefore, 1 read Dariydmis, and this name already

affords some examples of the mixture of alphabetic and

syllabic writing.
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The name of Hystaspes, in the Persian, Vistdspd, is written

11 a, B 4, H I, 018, NR 10.

The second group, which, in the name of Darius corre-

sponded to s, does the same here; but the third group

which in the other name had the sound of da

,

represents

in this the syllable ta, and the same being the case in

sundry other words, such as Takabra etc. we may con-

clude that the Median alphabet did not distinguish the

hard and soft dentals with peculiar signs
,

hut that the

syllables beginning with a hard letter were expressed in

the same way as those beginning with the corresponding

soft consonant. We shall in the sequel show that this

happens not only in the case of the dentals, but likewise

of all the mute consonants. The first and last groups

which here correspond to the Persian vi and pa, have

the same value in the word 11 vispa, the

Persian vispa, and Zand vispa, and therefore there can

lie no doubt that the last , or as it is also written

denotes the syllable pa, and that the first represents

the syllable vi or mi, for, though it would seem that the

language did not distinguish between the two sounds of v

and w, yet we are unable to determine, which of the two

it possessed and which was wanting. The penultimate

group ^ corresponds here, both in its exterior form and

use, to the Persian s

,

and although out of more

than 120 groups it would thus he the only one common

to both species, yet I see no reason for assigning to

it any other value. The name, then, of Hystaspes is

alike in both species, Vistaspa.

The Persian noun da/n/us
,

people , is rendered iu

NR by ^yy yy yy ^ wherein all the groups

are known, except the second, yy ,
which, had it possessed
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the value of h, would in daliyiu

t

have made in the Median

exactly the same word as in the Persian. The same word

occurs also D 12 written in a somewhat different way,

with one group instead of the two ^ or yu;

which group, therefore, apparently has the value of the

syllable yu, and gives us a plain instance of the before-

mentioned mixture of the alphabetic and syllabic writing.

The genitive plural of this same word
, corresponding to

the Persian ddhyunam, nationum, is rendered in two wavs.

either . . -ff<' “Of _=fT= - • • HT<
The first occurs D 7 and is apparently nothing more

than a transcription of the Persian ddhyunam

;

and as a

proof of the signification of the two groups and

we have only to say that the one, occurs in

the word /y ^ corresponding to both Yun and

Yuna in the Persian, and may therefore be thought, like

, to have the twofold value of n and na; the other,

occurs only in the ends of the Median transcriptions

of phrtimntdrtim, tdcdrdm, siydtim, corresponding to, and

representing the Persian final m. The other genitive

hn< ^fT -< seems to be genuine Median. But

it occurs in this shape only once in the inscription C that is

found on the high pilaster, being in the same inscription on

the staircase written with s=m instead of -ff<-
The

same variation takes place in the word that translates the

Persian aqunus, he made, which, generally commencing

with begins in the inscription K 7 with a =m-
These two groups and must therefore repre-

sent either one and the same syllable yu, or what is more

advisable to admit, the two similar syllables yu and yo;

and such a vacillation in the orthography may have been

founded on a corresponding vacillation in the pronuncia-
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lion, which cannot he very surprising. The two groups,

then, are the termination of the genitive plural.

We shall afterwards show that the latter is most probably a

general affix of the genitive both singular and plural; and

that the former seems to be an affix indicative of the

plural; but as to the sound of this we have only an

hypothesis to propose. The Persian word add, he cre-

ated, is generally rendered < J<TT S-TT, >»< in NR

in two places The latter of these is to

be read dasta or tasta, and the former might therefore be

read tusta

,

giving to the value of tu, or du, which

seems to be corroborated by another form under which

the same verb occurs
,
likewise in NR , viz. T=m

-2T Z<n 5-fl. The middle group here is apparently

to be found in the names Hithns and Kdtpddukd (though

a little defaced in both places) as representing the Persian

syllable thu and Sm, and has no doubt the value of thu.

The preceding group occurs D2 before in

the pronoun -w< y-w ~<. rendering the Persian ana

,

and, as this pronoun in all other places is written only

with the two groups this r=m according to

an orthographical rule, which I shall presently show, must

be the letter with which the following syllable begins,

and, consequently, in this case either t or th; so that in

tuththusta (tuthustd) we should simply have a reduplica-

tive perfect of the same root tus or tas, connected ,
no

doubt, with the Sanscrit root tvax or tax.

The Persian phrdmdtdrdm , ruler ,
is rendered {

^yy- y^y ^»-yy »-^yy»- yys^ The fourth and

sixth groups are already known to be ta and m. The

group sir-. occurring here as the second and fifth
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corresponds always to the Persian r or rri, and has appar-

ently the same value. As it is clear that we have the

same word as the Persian one , hut only in a Median

garb, we do not hesitate to give to the first group J
the value ofp/i/ and then there only remains the group

to represent the Persian syllable ma, of which it has the

value in the name itself of the Medes, which is written
I

^=*~YY' We have already found this group repre-

senting the letter w in the name, of Darius, and as we further

find that the Persian syllable mi, in Arinina and Uma-

rdzmis is expressed by the first group in the name

Vistdspa, and as there is no ground for reading these

names Darimns and Mistaspa, it would seem evident that

the Median language did not tolerate the sound of in in

the beginning and middle of words, but changed it into

ir, or v, or perhaps, into some hard and guttural sound

which was foreign to the neighbouring tongues. We
have already mentioned the double value of Y^f as m
and as ma, and therefore read the word of which we are

now treating, phrdmatardm, the Persian word, as nearly-

expressed as the Median language would tolerate. In

this way the word is written C 8, E 5 and F 12. In 015

either the first group is omitted, or what is more pro-

bable the »- is a fault of the transcriber, instead of

The inscription K19 has the same form, but with *~^Y

n instead of ^Yf^- m » a variation which may have

arisen from the form under which this word occurs D 6,

viz- e| -STT- TSY S-1Y cnfc,

that is , with the two groups Y and *~^Y m °re than

usual. The first of these ^Yj or> as it is also indifferently

written corresponds to the Persian t in the word

Kiitpaduku , and to d in squdra , and therefore , there
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can be no doubt that it represented a dental t or d; and

from its use here before the syllable tn 1 conclude that

this was the way in which the hard sounds were ex-

pressed, a method that is not extraordinary, as, to quote

only one instance, it has been adopted in the Tamil ortho-

graphy. The other group n, may have been used

here to denote that the following nasal m was a clear

and distinct m, or, to show that the preceding vowel had

a nasal sound, a case analogous, in some respects, to the

long a before m in the Zand language.

Another word that occurs in both species, is that which in

Persian is written tiicdram, and here is rendered

II BO. The known groups give: tat,

ram. It is from this apparent that either the language

did not possess the sound of 6 (c/0, or that the alphabet

had no peculiar sign to express it , but that it rvas ne-

cessary to use two signs to represent this sound. The

Persian word Zanunam being here written yy Jf
I do not hesitate to attribute the value of za to

the group yy, and we then have in Zananam exactly the

same word as in the Persian, and in tatzaram, or rather

tadzardm a tolerably exact rendering of the Persian

tdcdrdm, and a word that even comes somewhat nearer

to the modern than the ancient Persian wrord does-

The w'ord zdnandm occurs in the Persian as the

last part of a compound of which the first is written

pdruw (parti, the to being used to mark that the vowel

is either long or accented , thus the genitive case is

written paruwnam i. e. parunam). This first part of the

compound is rendered in the Median by FIG,

or
y D 8, E7, 0 15, K 12. The first group

i
as we have shown, represents the syllable pa ;

so
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it would seem , does also the f ,
both in this word

pfirun as also in
•>

Persian Pdrsu

,

and in

=<ff -T SHT, Persian Spdrdci, but as I do not think

it advisable to admit, that different signs were used to

express one and the same sound, and as 1 shall further show

the great probability of another group, representing

the consonant p, 1 am the more inclined to attribute to

one of these the value of pha, or fa

;

and as also

represents the syllable ba in the words Bukhtris and

Biibirus, it seems evident to me that the sound of pha

was peculiar to the other , or The other group

MTT or, as it is also written yyy, corresponds in this

same word pc'iru to Persian ru, and in the name Haruwdtii

to Persian rw; but the syllable ru is farther rendered by

in the name Qurus
;

and in Babirus , as it would

seem, in a third way, the group being here nearly effaced,

only the last vertical wedge f remaining distinct ;
the

traces of the whole group appeared to me to be either

or but I will not deny the possibility of its

having been a ffy or £:yyy. At all events, there are

two groups yyy and y|£: corresponding to the Persian

ru and ru

;

and these may either have represented the

syllables lu and ru, as there can be no objection to urge

against the Median language having had that sound of l,

which is wanting in Zand and ancient Persian; or, if we

admit that the Median alphabet, how poor soever it may

have been in other respects, had distinguished, like the

Persian, between the two sounds r and the syllable ru

and ru may have been expressed by these two groups;

or, lastly, they might, in analogy with -TT< and

have represented the similar syllables of ru and ro; and

this seems to me the most probable. The word yyy-
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•r jrjf then, we read paru, or pharu, many (Ice!.

fjolr).

The name of Cyrus
,

just mentioned , is written in

the Persian Qurus, and herem rT=- As the first group

corresponds, moreover, in the name Ousiya, to

Persian qu, and in fmtagus to Persian gw, it must, we

imagine ,
have represented the two guttural syllables qu

and gu
,

the hard and soft consonants being expressed

by the same sign. The name, therefore, is written Quro

(or Quru), with the omission of the final s, but I do not

see the reason, why the termination should have been dropped

in this instance, and likewise in that of the name of Babylon

(Babiru) , while it is retained in all other similar cases.

The proper palatal letters are to be sought in the names

of Katpabuku , Sukd, Khsyarsa, Hdkhumunisiya. The

last name , Acliaemenian , is in the Median inscriptions

written in three ways:

lit = <- <T-

lit £ <- i<n <T- EtA

11= -2- t <- <T- =£,',•

The instead of on one of the pilasters at

Marghab is nothing more than a fault of the stonecutter,

the same who also put «T instead of «n in the

Persian. In one of the inscriptions E
,

placed on the

front wall of the western flight of steps, the strange group

is found inserted between and Ti but

as the group ~m< seems to have been forgotten at the

end of the preceding word, we are tempted to think that

the artist inserted it here in order that it might not be

left out altogether. Of the three before mentioned forms

of the name Achaemenian the last is the most common.
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occurring in all the inscriptions of Darius , in that at

Marghab and in the three C, E, G of Xerxes. The two

other forms belong to Xerxes only; the first being found

in the inscription F and the second in the two D and K.

The difference between these three forms is, that in the

second a is inserted before the penultimate, and in

the third a before the second group. The two

last groups begin the word

which renders the Persian word siyatim. The

third group corresponding to the Persian ti, both

in this word and in the names TVgriikhuda and Haruwafts,

its value as ti is established; we feel no hesitation, there-

fore
,

in giving to the first, the value of si, the

rather as the letter =<ff or s is inserted in the second

form of the name Achsemenian before this group. We
have then siyatim, exactly like the Persian, and the end

of the name here treated of, siya or ssiya. These two

syllables precedes corresponding to the Persian ni

,

and, no doubt, with the same value. As the group

occurs in the beginning and end of the name of KatpaSuka,

it must be some palatal letter; nothing more is left, there-

fore, than to represent the Persian md. We have

meanwhile seen that m is not tolerated in the beginning

and middle of words , but that it is
, in these cases

changed into m or v , and it is, therefore, evident, the

group must have represented either one of these letters

or some syllable beginning therewith. We have already

found signs for w, ma and mi (or v, va, vi\ and I shall

subsequently show the probability of two other groups

representing the syllable wo and mu, and ihus the syllable

me or ve, which is without any known sign, alone remains

to be represented by the group The first group
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in the Achaemenian name, seems, as I shall show in the

sequel , to be the representative of the vowel o
,

and a

similar change of Persian ha to o , or u has likewise

taken place in the third species of Achaemenian writing,

in which this name begins with the same letter o, or n

that is the penultimate in the name of Darius
, and its

being sometimes even omitted there proves, that the cha-

racter must have represented a vowel sound. Correspond-

ing to the Persian kha there remains only the single

group f? or the double one The group f
mpst not be confounded with the before mentioned

or t, from which it is always distinguished by having

the lower horizontal wedge longer than the upper one

;

in the other , either the contrary is the case ,
the upper

wedge being longer than the lower ,
or both horizontal

wedges are equal and of half the size of the perpendicular

wedge. The group Y corresponds there to the Persian

kha , and in the name Tigrakhudd the syllable khu is

written K i
suc^ syllables being usually expressed in

this way by the group representing a syllable ending in

the vowel a, to which is added the sign of the vowel u.

We are of opinion, then, that the group Y represented

the syllable kha, though it is as often found, especially

in the beginning of names, in situations where the Persian

has the unaspirated letter k or syllable ka. The sign

sometimes inserted and sometimes omitted before

kha , must in analogy with the before mentioned t be

either kh, or k, and we are most inclined to give this

the value of k or g, as there is another letter,

»~YY^5 with apparently stronger claims to the value of

the aspirate kh ,
and which is also sometimes inserted

before >^Y or l<ha. This letter "~YY^ occurs as the se-
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cond in the name of Bactria and as the first in the name

of Xerxes, in both places corresponding to the Persian kh.

The last mentioned name of Xerxes , in Persian

Khsyarsa

,

is written in two ways : either HflE *-£

*~T?? V or *~T(£ *~T?T ^TT V? the latter occur-

ring in the inscriptions D and K; the former in the four

other inscriptions of Xerxes. As is inserted before

y'l,
it is clear that this group must have represented a

syllable beginning with the aspirated sibilant s and most

probably the syllable sa; though it as often occurs corre-

sponding to the Persian sa, as in Scikci, Parasa, visa etc.,

but the aspiration of the Persian hard letters seems, on the

whole, to have been very common in the Median language,

especially in the beginning of words. The other sibilant

letter is to be sought in the second group to which

group sya corresponds in the Persian
, and siya in the

third species, in both languages with an aspirated s;

still , as we have already another sign for the syllable

sa, and as we cannot well admit any other vowel than a,

no other value seems to remain for this group but

that of sa. The third group occurs also, like the second

in the name of Persian, between pa and sa, and in both

cases the value of r is required; but as there is another

sign for that letter, and as the group occurs in the

beginning of a word before sa

,

it is evident the group

*~W does represent a syllable beginning with r; and

then no other value suits better than that of ra

,

which,

too, in used as an affix of the accusative case will

give exactly the modern Persian affix ra

,

which is used

for the same purpose. The name of Persian , Parasa,

therefore we read Parasa, and that of Xerxes, Khsarasa,
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which is the same name as that of Cya-xares, the third

Median king in Herodotus.

We now proceed to examine the list of nations subject

to the sway of Darius ,
that is contained in the inscrip-

tion on the royal tomb. The names follow exactly the

same order both in the Persian inscription 1. 22-30 and

in the Median 1. 17-25. In this species of writing every

name is preceded by the perpendicular wedge f ,
which

both marks it as a proper name , and at the same time

separates it from its neighbour. As to the reasons for

identifying the names with those known from the Greek

authors, I refer the reader to Mr. Lassen’s valuable work

on the Persian inscriptions.

The first name is in the Persian , Mada, Media.

In the species we treat of, it is written dt :ht, ° r

Wada

:

so that this very name might seem to furnish

a rather plausible objection against giving the appellation

of Median to the second species of cuneiform writing;

inasmuch as it seems rather surprising
, either that the

Medes should not have been able to pronounce rightly

their own name , or that the Persians (who had m
and v sounds enough) should have so strangely corrupted

this name. But here it must be observed that the name

of the capital of ancient Media, which was called by the

Greeks Agbatana and by the Hebrews Adimetha, seems

to have contained a sound foreign to both these nations,

and which the latter accordingly endeavoured to denote

by dim , and the former by gb. This sound might have

been some hard or guttural sound of v that was foreign

even to the Persian language, and which, therefore, when

it was attempted to be expressed in that language, would

he represented by a letter equivalent to a more familiar

1840—1844. 19
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sound. And as the Medes did not in their alphabet

distinguish between the hard and soft sounds, they would

have had to express such a peculiar hard sound, as they

did in all similar cases, by the sign that represented the

corresponding soft sound. Accordingly the name of Media

may perhaps have been pronounced in reality Gvada, a

name that may induce some learned antiquary to look to

the ancient Medes for the earliest traces of our Gothic

ancestors, whose origin, though diligently searched for,

has not yet been ascertained.

The second nation is Uwaz'a ,
Cissia

,
or Susiana.

In the Median inscription the first group of this name is

somewhat defaced
,

only one horizontal wedge in the

middle of the line (*-) remaining distinct. The wdiole

group
,
when entire , appeared to me to have been

being a group that begins the word

which often occurs in the inscription H in the sense, as

I conjecture, of platform or terrace; hut as to the sound

represented by the group in question I am unable to offer

even a guess. The Median name corresponding to the

Persian would then be written The

last three groups give thufti , and it is evident that we

have quite a different name
,

perhaps corresponding more

to the native name of the ancient Elymais.

The third name, in Persian ParJ>awa, is, according

to Lassen
, a nominative plural of Pcirpu ,

Parthus ,
so

that the name of the people in the plural number is used

as the name of the country. In the Median this name

is written with three groups, of which the centre one is

not a little defaced. What still remains distinctly legible

is y, the other traces appeared to me to have been

3 5
which would have made the entire group

or rather in analogy with
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and But as it is very difficult
, if not imposs-

ible, to be quite certain as to what such defaced, or nearly

defaced traces may have been , the space between the

separate wedges may perhaps (with as much probability)

have been filled up by a which, when taken along

with what is still legible
,

would make w and

would thus give us the same group that we find as the

second group in one of the forms under which the name

of Persian is given in the inscription ]NR
, viz.

and which also expresses the name of the

father of Hystaspes. This last name being written in the

Persian inscription Arsti

,

we might conclude that this

Median group m represented that very sound ot

Arsti' or Ars. But now we find that in the Median wav

of rendering the word Spdrda, the r is dropped before d,

it being written HI>% spliada, and here a question

naturally arises : was the omission peculiar to this word

only ? or may we not rather suppose that the Median

language in general did not tolerate r before another

consonant. This last supposition seems to receive corro-

boration from another form of the above mentioned name

of Persian, viz. T where r seems

to have changed its place from before s to after it
;

and

therefore the group -“TTY must be supposed to have

represented the syllable as both in the name Arsd and in

that of Pursd. But although this may be admitted, there

still remains one difficulty which I cannot solve, viz. why

this name should be written Pha-as, or Pha-asdr and not

simply P/i-as, or Ph-asdr. I may here as well mention

a third form of this name occurring also in the inscrip-

tion 1SK, viz. *-T «<; the last group is not found any-

where else, but was most probably of a similar significa-

nt
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tion with the other os

,

perhaps ai. But to

return to Par^awa
;

the sound of p, which the Persians

marked by the character was either wanting in the

Median language, or the alphabet had no peculiar mark

for it; for, we always find the Persian p rendered in a

quite different way, s being generally substituted. Where-

fore it seems likely that the centre group was that one

to which I have ventured to give the value of as, and

that the whole name, consequently, wras written

or Phusawa, a word that presents us the same diffi-

culty as did the name Phasci

,

just above mentioned

rendering the Persian Parsa. But if, on the other hand,

the group were the real one, we would suppose

it to have represented the syllable tha, a sound as nearly

approximating to the Persian p, as that of s does, and

being, moreover, in analogy with the Median rendering

of the Persian syllable <5u in the name of Katpabuka.

The fourth name in the Persian inscription, Hariwa,

Aria according to Lassen, is written here

m The two last groups give rima coinciding with the

Persian. The first group corresponds in this

name and in that of Haruwatis to the Persian ha ,
but

in Ariya to Persian a (or a), and in Arbaya, Arinina, to

or. The same group occurs in the word rendering the

Persian arddstand, which is written £<ff

:ht <y, and which, if the first group really represented

the syllable or, would consequently give us ardastana,

or a word differing from the Persian one merely in the

aspiration of the sibilant letter. But as it would appear

from what we have already mentioned respecting the

rendering of sphada for Spardti, that r is dropped before

d, it is more probable that the group »-^y^ has only
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represented the vowel a

,

or more strictly speaking
, the

long d, since we find for the sound of the short a in the

name of Auramazda another character
>
w hich also

is used with the same value in the third species of

Achremenian writing. The name corresponding to the

Persian Hariwa w ould then lie Ariica , the h being

dropped as is also the case with the Greek and Latin

appellations of that country.

The name of the fifth country is in Persian Bakhtris,

in Zand Bakhdlii

,

and in Greek Baktria. This name is

in the Median written with five groups of which the last

is a little defaced
,

but traces enough remain to prove

beyond a doubt that it must have been The whole

name is therefore written *~YYYK YT*
As the known groups give Bakh-rii, it is evident that

the middlemost must have been a sign of a dental, which

could only be the aspirate th, as the character Y *s the

sign of the unaspirated dental sound t, or cl. We accord-

ingly read Bakhthris. The aspiration of th must be

attributed to the following r

,

w hich actually appears to

have (occasionally at least) possessed in the Median

language that aspirating powrer which it always possessed

in the Zand, of which we in the sequel shall show some

other instances.

The sixth name is Susuda, or Susda, in the Persian

as also in the Zand language; Sogdia or Sugdia in Greek.

It is written with three groups- in the Median. Of the

middlemost of these only the last part was distinctly

legible
,

viz.
,

before which I thought I could distin-

guish traces of but I doubt not that the group was

tY^ which we found in the beginning of the name of

Cyrus with the value of qu. Here, of course, it represents

the corresponding soft syllable gu; and as the first group
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(being used here, where it corresponds to the Persian

su) ,
appears to have represented the same syllable su,

we have in yY,= ,
as I think the name was

written, the Median SuQuda, corresponding, letter for letter,

with the Persian.

The seventh name is UwARAzmis, or, as it is written

in the Persian inscription I, Uwarazmiya, which, according

to Lassen, is the Zand Qdiri-zao

,

the land of nourish-

ment, the modern Khavvarizm or Kharizm, and

the Greek XopajpAa. In the Median the name is written

I
or Wariisvis

,
conse-

quently with the omission of U in the beginning, and

w ith the change of mi into vi. In this name
,

too
, the

7V, or v would seem to have had in both places the hard

or guttural sound we before noticed, which, if admitted,

would at once account both for the omission of u and

for the transition of w to the guttural Kh ,
and also for

the change of the Persian z to s

,

as the soft letter z

would not be tolerated before a hard letter.

The eighth name is in the Persian Zarak, in which

and in the Greek Zapayyai we have, according to Lassen,

the proper East- Iranian appellation of the country of

Drangiana
, which derived its name from the lake still

called Zareh. the sea, and as the Persian changes a Zand

z into d, (as in Zand azam I, in Persian adam,) the

other appellation of Apayyoc'. has probably originated from

some West- Iranian language, perhaps even been the

common appellation in Persian itself. Meanwhile, as

this name in the Persian begins w ith a sibilant
,

so it

also does the same in the Median, where the first group,

although a little defaced YYf) i
can scarcely have

been any other than the before mentioned YYT with

the value of The second and third groups *~»=YT"~
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f j
or r a, express here the same syllable ra that other-

wise is represented hy »-yyy — a mode of writing ana-

logous to what we have before observed was the case

with the syllable yu. The last letter is f, or kha, and

the whole name is thus

Asraklia, which differs slightly from the Persian Zariik.

The ninth name Haruwatis, the ancient Arachosia,

Zand Haraqaiti, is in the Median rendered yy

f

or Aruicatis, which differs only in the

omission of the li from the Persian name.

The following name (the tenth) ^atacsus, the Sarra-

•pSai of Herodotus, is in the Median written

yf»H The three last groups give taQus,

and the first ra. Of the signification of, the second group,

though it occurs in five other words, it is a little difficult

to form any certain opinion. The Persian pita, father, is

translated which the last two groups

alone would give us in dacla

,

or tata, a well known

word with the sense required. The word that renders

the Persian thuriya begins in the inscriptions D,F,K with

f
»-y£: phsati

; the inscriptions O and NR have

:Hf ta instead of ti; in C a f, t is inserted before

ti; and in E that syllable is preceded by tbe sign

As this character is, in all these three words, found be-

fore dental letters, and would even seem to be employed

indifferently instead of t, we may conclude that it

represents a dental sound
,

a value that also in

J^y fy^ NR 16 would give us the same word as

the Persian, datum. From the two other words (H 7 and

22) in which this character occurs, no inference can

be drawn. Now, though it evidently represented a dental
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letter, still as 1 cannot determine its precise value, I pro-

pose to render it by the letter t with a dot under it

(t) to distinguish it from the other or t. The name

then corresponding with the Persian Jatagus would, in

the Median
,

be RattaQus. The same Persian [letter p
is found, besides in the before mentioned name Parfiawa,

(where it was, in the Median, apparently changed into $)

also in two other words which I shall here examine.

The one is AJiagina ,
a pillared hall

,
in the Median

written f
~ The third group,

as I shall endeavour to show in the sequel
, seems to

represent the vowel i ,
and then we have , Asina

,

the

Persian word in a somewhat contracted form
, and with

s likewise substituted for p. The other word is the

name of Assyria, AJmra, written here

of which the two last groups give sur or sura. In the

first group, one horizontal wedge at least has disappeared,

which would make the group or g) but I regret that,

at the time I copied the inscription
,

I did not observe

whether any traces of writing were discernible before the

distinct vertical wedge
,

which might make it probable

that the group wras rather or a; but at all events,

whether this word be written Ssurii or Asura
,

it is evi-

dent that in the middle of words, the Persian p is changed

into $!, and that in the beginning, sometimes at least, ra

is substituted.

The eleventh name Gadara is that of the Gandhara-

people in East Kabulistan. This name is written

in the Median with three groups of which the two

last are darn or dar. The first group appeared to

me to be either »-yyy, or »-yyyy. In. the first case we

should in »-yyy have a name somewhat
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different from the Persian and Indian, viz. Radarci, instead

of Gadara or Gandhara, for which alteration I am at a

loss to account. We might, it is true, attribute to the

other group the value of ga or ka , but as this

group is nowhere else to he found
,

it would he very

strange that such a syllable as ga or ka should not in

all the inscriptions be met with more than once, and that,

too, in a foreign name; besides, the external form of this

group does not appear to have any analogy with the rest,

it being the only one in which four equal wedges are

placed together.

The twelfth name is Hithus, the Sanscrit Sindhus,

or rather the plural Sindhawah
, the country of Sindh.

Of the four groups, that compose the corresponding Median

name, the last is a plain or i; the third is somewhat

defaced, only remaining visible, but it is scarcely

to be doubted that the two small wedges = have disap-

peared from the original thu, or dhu; the second is

the before mentioned or i; and the first sa'

As the group f kha joined toj ^ u forms the syllable

kliu, so the group in a quite analogous way, joined

to i might form the syllable si, though it is not easy to

explain why one and the same syllable si should be ex-

pressed in two different ways both by as in

this name
,

and by ^ as in the word dsina ;

especially, as the latter is analogous to the common

way of expressing similar syllables terminating in i, —
thus the syllables pi, thi etc. are written

p-i, th-i etc. The four groups ,then form

•> °r Sitlius ,
a name

,
that has

retained the Indian s, which in the Persian is changed

into h. But I must observe that though the first group
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in this name appeared to me to lie a quite distinct

ga, still I noted down two other forms, it possibly might

have been, viz. either or
,

and if either of these

should be the genuine
, it might represent the syllable

ha, as there is apparently no other group for that syl-

lable ;
and we should then have in HithuS exactly the

same name in the Median as in the Persian.

The Persian Sara is written Y f 5
sakkha,

or sakha ,
with an aspiration of both consonants. By

this name ,
according to Herodotus

, the Persians called

all the Scythian or nomadic tribes. The inscription on

the tomb of Darius mentions, besides the Scythian, three

Saka tribes, but their names are, unfortunately, just as

defaced and obscure in the Median as in the Persian.

The list of tributary countries in this| inscription begins

with those of Media and Susiana, Persia not being men-

tioned, as it was exempted from all taxes on account of

its being both the chief country of all and the native

land of the great kings. The enumeration then proceeds

from Parthia in an easterly and north-easterly direction,,

and then mentions, beginning with Babylon, the countries

situate west of Media and Susiana
,

the list concluding

with three or four mountain tribes on the borders of Media

proper. The two first Saka tribes mentioned here after

Giidara and Hithus, and before Babylon, must, therefore,

be sought in the nomadic tribes to the north east of the

present country of Kahulistan. The name of the first

tribe begins in the Persian with Hcmawa, the rest being

totally obliterated. In the Median, too, the name is in-

volved in the same obscurity. The beginning is f ^7

hut the stone in this place presenting some unevenness,

it may be dttubtful whether it was the group
,
now and

then occurring, M, that was written, or, what would
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seem to be more probable, whether the traces distinguish-

able are two different signs, the first, f, the mark of

distinction and the other, the letter u. Before the names

of the other two tribes, it is true, the mark of distinction

is left out, but then the relative pronounf ft is there

inserted. The letter u, then, corresponds well enough

to the Persian hu ,
especially as we have already seen

that the h in the similar syllable ha is dropped in the

Median names. The second group in this name, which

also was indistinct, appeared to me to be either sa,

or, more likely which, as we shall afterwards show,

probably represented the letter q, and might in this name

correspond to the Persian syllable met, this being in other

cases changed into rv, or rather into a hard or guttural

sound of tv. The third group, which was distinctly visible,

is tff»-, that seems to be of about the same value as

tf»- bi, or pi, and might then have represented be, or

pe, corresponding a little to the third syllable wei in the

Persian name. The fourth group is tf t, or d. The

fifth was somewhat indistinct, and I could not be satisfied

whether it was am or Rtt ;
however, as the latter

represents a dental letter only, and the former a syllable

i/o, and as, in the case of the group standing here,

the name would have terminated in two dental letters

without any vowel following, it would seem more probable

that the other is the proper one, and the whole name

would then be ^ tff*- tf ^fff or Uqbetyo; but

as to its geographical position I am as much in doubt

as to that of the following tribe, which, doubtless, must

also be sought in the same part of the world. This tribe is

called in the Persian inscription Tigrakhuda, which seems

indeed not so much to have been the proper native name
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of the tribe, as rather some Persian appellation or nick-

name, meaning the lords of arrows, as tigra might have

the sense of an arrow and kliudd undoubtedly is the modern

a lord. In the corresponding Median name
, the

second group is somewhat injured, only the latter part

of it being discernible
,

hut there can scarcely be any

doubt as to its having been a
,
kh, thus affording

another instance of the aspirating power of r which we

before noticed. The name then is written Hfc -ns
or, with the exception of

the last group, Tikhrakhuda. This last group, represent-

ing, as I shall subsequently endeavour to make at least

probable
,

the letter p

,

or b

,

might perhaps be nothing

more than a plural affix
,

akin to the common plural

termination bi in the Georgian language.

With this name then, terminates the enumeration

of countries lying to the East of Persia, and the list

then proceeds from Babylon in a westerly direction. In

the Median name corresponding to the Persian Babihjs

or Babylon, the first group has lost the upper and lower

horizontal wedges, and must be restored pa, or ba.

The second group corresponding to the Persian bi,

has undoubtedly the value of the same syllable bi or pi.

The third, I have already stated, appeared to me to be

traceable either to jEf, or and one of these, if true,

might have represented the syllable lu’, but I am more

inclined to believe y yy to have been the genuine group,

which would give us in ^111 Babiru, the same

name as the Persian, the final s only of the nominative

being omitted, as was the case in Quro, the Median

name of Cyrus.
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The next name ,
A1>ura ,

in the Median

^=YY"~ Ssura ,
or perhaps Asnra,

we have already noticed. After that follows Arb(ya,

written here »~^YH Abaya, or Arabia, which

name perhaps was the Persian and Median appellation of

the countries situate west of the desert, rather than that

of Arabia proper, as this country, though twice subdued,

never submitted to the Persian yoke, or paid any tribute.

(Herod. 3, 88. 91.).

The next name is in the Persian Ohudraya, accor-

ding to Lassen, the Gordysei and Karduchi of the ancients,

the modern Kurds. The first group in the Median name

is which, on account of its occurring in this name,

and of its being used in other words before yD qu, I

conjecture to have represented the guttural letter q. The

second group, (the last in the twenty-first line) is con-

siderably defaced, only Y being distinctly visible,

with some traces of other perpendicular wedges before

the last one, making it probable that the group was m,
knowrn as as from the proper name of Persian. The two

last groups are rdya, and we have then in *V~*~YYY

^YY*~ Qosraya, a name somewhat different from

both the Persian and the Hebrew appellation
,

though

apparently approximating to both. Then follows in the

Persian inscription Ariuina, Armenia, written in the Median

^Y^ Aviniya, with the omission of

r, with the syllable mi, as in other cases, changed into

vi, and w ith the somewhat different termination of iya instead

of the Persian a. In the next Median name, corresponding to

the Persian KatpaDuka, Cappadocia, the third group was

probably Va » rather than »~Y ph° >
and the fourth

apparently »%=Y i
which the two middlemost small
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wedges have disappeared , making the name

f, Khatpathukha, with the palatal letter aspirated

as usual. Then follows in the Persian Sparda, which

Lassen has most ingeniously identified with the Greek

appellation of Sardis, the capital of Lydia, in the country

itself perhaps called Svarda, from which both the Greek

and the Persian appellation may be derived. The Median

name sphada (sfada), stands apparently

half way between the supposed form Svarda and the

Persian Sparda, which was undoubtedly the Eastern appella-

tion not of the capital only, hut of the whole country of

Asia Minor between Cappadocia and Ionia
; the latter

being easily recognised in the following name Yuna in

Persian, and tyy ^ Yun, or Yuna in the Median.

Having now arrived at the most western part of

Asia
,
we must look in Europe for some at least of the

following nations. The first is a Saka tribe, called in the

Persian inscription radarya, of which name, however, at

the beginning
,

one or two letters w ould seem to have

been obliterated. The corresponding name is , in the

Median
,
composed of eight groups

, of which the sixth

may be (since only remains) either na, or

tliUy the latter being perhaps the more probable,

as f t precedes. The name, accordingly, is written

T If the second

group found in this place only
,

did actually re-

present the syllable re, or la, we should have in Ares-

vitthuven, or Alasvitthuvcn

,

a name somewhat approxi-

mating to the name of the Scythian tribe mentioned by

Herodotus (IV, 17), the Halazdnes, which is the only

Scythian name that I have been able to find with any

resemblance to the sounds of the known groups in the
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name in question. In the following Squdra, we have the

Persian appellation of the Scythians
,
who called them-

selves Skoloto. The Median appellation corresponds ex-

actly with the Persian
,

traces enough remaining of the

two first groups to show their having been :<rT ris
and the whole name ^ ^ or squdra,

with an aspiration of the initial letter
,

which is also the

case in similar names as we have already observed.

The following Yuna (in Persian) are the Greeks on the

continent. Of the Median name the last group is oblite-

rated, but was most probably which, joined to the

two others ^yy gives us Yuna as in Persian. It is

doubtful whereabouts we have to look for the following,

Takabara, in the Median written

Takhaphardtu, the last syllable tu being no doubt

the same plural affix tu which we before noticed.

The following four names belong, in my opinion, to the

mountain tribes bordering on Media, that, in all probabi-

lity, were rather auxiliaries than tributaries, and never

acknowledged the supremacy of the great king longer

than he had the power to enforce it. The first name is

nearly obliterated in the Persian inscription ,
only the

beginning Pu, (and even the u is indistinctly visible) and

the end yd being left; nearly the same fate has been

shared by the corresponding Median name, which is com-

posed of the three last groups of the twenty-fourth line

and the two first of the twenty-fifth. These two groups

are ya p ,
with an open space between both

,
which an

unevenness of the rock seems to have prevented from

being lettered. The p ,
or b I have already mentioned

as an affix of the plural, akin to the Georgian termination

hi. Of the three groups in the 24th line the last is a

tolerably distinct ti. The first might have been
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either or the first half () only being discern-

ible ,
and the traces of the other half so indistinct as

to leave it uncertain whether they are the remains of a

horizontal or of a vertical wedge. But as the Persian

name begins with a distinct p , it is most probable that

the group here was or pha. The second group

I noted down as an indistinct yo, hut there is

wanting only a little wedge at the top of the centre one

to make it a £yyy. rn, which, even though it was discern-

ible, might easily have escaped my notice, considering

the great distance at which this inscription has to he

copied. The name might then have been ~yyy

yy Phardtiyab, the mountain tribe called Pa-

rutya in the Persian inscription I
, the Ilapa'.TaxavrJ of

Ptolemy. The next name is clear in both inscriptions.

The Persian and Median Qusiya y|^= yy, (f°r

the lirst group, of which only yf remains, can scarcely

have been any other than qn) are the Cossaeans ,
the

mountaineers in the present country of Luristan between

ancient Media and Susiana. Then follows the name Mi-

ni ya, which Lassen regards as an adjective belonging to

the preceding noun, and translates, the Median Cossaians;

hut I am more inclined to consider it as a proper name

of some of the tribes on the north-western boundary of

Media
,

though unable to identify it with that of any

known people, the name itself, besides, being in the

Median inscription so indistinct as to preclude even a

conjecture. The traces discernible were tei m
^yy Y 5

the first group, * is but indi-

stinctly visible, nor could I determine whether the wedges

constituted one group only, or whether they formed two

distinct groups, of which the first would have been *-*~Y
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or a and the second or perhaps rather Z-Sfi that

is found in the inscription D 16. The second group, of

which the beginning is wanting, might have been either a

-m- 1)0, or perhaps more probably a FIW, "> The

two last groups give yap, of which the p or b, ac-

cording to our before mentioned opinion, is theMedian affix of

the plural. The following and last name, Karra, or Karaka,

Lassen has identified with KaXavwoj, hut this being only

a small district of Assyria, which has already been enu-

merated ,
we may perhaps with more propriety seek the

people implied by the name of Karka in the tract lying

between the river Araxes and the passes of the Caucasus,

which likewise belonged to the Persian empire, though

the inhabitants, the Colchians and their neighbours, were

not tributaries to the great king, but brought only volun-

tary gifts. The Persian name Karka may, I imagine, be

identified either with that of Colchia
,

or perhaps better

with that of the present Georgia, which the Russians call

Grusia, and the modern Persians Gurjistan, or the country

of Gurj
,

a name that might easily have originated

from the ancient appellation of Karka. In the Median

inscription this name is written The last

group is the Median affix of the plural ,
the word itself

being f* The latter group,
,
klia ,

corresponds

of course to the Persian kd. The first group, ^5. is found

in this place only
,

and cannot have represented either

the syllable kar, or kra, since we find similar syllables,

such as phetr, phra, dra expressed in a quite different way.

The r, it is true, seems occasionally at least to have been

omitted before other consonants; still, however, the value

of ka for this group would be objectionable for the

reason already assigned — that it would be strange, such

a syllable should not be found more than once, and that,

1840—1844. 20
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too, in a foreign name. I am, therefore, inclined to think

that the vowel has been a little changed
,

and that we

have in the group a representation of the syllable

Ku, or rather Kim, partly because the language appears

to favour the use of aspirated letters as initials
,
and

partly because the twofold way of writing this syllable

Kim seems really to intimate the rarity of its occurrence.

If this he the case
,
we have in Khuklia

,
instead of

Khurklia, a name that stands halfway between the ancient

Kcirka and . the modern Gurj. This name closes the

enumeration of the nations subject to the Persian rule.

It seems strange that neither Syria nor Egypt should he

mentioned; the former might, however, as we have already

stated ,
be comprised in the name of Arhaya ,

and as

Egypt is also omitted in the Persian inscription marked I,

where a similar list is given of those tributary nations,

that worshipped fire
,
we may in some measure account

for its omission, it being well known how much the Per-

sians despised and detested the Egyptians because of

their base idolatry.

I shall now proceed to the examination of an intro-

ductory passage common to the seven inscriptions C, D,

E, F, K, ]NR, and O, in which I propose to explain each

Median word as it occurs, and to collect under one head

all the forms of each word
,

that are to be met with in

the inscriptions at my disposal. The Persian passage I

insert here
, transcribed with Roman characters and with

the literal Latin translation of Mr. Lassen.

Baga wazarka Auramazda by a imam bufiiim ada

hya awam asmanam ada hya martiyam ada hya siyatim

ada martiyahya hya Daryawum (or Khsyarsam) khsayii-

fiiyam aqunus aiwam paruwnam khsayajiiyain aiwam

paruwnam phriimataram.
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Deus magnus (est) Auramazdes, qui hanc terrain

creavit
,

qui istud caelum creavit
,

qui mortales creavit

,

qui fortunam creavit mortalium
,
qui Darium (or Xerxern)

regem fecit , unicum multorum regem
, unicum multorum

imperatorem.

The inscription C has in both places the word narpham

instead of Jrhsayaftiyam

,

and the inscriptions F and K
insert the sentence: hya majiista baganam, qui (est) maxi-

mus deorum, after the name of the supreme God.

Bdyd

,

God
,

is rendered in the Median by

S^Y in all the inscriptions excepting E, which has

»~*~Y J^Y -Y^' On this last form we may build

an hypothesis about the value of the group S^Y which

usually ends the word. As the word in the inscription

E terminates in a hi or pi, it is most probable that the

sound p, here expressed, must likewise occur in the other

and more usual form
,

and as it cannot he sought for

elsewhere than in the group Y i
I am, therefore, of

opinion that this group has had the x7alue of p, in which

case (as the doubling of the letter merely indicates a hard

sound) the whole ditference between the two forms anap

and ancipi would be that the word which generally termi-

nates in a consonant does in the latter form terminate in

the vowTel i ;
being precisely what happens in the case

of the word rendering the Persian nibci , which in the

inscription D terminates in n, whereas in the inscription

K it terminates in ni. It is true that in the inscription

NR 15Y ^=Y- HTOK, pthri occurs, that is to say,

three consonants before a vowel, but as the same word

— or one very similar — is in the same inscription (1. 30)

writtenY *~Y^ *~YYYK? ptiri

,

it is evident that the

Median language itself has sometimes found the other

form too hard. The group i^Y occurs, moreover, before

•20
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NR 16; but vve have already adverted to the double

way of expressing syllables terminating in the vowel i.

Finally, that this group did really possess the value of

p seems to he corroborated from its occurring in the

word £^Y 5
which renders the Persian gupum, just

as the corresponding instrumental case gapwa, is translated

^Y -Y -Y-Y Y^Y 5
tkhaphiwa , the value of the third

group being phi, as I shall afterwards endeavour to show.

We have already remarked that this group Y seems

to have been a plural affix, hut neither from this circum-

stance nor from its occurring in four other words, Y^YY?

S£f, St* It. ttl 1= ,V Is—f, and ttl

^Y 5
can I with certainty draw any inference as to the

value it possesed. The genitive plural corresponding to

the Persian baganam is written *~*~Y *~^YY Y"-

-^Y i
anappituna , or rather anapituna ,

F 2 and

K 2. In the inscription K the last group is somewhat

defaced , but traces enough remain to prove its having

been *~^Y? as ‘n ^ie °tber inscription. This case anapi-

tuna is formed by adding to the inflective root anap the

termination ituna, whereof the last syllable na or n. (as

we often find it in the genitive case both singular and

plural) undoubtedly is an affix exclusively denoting this

case; the first part, or itu, is probably the before men-

tioned plural affix tu, joined to the inflective root by the

auxiliary vowel i, which we likewise find together with

the same affix tu in another plural case in the Median

version of the two words liuda bagibis, which I translate

cum diis, as it seems clearly to appear
,

from the way

in which these two words are expressed in the Median,

that the first, hdda, is the preposition with — the Sanscrit

saha — according to the opinion of Rawlinson, and not
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the adverb here, as Lassen has conjectured it to be.

This word hada takes its position in the Persian before

the word governed, hut after it in the Median, where it

is always written y i
or edaklia

,
for in the

sequel I shall show the probability of the first group

having represented a sound similar to that of i.

This Median preposition, or particle, edaklia, is employed

in a double way, being usually combined with the pure

inflective ’form of the plural *~*~Y

anapitu, which occurs in the inscription C 21 and 25, and

apparently in E also , as the defaced space between

and cannot have contained more than two

groups
,

and the inscription K has undoubtedly had the

same reading. But in the inscription H this word is

joined to —I -:<r ctf En- ~< T=fTT 5-n,
which seems to be a real plural case formed by an in-

strumental affix HYY DHY- The probability which I

(p. 281) mentioned of the group Ffflf being a dental letter

receives additional corroboration from its occurring here

before another letter of the same class. But although it

may be clear that the said group Ffflf represents a dental

sound, still it is rather difficult to fix the true and precise

value it may have possessed. Perhaps, however, I may

be allowed to render it with th, in analogy with what I

have done in the case of another dental letter
i

f-

The affix of the instrumental case would then be tlita, which

is perhaps the affix tlia used for the same purpose in

the Georgian language. The instrumental form of the

word anap differs too from the usual form in another

respect, in that of having YY*- instead of £^*-5 hut as

these two groups seem to be used indiscriminately in this

word, I suppose that they may have represented similar
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syllables, the one expressing pi or hi, and the

other ff*- pe or be. The whole difference between

the instrumental forms would then lie that in the one

instance the vowel i, and in the other the vowel e is

inserted for the purpose of combining the affix tu with

the inflective root. The word God, then, is in the

Median rendered anap or anapi in the singular, and

anapitu in the plural, with the two cases, the genitive

anapituna or anapitun, and the instrumental anapetiithta.

The four groups Y reisernr,

render both the Persian wazarka, maguus, and mdpistd,

maximus, from which it is evident that either the Median

language wanted the superlative form, or that this word

rasarar is itself a superlative; and the last supposition

seems to be corroborated by the way, in which the Persian

words ahyaya bufniya wazarkaya, of this great land, are

translated in the inscription NR 9 ,
where the adjective

wazarka in the genitive case feminine (wazarkaya) is

rendered V *~*~Y rasa-an, of which the first

part rasa seems to he the root of the word and conse-

quently the positive degree of the adjective. The termin-

ation an is about the same as the before mentioned affix

n of the genitive case, hut perhaps being longer and more

sonorous, peculiar to the feminine gender only. This

same genitive case wazarkaya is in the other six inscrip-

tions expressed in four different ways; in the inscription

C 10 the same word rasarar, that renders magnus and

maximus
, occurs without any affix added to denote the

genitive case. The two inscriptions D 0 and E 7 have

!! f, which is evidently to he found in F 17

also, where the omission of the first is undoubtedly a

fault of the transcriber. The inscription K 13 has yy^-
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| y
and the inscription O 17 y{ *~Tf^

f. It is evident that the two groups yy Y? zakfia,

form the last part of the three last mentioned words, the

only difference being that in the inscription O we find

kh inserted before Y? kltci to denote the hard

sound of the consonant. As we know that the Persian

mute consonants are often aspirated in the Median, and

that r is, at all events occasionally, omitted before another

consonant, this zaklia instead of zarkha may after all he

nothing but the ziirkd that forms the last part of the

Persian word mazurka, and this again may lead us to

suppose that the groups yy^ and J:^yy represented some

sounds or syllables similar to the Persian mu. The group

yy^ corresponds in the beginning of the Achnemenian name

to the Persian ha
,

as I before mentioned; but I at the

same time observed, that in the third species of arrow-

headed writing the group which begins this name, forms also

the penultimate in the name of Darius, and, as it is there

occasionally omitted, it can only be a vowel sound u or o.

The value of o for the Median group would exactly tally

with the wTord rendering the Persian wazarka, as it gives

us the very syllable ma in its contracted form of o. The

whole word would then be ozaklia, or, with the insertion

of n before the sibilant letter, and the vowel o somewhat

prolonged wonzakha (wonzakhkha) as exhibited in the

inscriptions K and O. The third word which occurs in

the three other inscriptions I also suppose to be etymo-

logically connected w ith the Persian wazarka, and as this

gives us — in the modern Persian buzurg and the Turkish

buyak — a transition of ma to bu, we may in the group

J;£;yy seek a similar syllable bu, or perhaps only mu,

that otherwise is expressed by two characters — the one

representing the consonant and the other the vowel sound
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CT3T <)• The word iu the present instance may there-

fore he either buzakha or rvuzakha. None of these three

words, or rather different forms of the same word, exhi-

bits any particular mark or affix of the genitive case; and

I may here subjoin the remark that the adjectives in

general do not seem to be subject to any inflexion.

The name of the supreme God that in the Zand

language is called Ahuramazdao
,

and in Persian Aura-

mazda, is in the Median always written ^

3*~YT‘ The four known groups give Aura da, and

in the unknown Y»- we must therefore seek a represen-

tative either of m or z ;
but as the Persian m is never

tolerated in the beginning and middle of Avoids
,

being

generally changed into m or v ,
we may also suppose

that in this name it is dropped altogether, and accordingly

give to the character Y_ the value of z , the more so

that in the inscription NR 38 we find it inserted before

]], of which the value za seems to be established beyond

a doubt. This name then is written *~*~Y K *~^YT*~ Y»-

Aurazdd, and that both in the nominative case,

and when it corresponds to a Persian accusative and

dative (NR 40, 44), and likewise when used in the voca-

tive C 24, D 20, NR 45, and apparently also in the other

places where this case occurs. For, the Persian sentence,

mum Aurdmazda padum'i , me Auramazdes tuere , is

rendered in a double way: in the inscriptions C 19, H 19,

NR 42 it is rendered Y*~YYY *~*~Y K *~»eYT*“ Y»- ^*~YT

T -W <- -TP where the first

personal pronoun is repeated before the verb with the addi-

tion of the group but in the two other inscriptions

D 17 and E ll, the second r-m is omitted and only

the group inserted after the name of the supreme
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God and before the verb. This group cannot well be an

affix denoting the accusative case, as we then should be

obliged to suppose that the stonecutter had committed a

fault in leaving out the pronoun y-yyy in the two in-

scriptions E and D, but which can scarcely be admitted,

as the same fault would then have been repeated in the

last inscription four times, and in the first at least twice,

if not four times
,

for so often are these two inscrip-

tions repeated. Nor can this group be supposed to

form a part of the verb by which the Persian pddurva

is translated, as it is left out before the same imperative

in the two other places where it occurs, viz. C21, D 20.

Lastly if this group were an affix of the vocative case,

its place would always have been after the last group of

Aurazda ,
and therefore the only supposition that seems

to remain is that it denoted some interjection belonging

to the verb rather than to the preceding noun. The geni-

tive case too is like the nominative in D 11 and apparently

also in NR 26; but in all other places C 17, D 16, E 10,

Hll, K 19, NR 12, 29, 40, 45, the usual affix of the

genitive case na or n, is added, the form being

-Hf K y- ^*~yf *~^y i Aurdzdan or -na.

The relative pronoun hyd, who, is always rendered

Ttkha or kha, which seems to be etymologi-

cally connected with the ancient Persian hyd and the

modern kdh. It occurs in the introductory passage five

times in each of the several inscriptions, (excepting NR,

where it is left out in the second place) ,
and farther

B 6, C 19, K 17. This pronoun seems only to have been

used in the nominative and accusative singular, for in

other cases, and even in the nominative plural, we find

another relative pronoun employed , of which

we shall speak in the sequel.
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The Persian demonstrative pronoun imd ,
this, is

rendered in the introductory passage we are now explain-

ing by the group or sa. It is used here in the

accusative feminine, the word by which the Persian bumi,

earth, is translated, being, as we before supposed, of that

gender. This Pronoun sa is likewise used in the accusa-

tive case (but the gender uncertain) before the words that

render the Persian ddhydum IN Si 43, tdcaram B6, tliu-

rvdrpim D 12, stdnam K20, liachis C 17, E 10. In the

inscription H the form sa is used six times (1.8,11,13,

14, 17, 22) apparently in the accusative case, but the

gender cannot be determined. This accusative sa is

generally placed before its noun, but in D 2, E2, F 4,

H8, 16,22, after the noun. Of the genitive feminine

we find two forms, of which the one is
i

saqqu (saqu)
,

occurring in 013, D 8, E7, K 13, 0 17,

F 17 *, in which the pronoun sa is combined with an affix

qu, that perhaps has an etymological connexion with the

Persian genitive termination hya, the Zand liya and qa.

The other genitive is y|^ *-yyy

saqqurrar or saqurar (NR 9 and H24), which

is clearly formed from the first saqu by adding a new

affix rar ,
an affix which we shall find performing the

same function in another instance. The place of the geni-

tive saqu and saqurar is always after its noun. In the

plural we find this demonstrative pronoun in the nomina-

tive case written either sarva (saw), D 13, or

sa >
NR 13; the first, as it has reference to the

preceding Parsa, must be of the masculine gender; the

other, therefore, together with the word Daltyus, to which

') The group yf^; in F can only be a fault of the tran-

scriber instead of the regular yY*~.
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it belongs, may be supposed to be of the feminine gender.

As the group seems sometimes to have represented

a hard and guttural sound, we may perhaps in the affix-

wa, or to, which in the Median language denotes the

nominative case plural, seek the origin of the affix kh,

the Armenian plural termination. The same form

occurs, moreover, in H9, being evidently the loca-

tive singular, rather than the nominative plural, and lastly

the form yf^f, H 8, seems to be either a

dative or instrumental case of the prononn set; but of

these two forms I shall afterwards speak, when I come

to the interpretation of the inscription H.

The Persian burnt, the earth, is always rendered

by Iff which occurs twice in each of the

seven inscriptions C, D, E, F, K, NR and O, in

the first place in the introductory passage as accusa-

tive , corresponding to the Persian bumim , and besides

in NR 21 ;
secondly, in each inscription and likewise

in H 4 as genitive, corresponding to the Persian bumhjd,

but without any additional affix or termination. Of the

three groups of which this word is composed, the second

is written tyj, instead of at the first place in the

copy of the inscription C that is found on the high pil-

aster , and is perhaps nothing but a slight mistake of

the stonecutter in forgetting the last vertical wedge. In

the inscription F 17 the second group is written *-yyy

instead o f £yyy ;
now as the difference here consists

chiefly in the absence of the small vertical wedge above

the central wedge of the three lower ones
,

the group

»~yyy may very possibly he the result of a similar mistake

either of the stonecutter or the transcriber; at all events

as the one represents the syllable ra and the other ru,

the difference is not very material. The value of the last
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group I cannot presume to fix, its occurrence is

confined to this word and to the word y|^§

or . which renders the Persian k/isathram;

its use as a sort of interjection before the imperative, has

been already noticed. The strange form of this word

occurring in the inscription O 16 can only be a fault of

the copier ,
some indistinctness of the inscription at this

place may perhaps have misled and perplexed the unskilful

and careless transcriber.

The Persian add, he created, which occurs four times

in the introductory passage we are explaining, is always

rendered tusta

,

iu C, D, E and O;

the inscription K has the same, only the groups are a

little defaced and indistinct at the two first places. The

inscription F likewise exhibits the same word in the first,

second and fourth places, using at the third place the

word that generally renders the Persian aqunus; lastly,

the inscription KR has at the two first places

tasta, and at the last -< Fffl -St ^tt S-TT,
tuthtusta. The grounds on which my reading of tusta,

tasta, and tuththusta (tuthusta) is founded, and the

relation in which these three forms stand to each other,

1 have already (p. 281) stated.

The demonstrative pronoun , that

,

is expressed in

Persian by awd, and in the Median by -TK -<, yutu,

the inscription D 8 only inserting another dental letter

before the last syllable ,
writing K ?

or

yvthtu. This Median pronoun retains the same form yutu,

or yuthtu, in all cases, and takes its place after the noun to

which it belongs. It occurs in this introductory passage

iu the accusative singular, and in ]NR 13 in the nomina-

tive plural, corresponding to the Persian arvdm and awd ;
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it occurs further in the nominative singular both masculine

and neuter, corresponding to the Persian aim, ille, NR 39,

and aitd, Mud, NR 16; likewise in the accusative neuter

NR 45, and H 23. The Persian preposition ami, wherever

it occurs, is rendered by the same two groups, there

being no other difference between the pronoun and the

preposition than that the latter is placed before the word

with which it is combined, as in the Persian; accordingly

the Persian words amdqunmcim

,

or amiiaqunwam

,

(NR

30), area visdin (D 15, NR 39), awdsiiciyd (C24, D 20),

begin in the Median with these two groups -W< ~< >
m

yutu. It is rather an uncommon coincidence that two so

different words should have the same external form in

two languages that in all other respects differ so much

from each other.

The Persian asmdncirn, heaven , is renderedm HfE in the five inscriptions C, D, E, F and NR, and

apparently, too, in K; the inscription O adds to the last

group
,

the difference being that the word commonly

terminating in kh , terminates here in the syllable kha.

The second groupm representing a syllable beginning

with kh, perhaps kho, as I shall subsequently show, the

whole word may be read accordingly akhokh, or akhokha.

To the Persian accusative martiydm

,

man, corre-

spond in the six inscriptions the five groups Y2

^rfy »-3YY*- i
anfJ m nr the two

, Y*H -

As we find the last form NR 37 corresponding to the

Persian nominative singular martiyd

,

the first form is

clearly to be taken as the accusative plural, the more so

as the Persian plural mdrtiyd, the men, is rendered by

the four first groups Y3 *~3YY*~: NR 46.

We have then Y^ the inflective root, fyf *%sYY*~7
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rar, the affix denoting the plural, and
y ff ,

ra, the affix

of the accusative case; the first of these two affixes is

clearly found in the Turkish affix Ic'ir

,

and the other in

the modern Persian ra, both being used in these langua-

ges for the same purpose as in the Median. We find in the

same introductory passage *~^eYY*~
1

as the genitive plural, (though corresponding to the geni-

tive singular mdrtiyahyd

,

of the man, in the Persian), in

which we easily recognise the same plural affix rdr and

the genitive termination na, or n, which we have

already noticed. As the real genitive singular we find

S<h IS -m -St? NR 35, formed from the inflec-

tive root :KK Y^ by the same affix
t

rar, which we found before combined with another genitive

affix qu in the pronoun saqurar, Wins. The declension of

this word then is as follows:

Sing. Nom. Accus. 3^Y*~ ]»£

Gen. — — rar.

Plur. Nom. — — rar.

Acc. — — rar-ra.

Gen. — — rar-na or rar-n.

As to the value of the two groups ^^Y*~ and Y^, of

which this word is composed, I have only two hypotheses

to oiler. The second group Y^ is likewise found in two

other words Y»^ and Y^ i
or YY*"

Y»H} NR 47. As the last of these, corresponding to the

Persian pdpi, a way, begins with pi, or pe, we are led

*) The published copy of the inscription 0 has in both places

Y^ instead of Y.C- and *~^Y instead of *-_Y} which can scarcely

be any thing else but faults of the transcriber; and from the same

source no doubt springs the Y^ in V instead of Y*E) though the

error is here not so apparent.
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to suppose that we have in the Median the same word

as the Persian, only a little altered according to the nature

of the Median language. Accordingly we might venture

to give to the other group the value of thi, and this

mode of rendering the Persian syllable pi, is at least

quite analogous to that of substituting thu, or dim
,

for

the similar Persian syllable chi. The word

or then would be read pithi, or pet/d, and the

end of the word which we are treating of,

thi

;

and this again corresponding to tiyd, the last syl-

lables of the Persian mdrtiya, we are led to suppose

that the word, 1*^5 was also the same as the

Persian, only dressed in a Median garb. The r, we have

already pointed out was dropped in the Median at least

before dental letters, therefore we have in to look

for a syllable beginning with a letter corresponding to the

Persian m, and as this Persian letter in the beginning of

Median words is always changed into m, or v, and as

we have already found signs for m, ma, mi, me (and

perhaps mu), the syllable mo must he admitted as the most

proper value for the group Proceeding, then, from

these two hypotheses as to the value of the two groups

that compose the Median word, Y3: denoting a

man, we read it mothi, which, though differing in nearly

every letter, may still in reality be nothing hut the identical

Persian mdrtiya, as we can easily account for the transi-

tion of the several letters from the one language into

the other.

The Persian siyatim , the fate , is rendered in

C, F, K, and NR, YY ?
which we

have already explained (p. 286) and we accordingly read

iiyatim exactly as the Persian word. The three other
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inscriptions D 3, E3, 0 6 have

or siyatis

,

which may be taken either for a Persian

accusative plural siyatis, or the Persian nominative singu-

lar, employed here as the accusative case; the last sup-

position being the most probable one, as we find in the

Median inscription the Persian nominative singular, ddliyus,

used also not only as the accusative singular, but like-

wise as tbe nominative plural; and as farther in the name

of Darius the Persian termination of tbe nominative singular

(us) has also taken the functions both of the accusative

and the genitive case singular, not to quote other instan-

ces which show that in the absence of tbe accusative

affix ra, the two cases of the nominative and the

accusative were in the Median language expressed in the

same way and did not differ in the external form.

We have already (p. 278 and 288) deciphered the names

of the two great kings Darius and Xerxes. The first name

only for the nominative singular (B 1 ; C 13, 23; H 1, 16, 18;

already observed, for the accussative (0 8 and INK 4) and

tbe genitive case (C 14, D 9, E 8, F !8, G 2, K 14 1 and L)

without the addition of any mark or affix to denote the

different cases.

The name of Xerxes is, according to what we have

observed above, written in a twofold way, either

JTH W W

j 7
Khsarasa , which occurs as the nominative

wise in K 10, where the same mistake of the transcriber occurs

in the name of Xerxes.

is in the Median always written

TSt < =<W, Dnriydrcus ,
this form being employed not

K 17; 0 12; NRG, 12,26,32,38), but likewise, as 1 have

C9, 16; E6,9; F 13; G 1, and as the accusative C6,

') The K 14, must be amended into and like-
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E 4. F 9; or *~TT? V? Khsarassn, which

likewise occurs both as the nominative (D 6, 10, 17; K 10,

16) and as the accusative case (D 9 and K 7).

The word by which both the Persian khsayapiya

and narpha (king) are rendered in the Median , occurs

most frequently of all, and consists of the one group

only. The group is nowhere found but in this

word, and I venture to take from the Cyaxares of Hero-

dotus, a name that seems to mean king Xares (Khsarasa

or Xerxes,), the value of Ku for the group m We
find this word hf in the nominative case three or four

times in each inscription
;

it is farther used without the

addition of any affix as the genitive case both in the

inscription L of Darius, and in all the six of Xerxes

(C 14, D 9, E8, F 19, G3, K 15). Lastly, in all the

seven inscriptions that contain the introductory passage

we are now explaining, we find UF as the accusative

case after the words that render the Persian airvdm

pdfunnm (C 7, D 5, E 5, F 11, K 8, O 10, NR5); but in

the same inscriptions, after the names of the kings, the

accusative case is expressed by tpf yyf i
kura , that

is, by adding the accusative affix *~yyy, ra, to the inflec-

tive root or base; and the employment of this affix here

may have been to denote more clearly that the sense was

not
ti
he made the king Darius or Xerxes”, but that Jie

made Darius or Xerxes king”. We find farther the accu-

sative case of this word under a third form. The sen

fence in the Persian NR I, 33 and 34: mam khsayupiyum

aqiinuA , he made me king, is in the Median NR I, 28,

expressed by the two words that translate mam and

aqunus , between which is inserted a wmrd consisting of

the four groups, viz. correspond-

1810—1844. 21
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ing to the Persian khsayapiyum. This word is formed

bv adding to the inflective base m ku, the affix -w
i yoni

,
which , from its being used here,

appears to he an affix of the accusative case , though I

am unable to explain it, or to point out its etymological

connexion. Of the genitive plural two forms occur; one

of these, and the most common, is

kuthin, B 2, CIO, E 6, F 14, G 2, and H 2, formed

from the inflective root 1TF, ku

,

by adding the three

groups thin or thina, in the last of

which we easily recognise the usual affix n or jia,

of the genitive case; the two preceding groups therefore,

or, rather the first of them only, pm- (for the centre

group would seem to be merely an auxiliary vowel

serving to link the two affixes) may he supposed to be

an affix denoting the plural and he deemed in an etymo-

logical point of view akin to the before mentioned plural

affix tu, or (hi. The same affix, or rather the same

two affixes are likewise used for the same purpose in the

word that translates the Persian paru, of which we shall

speak in the sequel, when we come to discuss this word.

The other form under which the word m ku, occurs
|

in the genitive plural, is T^TTT *~T?T

kuthrdr , which is found in K 11 and NR 7, and appar-

entlv likewise in O 14, where the one vertical wedge after
|

fflF is no doubt to he ascribed to the carelessness of
fl

the transcriber. Now in this form we recognise the inflec-
j;,

tive root m ku

,

to which is added first the affix hi

pm th, just mentioned as denoting the plural uumber,

and then the affix ror, which, as we have

already found it employed in the genitive singular both
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of tlie pronoun *-£15 sa, and of the noun

nothi, we may suppose to have been an affix of the same

import as w or na, and denoting the genitive case.

The different forms, then, that are met with in the inscrip-

tions, of this word ku, king, are:

Sing. Nom. ku.

Acc. YTT”-
1

1 ku

;

»~yyy > kura

;

^YYY *~^Y kuyoni.

Gen. ^*“1 ku.

Plur. Gen. YYY^" Y^YYY 1
kuthin {or -no'),

and yyy- y-y?y -yy? -at-,

The Persian aqunus, he made, is commonly rendered hy

-yy< ^y yy^y ^»^yy ,
which is found in B 6, 0(5,23,

1)4,14, 20; E4;F6, 10; NR 5; and also in 09, where the

transcriber has merely forgotten the little horizontal wedge

before the two vertical ones in the group The

same form occurs in the inscription K 7, the only differ-

ence being that for the first group we find em-

ployed instead of the more common HfT<^ that is
,
yo

instead of yu l
. In this form, whether written -yy< ^y

tY^y 3*~yy ° r -yyy ^y yY^t *^~yy? an the groups are

known, except the penultimate, the value of which I

am not able to fix: (yut.-ta or yot-ta). Another form of

the same third person -yy< ^y yy^Yi which differs from

the preceding in the omission of the last group ^*~yy,

is met with in € 19 and NR28, as also in K 20. for in this

last place the half effaced traces scarcely admit of any

The third group in K 7 is somewhat effaced, the two great

vertical wedges only being still visible, but no reasonable doubt
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other form. This last form renders likeAvise the Persian

aqunwii, which is the third person plural, NR 1G; for the

group which immediately follows at that place,

belongs , in my opinion , to the next word in which I

recognise the Persian datum

;

hut granting even that the

^=»~YY belongs to the preceding verb , it is evident that

the same form is used in the third person both of the

singular and plural. Another and a longer form seems

peculiar to the third person plural, viz. -TT< T 2HN
t <m NR 41, which translates the Persian aqunwd,

as Lassen has most justly restored the defaced Per-

sian groups. In the Median word the second and fourth

groups are somewhat mutilated, the former however is

easily restorable to or t, and the latter can scarcely

be any other than the group Y*~K* which occurs now

and then, but of which I am unable to determine the real

value. The restored form then of the third person plural

is Y 3*~YY Y»^Y )
whereof the last two

groups Y^eY seem to be the verbal termination. As

the first person singular ,
corresponding to the Persian

aqunwdm, I made, we find both *~YYK Y *H*"YY •>
yutta,

D 12, E 11, NR 40, and ^YY< -Y ^HfY ^YY~> yuttar,

C 22 l
, D 13, 19, E 12, and lastly ^YY< ^Y fY-Y* NR 30,

which is the same form Ave found employed as the third

person both of the singular and plural. Of this perfect

tense we find, lastly, the first person plural, corresponding

to the Persian aquma tvritten *~YYK ^ Y ZSi Y »E*~YY’

*) We may as well remark here that the Persian phrase:

vtd tyamiya karlcim utd tydmiyd pithra Ddryaicahus ’ ndrphiihyd

kiirtdm is rendered in the Median : et quod feci et quod pater

Darius rex fecit. In the same way are rendered the similar

phrases in the inscription D and E.
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DIG, where the middlemost group, as the two other in

the inflected forms of this verb, is unknown to me. If

we consider the six forms under which this perfect tense

occurs, it will he evident that *~YYK yut, is the theme

or root from which the several persons of this tense are

formed in different ways, hut chiefly hy the affixes

and employed separately, or conjointly. We
have thus

:

3 sing, and yut - yf^Y - ^(Y (or ^fff

^ rYMfjHf)^
I sing, yut -

yfirf ,
and yut 0I'~3^YY

3 plur. yut-tf^, and yut Y^K Y^Y*

1 plur.
2
/m/~^5Y Y »£*^YY 5

and in this person the last

Y > s undoubtedly7 nothing but an orthographical sign, to

mark the hard sound of the following consonant. We may'

here add that we meet, no doubt, with the same root

*~YYK Y’ Vut » ' n ^,e noun *"YYK -Y lY^-? yutro, or

~ff< sf ,T= -I yutrot, corresponding to the Persian

karta ,
which seems to have been formed by the affix

yY^j ro, or yY^ Y) roif > from this root.

The Persian airvcim, one, the only one, which occurs

twice in each of the seven inscriptions
,

is always ren-

dered hy<m ^yyy, (for the yyy, which is found at

both places in the inscription O, is merely a fault of the

transcriber). The yyy ,
ra, we consider, conformably

to what we observed before , as the affix of the accusa-

tive case; the word itself then is <YY3, of which group

we shall point out the value, when explaining the next

word, which translates the Persian puru. This word is

in the inscriptions C and O preceded by the mark of

distinction which is not found in the other inscriptions.
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The genitive plural purunmam (of puru) is rendered:

-w -E Y-TYY EE- -EY> d 5,nr 6,k 8 , 9.»

-m ^E <ffE Y^YYY nrs; f 10, n ; 09,10.

HOT -E -yyE <!D EE^<f^7,8,M;E4.
The termination is either f—fff ?

tkina or

f/tiR, which we have found above employed to denote the

genitive case of the plural after the word signifying, ki ri s>

or Fm <t ,
thnn, which differs from the former only

in the omission of the vowel i. We have already men-

tioned that this i may have been nothing more than an

auxiliary vowel used to join the affix of the case to that

of the number; but supposing even that the vowel did

really belong to either, it is not at all astonishing that a

vowel should be dropped out of perhaps the unaccented

termination joined to a theme consisting of three syl-

lables. Detaching the terminations we have the word

itself written either —yiT *~E E 7
or *~TTT

<AE; of which the first form likewise occurs D 12 and

K 19 rendering the Persian wash/a, an adjective belonging

to the word nibarn which follows in both places. The

latter form differs from the former in the insertion of

HYE before the last group. This group ^5 . there-

fore, according to the orthographical rule we have pointed

out above , must denote a syllable beginning with the

same consonant as the one inserted. If — had the

value of k, we should feel no hesitation in ascribing to

the group <yy3 that of the syllable ka, but as — has

apparently the value of kh and the group that of kha,

there only remains to be represented by the group

') The in K 9 is to be corrected to —— • that is, the

two small wedges altered from a perpendicular to a horizontal position.
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<m one of tlie syllables khi, khe or kko. If (to fix at

random on one of these syllables) we give the value of

kho to the group <yy then them just mentioned

above must be read kho (one, only) and the word we

are now treating of yyy • or *~fffm (many), rasakho, or rasakhkho. This word has,

besides, the sign f before it in the inscriptions C and O,

which sign is left out in the other inscriptions.

We have already (p. 281) deciphered the two words,

or rather the two different forms of the same word that

render the Persian phramataram

,

viz. M
SflS:, phrawatareim , and M

Y^Y M >yy *-3YY*~ *~^Y MY^ j
phrumattaranm.

We shall ,
therefore , here only try to explain the new

word mm <- my- >yy m ^yy~, which

the inscription NR exhibits corresponding to the Persian

phrfimutdrdm. The three first groups MM MY^-
correspond likewise to the Persian phramana NR 47, and

it is therefore evident that they must compose a word

conveying the fundamental notion of both Persian words,

that of disposing, commanding. Setting out from this.

the word mm <- my- :hy m m-
is not difficult to explain. It is a compound word

, of

which the last part ^5MY M M^- *~^YY*~* dattir,

or dat.ir, has undoubtedly the sense of, he who holds,

who possesses ; the w hole word being of a formation

analogous to the modern Persian jL\JUw> firmnndhr etc.

,

and the sense of the whole word would then be , who

holds a command, a commander, a ruler, like the sense

of the ancient Persian plirumatnram. In the first part of

the compound word MM MY^- I hod 0 word,
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that stands in etymological connection both with the

ancient Persian phrdmdnd and the modern firman.

It is true that the Persian syllables phrama are written

phr&vaa

,

but as this is a mere tran-

script in Median characters of a Persian word, we may

safely suppose that the same word might have taken a

somewhat different form in the language itself. We might

then consider the two last groups nim, as a

sort of Persian accusative of a word that terminates in

n, or ni, or perhaps indifferently in either, like the two

words we have already mentioned (

,

or -Hf <1 EEf a„d <r~ ZN -it ~Zl
or The n would then be the last

letter of both the ancient and modern Persian word. In

the first group therefore we have to seek a sound corres-

ponding or equivalent to the Persian phrama or firrnd.

The m we know is not tolerated in the beginning, or

middle of Median words
,

being either changed into m,

or dropped altogether ,
as was the case in the Median

name of the supreme god, Aurazda. The same we sup-

pose to occur here. The sound of phra or fir, then

remains to be represented by the group but such

a syllable we cannot admit to have been expressed by a

single group, since we find similar syllables, such as dra,

ur, etc. expressed by two signs. As, however, the r is

generally dropped before dental letters, we feel less hesi-

tation in supposing the same thing to happen in this

word, and the value of phd
,

or, as this syllable would

be expressed by the same sign as pli, the value rather

of phi remains for the group a supposition which

is corroborated by the occurrence of this group

first, in the instrumental case Mi 30,
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the accusative being written ^ t
tkap,

NR 34 , and secondly in yy£l
>

which E8 and

apparently too F 18 translate the Persian apit/a, and which

being read ophi, would present us, in a slightly altered

shape , exactly the same word , as the Persian apiyii ,

that might also have been pronounced <ipi. From the

other two words yy £yy D 12, and

C 24, in which this group occurs, we cannot

draw any inference as to its real value. The word

4*- then , we read

phinim-dattir , and we can easily account for the group

standing in the middle of a word from the circum-

stance that it in fact terminates the word which forms the

first part of the compound.

The whole passage which we have now explained

word by word , we here insert in the cuneiform writing,

in which 1 have separated each word by an asterisk that

is not found in the original inscriptions, and to which I

have subjoined the various readings exhibited by the

different copies , together with a transcript in Roman

characters, having marked by a dot the groups the value

of which I have not been able to determine:

--T -IT ~V * -ff? V -iff -Iff-
*

--T < -Iff-

T~ l-TT
7 * -I- -T

* -E * ;E -m =!!
* -<

i<n ht * -£~ ~i * -t <m -ffr * -n<

-<
s * -< l<TT Hf 4 * -I- -T * T HT- Tl -ff?

-ITT- -w 7 * -< ^TT =<TT’
* -I- -T * <T-

-T- tff=
9 * -< iff HT 8 *

T HT- Tl

-ff?
"

-ITT- -IT * -I- -T
14

T l-TT -TTK c=A
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la < * (o- -he ~ -m V
II

)
8 tm=

* -n<
12

-r tW s-tt
* 13<m -m 8 13 -m

<ns
11

t-m EE=
,s

-:r
8

t w * 13
<yy=

8,3 -m -e <rt=
14

r-m ee=
w

-:t
8 =!

-at- tst s-n " -stt- .-yy- >8

Anap rasarar Aera-

ZDA, KKHA SA Ore. TE-

STA, KKHA AKHOKH YE-

TU TESTA, KKHA WoTHIRA

RRA TESTA, KKHA SI-

YATIM TESTA WoTHI-

RARAN, KKHA DaRIYA-

wes (or Khsarasa) Ke-

RA YET.DA KHORA RA-

SAKHOTHIN KE, KHO-

RA RASAKHOTHIN PH-

RAWATARAM.

Various readings.

*) ppi, E. — 2
) K and F. add if #

v -m -sir
- 8

-:r "T -t- -< -:r,
rasarar anappiten. — 3

) NR omits it; D, E, F place

it after the next word. — 4
) NR ht n nr ,

TASTA,

and likewise in the next line. — 5
) *-^3 Hfj khkha,

O. — 6
) Hff thte, D. — 7

) NR omits the three

groups -yyy ^TT?i barra. — 8
) NR Y^TTT

i5Tr 1
teththesta, and likewise in the next

line. — 9
) D, E, O. — 10

) om. D. — n
)

V, ssa, D, K. — l2
) -yyy, yo, K. — 13

) C and O insert at

these four places y. the mark of distinction. — 14
)

<yyi, khkho, C, E and so in the next line. — 15
) om.

NR, F, O. — lfi

) om. F and O. — 17
) ^ D. —

18
) ^:y, K, <y i^yy^5 D; and NR instead of the whole

word: ^y^y ^y^y ^-yy ^y -y^ *~^yy-
,
phimmdattir.
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This introductory passage which we have just ex-

plained is followed in the same inscriptions by another,

which I here insert like the foregoing in a Roman transcript

and with the Latin translation of Mr. Lassen. This pas-

sage runs thus in the inscriptions of Darius:

Adam Daryawus khsayajiiya wazarka
, khsayafiiya

khsayajiiyanam ,
khsayafiiya dahyunam paruzananam

,

khsayiipiya ahyaya humiya wdizarkaya
,

thuriya apiya,

Yistaspahya puthra Hiikhamanisiya.

and in the inscriptions of Xerxes:

Adam Khsyarsa
, khsayafiiya wazarka, khsayafiiya,

khsayafiiyanam ,
khsayafiiya dahyunam paruwzananam

,

khsayafiiya ahyaya humiya wazarkaya
,

thuriya apiya,

Daryawahus khsayafiiyahya puthra, Hakhamanisiya.

Ego Darius (or Xerxes) rex magnus, rex regum, rex

regionum multis populis habitatarum
,

rex hujus terraj

magnae, sustentator, auctor, Hystaspis (or Darii regis)

filius, Achaemenius.

The inscription NR has vispazdnanam, omnigenis po-

pulis habitatarum
,

instead of paruzananam and likewise

thuridpiyd. The F has priru instead of pdrurc
,
found

in the other inscriptions of Xerxes; and the C as in the

former passage always ndrphd instead of khxdyaftiyd.

Having already explained most of the words occur-

ring in the corresponding passage of the Median inscrip-

tion, we shall now, as we proceed, discuss such words

only as are still new and unknown in the same manner

as we have done above.

The first persoual pronoun addm, I, is always ren-

dered by the group yo, preceded by the mark of

distinction It c-m ,
or i -m occurs in the no-

minative case, corresponding to the Persian addm, C9;

D6, 12,13, 19; E 5, 10; F 13; H 1, 11, 15; K 10; NR 8,
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13,14,29,30,44; 0 13; and apparently too K23 in the

half defaced wedges -Tyt- The same formm like-

wise preceded by the mark is used as the accusative

case corresponding to the Persian mam, me, 1SR 28 and

45. We have already mentioned (p. 312) that the accu-

sative mam in the phrase mam Aurcimcizda pa5urvd, me

Auramazdes tuere, is rendered in the Median either by

Y -YYY- Aurazda, f ^YYY eJ|, tuere, € 19, H 19, NR 42,

or by Y ^"Yff) Aurazda, tuere, D 17, Ell, and

that we suppose the group to be an interjection

belonging to the following verb, rather than an affix of

the accusative case forming part of the preceding pronoun.

The same Median form i -m corresponds to the Persian

genitive mcina (mei) in the phrase hya mcina pita
,

in

which then -YYY must be either the genitive of the

personal pronoun (mei), or the possessive meus. As the

objectum personae this form is used NR 28, corres-

ponding to the Persian genitive mcina, and likewise NR 15

in which last place the two Median words Y Y^ Y

£m> ppu To, <pii milii, are left out in the Persian

before hdcam. But there is also found another form of

this pronoun likewise used as the objectum personae and

corresponding to the Persian mcina, viz. Y ^YYT *~TT

NR 15 and 16, and it clearly appears from the last place,

that all three groups constitute one single word
,

being

found in the Median
,

just as the corresponding Persian

mcina, between the two well known pronouns that have

the sense of the Latin quod and illud. It appears, too,

in reality to be a genitive case terminating in the common

affix of this case
•> na

>
or n>

joined to the inflective

base by the group y, the value of which I am unable

to determine. We have thus only two forms of this
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Median pronoun of the first person, viz. used both

as nominative, accusative and genitive (and perhaps also

dative) and —
~YYY

employed only in the geni-

tive case.

The following words we have already explained, and

have likewise deciphered (p. ‘280) the word that renders

the Persian dahyu, occurring in this passage in the geni-

tive plural ddhyunam

;

therefore, after observing that the

Median word is always separated or distinguished by the

mark f, (except in the inscription E, which uses the other

mark of distinction, *-) we will here only notice the diffe-

rent forms, that occur of the Median word.

Sing. Acc. ^»~YY yy K ^5YY i
dahyus, NR 34.

yy *~YYK ^5YY 7
dahyus, D 12, as the

last part of a compound

adjective.

Plur.Nom. ^E^YY yt Vt K »5YY i
dahyus, NR 13/38.

Gen. ^=*~YY 11 ^YY^5 dahyunam, D7.

^-YY 11 HflK ^5YY dahyustun,

C 11.

^-YY 11 ^YYY ^5YY *~^Y» dahyostun,

B 3, C 11, E 7, F 15,

H 3, K 12, O 15.

^-YY 11 "YYY i5YY dahyostu, NR 10.

The adjective belonging to this word, written in the

Persian inscriptions pdruzunanam

,

or pcifuivzdndndm

,

is

in the Median merely transcribed by ^YYY 11 *%-!

-^Y YY^i paruzananam , F 16 (where by a mistake

of the transcriber the one *~^Y *s omitted), or, more com-

monly, — Y -YU tt *~»-Y *~Jf —YY—: • D 8, E 7, 0 15,

with the aspirated pha instead of the unaspirated pa. The
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inscription K 12 has £yyy j{ *~^l 7

which is the inflective base £yyy |( pnr«-

zana, joined to the Median termination -< -3f,
stun, or stuna. In analogy with this form the inscription

B 3 has TT ®w2»a-

zanastun, of which compound vispa (all) forms the first

part, and to zann is joined the termination stun, or stuna,

differing from the other genitive form only in the s not

being aspirated; and such a vacillation in the writing may

have originated from a similar vacillation in the pronun-

ciation. Instead of pdru-zdndndm the inscription NR has,

as mentioned above, vispa-zdndndm, which in the Median

corresponds to V

»-^y ,
vissadanastun. We here meet the same termina-

tion
i

stun, or stuna, hut joined to a

somewhat different word which I cannot fully explain.

It may be, however, that the first part Y ,
vissd,

(wha tis not at all unlikely) is either a fault of the stone-

cutter, instead of vispa, or a Median

assimilated form of the Persian word, and the second part

s-n ~zi dana, may be the proper Median form of

Persian zanii, with a transition of z to d, of which we

shall show one probable instance more in the sequel, and

according to this supposition we should in the Median

vissd-dana, or perhaps vispa-dana ,
have a word of the

same import as the Persian vispd-zdnd. But the word

dana is also used in the inscription C 12 ,
where the

Persian pdruwzdnandm is rendered bv | *~^yy

<ns Fffl ee= ~zi i -zi z<n ~< ~zi
Rasakhkhothin Danastun, that is by two words of which

the first, Rasakhkhothin, is the word that we above ex-

plained as corresponding to the genitive case parurcndm
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(multorum), and the other, preceded like the first by the

mark of distinction the same word we just met with

as the last part of a compound word in NR. In this

place the sense of people (unless indeed we suppose that

the Persian word parurnzdnr'indm is less correctly trans-

lated in the Median by two separate words instead of by

one compound) seems not to suit well for the word claim,

since the two words Rasak/ikhothin Danastun, that have

the sense of multorum populorum, are neither adequate

to the Persian paruzcinandni
,

nor are they a proper

apposition to the preceding word that translates the Persian

dahyundm; nor can, lastly, the sense of the whole phrase

be: the king of nations, the king of many peoples, partly

because we should have one title more which is wanting

in the Persian
,

and partly because the word f YYY^

denoting king ,
should have been inserted before f

HTCE <m RTT I must leave to

others to explain satisfactorily this, to me at least, rather

obscure phrase in the inscription C.

The way in which the Persian thuriyci, keeper, pre-

server, is rendered, affords us one of the most luculent

instances of the vacillation that prevailed in the Median

orthography. The Median word is distinguished in the

inscription C by the mark and at the first place in

NR by that of but in the other places in that and

the other inscriptions it is not preceded by any mark of

distinction at all. The word is written :

-T V Hf- *~TT -Y- DO, KI4.

M V *~TT -Y, C 13.

V ^Y -n -Y, E8.

We have already (p. 295) pointed out the different way

in which the same syllable ti (^Y^ 5
ti, Y tti,
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ttf) is expressed. The inscription F 18 has

J:{ Y »~yyy ,
that is to say, the same form

as D and K, only with »~yyy instead of »~yy, a fault, if

any
,

the more curious from its being repeated in the

inscription O 18, in which there also occurs another fault

l)y the same hand, for the published transcript of O has

| V ^ii in which form it is more ad-

visable to ascribe the mark of distinction in the middle

of the word to the carelessness of the transcriber than to

suppose it to be the fragment of another group
,

either

or The form of this word which is found

in the inscription NR (1. 9, 36, 37) is about the same as

that of O, only agreeing with the other inscriptions D, K,

C, E in having instead of *-yyy and differing from

all in the omission of the first group The first syl-

lable of this word is thus either phsa, or sa, in which

we may consider the ph as a euphonic letter, somewhat

akin to the euphonic f that is found in the Zand language

before the aspirated s. The second syllable is ta in the

inscriptions of Darius and ti in those of Xerxes
,

and

it is not improbable that this alteration of the ortho-

graphy was based on a change in the pronunciation

that had taken place in the intermediate time. The

last part of the word is either yy f, or perhaps

of which the latter is the well known group

kha; and as to the value of the group »-yy we may ob-

serve that if the found in the transcripts of F and

O, were the true form the inscriptions exhibit, we should

feel no hesitation in supposing both that these two groups

-yyy and -yy were of about the same value (ra and fa,

or ra and la), and likewise that the same was the case

with the groups yyy and
;

but as the latter is not
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found more than once and in one copy only of the inscrip-

tion C instead of
5

we are far more inclined to

believe that this in the inscription C, is a fault com-

mitted by the stone-cutter in forgetting the last vertical

wedge; and likewise that instead of»~yy, is a mis-

take of the transcriber in repeating one vertical wedge;

nor would this be the worst of the many faults with which

the published transcripts of the inscriptions F and O abound.

The group the value of which I dare not fix, is

found, (besides in this word and in the before mentioned

genitive case "~TT corresponding to the Per-

sian maud) in the word *~yy •>
which

renders the Persian nibdm, farther in the termination of

the imperative in the verbs *~Tf

and of which we shall speak in

the sequel; lastly in NR 28 at the end of a word, and

H 23 in the middle of another. The Persian epithet dpiyd

is left out in all the Median inscriptions except in the three

NR, E and F. In the two first it is rendered

which we have read above ophi and compared with the

Persian dpiyd. The transcript of F 18 has tf,
but it is not at all improbable, considering the carelessness

with which this transcript has been taken, and of which

we have already shown instances enough, that the tran-

scriber has overlooked the wedges f, which of a

t, would make a phi, and then we should have the

same word in all three inscriptions.

The Persian putlird, son, is rendered v -s- -m<>
sakri, or sagri in B 4, D 9, G3, K 15, O 19, NR 10, 1 1.

The one copy of C 15 has the same, but the other leaves

out the final group having Y only; the

1810-1844 . 22
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same is (lone by both copies of E, although in the one

(that found on the staircase) the ~ttt< 5 as before obser-

ved (p. 285), seems to have strayed into the following word

Okkhavenisiya. The inscription F 20 has -m<
only

;
hut the transcriber has there undoubtedly over-

looked the wedges
j ,

as also the mark of distinction

f, that precedes this word in all the inscriptions with

the sole exception of NR. We may as well observe

that the word V *~fff^: sakri, or sagri, seems

to lie etymologically connected with the Mongol or/hul, son.

The whole passage which we have just explained
,

containing the titles of the great kings Darius and Xerxes,

we here insert
,

as we did the preceding one
,

in the

Median character
,

and transcribed with Roman letters.

It runs thus in the inscriptions of Darius:

i =m * i ht -m< E-A tst < zw s
r m= *

-w V -w -Iff- * T TTT
- * T TTT- f-fff -m

-Iff-
• * f fff

;= *.f HT Y

TT -TTT ^TT -< -Ir

*

f -f H -If '-IT -TT-
" * f ffF * - ~

-rrr -YY iTS
3

flf »- -IT !! -ffl

w-i * ^Y 5 YY
-I -Y T HT -t?

6

-T * Ht -f-f’M
I<ff HT Y; -y *

T V £- -fff< Mf !!= -I-

-f > <- <T-
-- T

-TT
Yo DARIYAWUS Ku Rtf. SAQQU WOVZAKH-

RASARAR Ku KlJTHRA- KHA PHSATA.KHA ophi Vi-

r Ku Dahyostun staspa sagri Ok-

Pharuzananam Ku Q- khavenisiya.

') NR omits -If. — 2
) NR £<ff V =-ff -If

^5ff -If 5
V1SSADAXASTUN. — 3

) NR —I ~~
yfl
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8AQQURRAR. — 4
) NR -yff V

—
-f -3f, RASAAN. — 6

) NR omits r|. — 5
) O -jyf '(?).

7
)
O omits this word.

The inscriptions of Xerxes (C, D, E, F, K) exhibit

this passage thus

:

y -yyy y htc -fi? V
1

* Y YYY
;r * YY

Y

in- * i

1 m= * y m-:
Y-YYY -Of

*

y yyy- :-yy /, =m hy -< -zv * -1
13 »
1 ~w

k -:r :y ^ #
Y Y!Y=

* ^w
5 -YY

*"YY
*

rt:

JA »
»- W "YY YY

:yy YY
-1“ * =i V

7

~tt
8

-Y
*

-r
9 #

y HI1

-TYY< B=A YSY < i<?Y
JA

y yyy-
V

Y V -2- "YYY<
“ * if YY-

! YY*" -I-
n

-Y

^ <- <h “ E=»\
*

Yo Khsarasa ,
Ku rasa

RAR, Ku KuTHIX,

Ku DAHYOSTUN PHARU-

ZANANAM, Ku QRU.

SAQQU BUZAKHA PHSATI.KHA

ophi Dariyawus

Ku SAGRI, OKKHA-

VENISIYA.

*) ;<yy Y, Isa, D and K. — 2
) One copy of C has

yu, instead of*-fff, yo, and D »-

Dahyunam. — 3
) > pa, instead of —f,

pha, F .
- 4

) C y -r? ~ -m <mm o *

| f\ -:y Rasakhkhothin Danastun.

— 6
) *~TT?> RA , F (•)• — 6

) Thus D, E, F ; K has ]]Z ]]

iy, ozakha, and C -"ffy V *^T?T
RAsarar. —

7
) -Y -|t, tti, C; ^y -yr, tti, E. — 8

) RA,

F (?)
— y

) C, D, K omit this word. — 10
) Y sag,

E and the one copy of C. — ll
) D, F, K omit the group

-i- - ,2
) i<yy <y~, d, k.
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We now proceed to the interpretation of the several

inscriptions, and shall begin with those of Xerxes (A, C,

D, E, F, G, K) as being the shortest and the easiest

to explain.

THE INSCRIPTIONS OF XERXES.

THE INSCRIPTION G.

This small inscription, which is found in the building

marked N on the plan of Kerr Porter, on all the windows

and portals and likewise down the robe of the figure

representing the king, contains no word that we have not

already explained. We therefore only give the Median

inscription with each of the words separated as was

done before, together with a transcript into Roman charac-

ters both of this and of the corresponding Persian inscrip-

tion. The latter is:

Khsyarsa, khsayajiiya waziir-

ka, khsayajiiya khsayajiiva-

nam, Daryawahus khsav;i{)-

iyahya puthra Hakhamanisiya.

The Median inscription

:

-TIE ~I -ni V * T TTT-
* -w V

-sir- *rw*rwm ee= -zi * r s-n

-m< e-,', tit < z<rt * rw • r v -s-

-TTT< * T -s- -T = <- <T- E=u
*

Khsarasa, Ku rasara- riyawus Ku sag-

r, Ku Kuthin, Da- ri, Okkhavenisiya

A literal Latin translation of both is as follows: Xerxes,

rex magnus, rex regum, Darii regis filius, Achaemenius.

THE INSCRIPTION F.

The transcript of this inscription on the rock of

Alwand, which has been published by the Asiatic Society

of Paris, was found among the papers of the late lamented
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M. Schultz, lmt was not taken by that disinguished scholar

and traveller. The inscription consists of twenty lines in

each of the three species
,

and contains only the two

passages which we have explained above; the first taking

up the first twelve lines and -the lirst group of the thir-

teenth; and the second, in which the king’s titles are enume-

rated, taking up the rest of that line and the remaining seven.

THE INSCRIPTION E.

This in found in the same building as the inscription

G in two copies differing only in the number and length

of the lines; both copies are twice repeated, the one on

the two high pilasters at the entrance of the great hall,

and the other on both the western and eastern staircase

leading up to the entrance, but that on the eastern staircase

is almost totally obliterated. The one copy of the Persian

inscription consists of nineteen and the other of twenty

eight lines. The introductory passage and that containing

the titles, form the first and greatest part of the contents

of this inscription, the rest being:

21. fiatiya Kh-

22. syarsa khsaya|)iya

23. waziirka. wasna Auramaz-

24. daha ima hachis adam

25. aqunwam. mam Auramaz-

26. da pabuwa liada bagi-

27. bis utamiya klisathram

28. uta tyiimiya kartam.

which Mr. Lassen has thus translated:

21 Generosus (sum) Xerxes 22 rex 23 magnus. E voluntate

Auramazdis 24 hanc aulam columnarem ego 25 erexi. Me
o Auramazdes 26 tuere cum diis (hujus loci)

27 turn hoc

regnum, 28 turn hoc palatium.

The Median inscription consists ,
in the one copy

of twelve
,

and in the other of twenty two lines. The
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introductory passage and that stating the titles go as far

as the middle of the ninth line in the one, and to the

middle of the seventeenth in the other copy; the rest

I here insert transcribed in the original characters, with

the lines of the same length as in the copy on the stair-

case, hut distinguishing by small ligures the beginning of

each line in the other copy, and separating the several

words by an asterisk in the same manner as before.

17. -:r ~i -m< * r -m
18. ~ v * y m- *

-Tii V “'-m -SIT-
*

I! < * <E-

19. h- * h < -srr- l s~n -:r
* ~ *

- <-T- -=

20. U * I -M * -m Hi * I'M*
< -STT-

21. T_ HI *
=!! * <- -TH -ii

*

“i -:i

22. ..**== hi ;r* tTs =t ht * - srr

23. ~ t * rTS -t nr * ==r r=
* -n< -f

ht -3T-
*

We shall, in the interpretation of this and the follow-

ing passages, always pass over the words that are already

known and explained, only giving them their Latin translation.

The Persian pntiya is always rendered

nm<> which ive read nnnri
,

or perhaps ntiri. It is

placed, as here, before the name of Xerxes in all the inscrip-

tions of that king (C 15, D 10, 17, K 10), but after the

word in thosegof Darius (H7,19; NR 12, 26, 39);
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the place of the corresponding word being in the Persian

inscriptions always before the proper name of the king.

The following three words are: Xerxes rex magnus.

To the Persian masnii, bv the grace, or, according to

the will, correspond the four groups yy ^
which are likewise found C17, Dll, 10, H 10, XII 12,

29 \ 40. It would seem that a slight error has been

committed in the transcript of the inscription K in omit-

ting the angle ^ forming the second group
; but even

supposing it to be wanting in the inscription itself, the

omission _may in my opinion be defended , as I find in

the two first groups }} ^ the modern Persian preposition,

J»f or j of; the other two groups, then, which

we read vii, or rather viyi, would constitute the word

that properly corresponds to the Persian wasnr'i, and per-

haps even stands in etymological connection therewith.

Then follow: Auramazdis hanc. The Persian hrichis, which

occurs in this inscription and in C, Mr. Lassen has ren-

dered, aula columnaris, a pillared hall, and that translation

at least agrees exactly with the ruins of the building N,

in which the inscription E is found, and which, therefore,

must have been the lutchis that Xerxes erected. Here

the bases of thirty six columns still remain in the great

ball, and in the adjoining looms traces of a double row

of pillars. On the other building K , which bears the

inscription C, and which, therefore, was the Artthis built

by Darius, the father of Xerxes, the rubbish has accumu-

lated to such a degree as to conceal every vestige of a

column. But as the Median word (»-

that renders the Persian hdchis, translated also the Persian

At Hus place the first group, yy. is partially defaced, the last

y
half y only being left.
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vip ,
court people

,
or courtiers

,
I am more inclined to

attribute to the Median word the signification first of the

court, or courtiers, and secondly of the place where the

court was held, the Durbar of the Eastern princes, and

farther to give the latter acceptation to the Persian hcichis.

The corresponding Median word here E 19 (or 10), and

C 17, is preceded by the mark of distinction and con-

sists of the three groups °f which the

two last give sathi, the first group being unknown,

nor am 1 able to fix its real value, though it is also

found NR 14, 28, 33. Then follows: Ego erexi. Me
Auramazdes o

!

The Persian imperative paSuma, tuere
,

is rendered

by the five groups < iSfi iiTT ^yy in the

twentieth (or eleventh) line of this inscription, and like-

wise C 20, 25, D 18,20, H 20 and NR 42. Of ^yy we

have already observed that we are unahle to fix the value;

the same is the case with the middlemost group -n-E
found

, besides in this word
,

likewise in two others

NR 29, and f-.., NR 14,

in both places somewhat defaced
,

as in the former the

foremost horizontal wedge, and in the latter the middle-

most has disappeared.

The word rendering the Persian barjibis has sustained

some damage in all the copies of the inscription E, the three

groups
i anap

,

only remaining
,

and

in one copy a fragment of the fourth after which

the fifth has totally disappeared in all; but in none

of the copies does there seem to be space for any more

groups, and hence we may conclude that the inscription

E exhibited the same form

anappitu (anapitu), that we find in the inscription C and
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have explained above (p. 308). Then follow in the

Median the three groups if, composing the

word which in our opinion corresponds to the Persian

hadd. As the first group £:, from its occurring NR 35

in a word which in the thirty -seventh line is written

with an i, appears to be a vowel of nearly the

same sound, I suppose it to have had the value of an e,

and the word f is then to be read edaklta,

of which the two first syllables may be compared with

the Persian word huda. Its place is always (C 21, 25

and H 13, 20), as here, after the noun governed.

The Persian utdmiyd khsdtkram is rendered here by

rTS cT 3HN - ai sii -E r_, by (13 M
- SIT cl? (13 iE <£c, D la The three

first groups its cf 3-n, qutta, or quta, constitute

the Median word that renders the Persian utd , et ,
and

is found, besides in this inscription, in C21,22; D 14,

18, 19; H15,17; NR 23, and no doubt likewise in the

half defaced wedges y|^= K20. The last of

the groups in D, vi, seems to denote the demon-

strative pronoun, as it is used, besides, NR43, in a place

where there is no other group that can be thought to

mark the pronoun which is found in the corresponding

Persian passage. The same therefore must be likewise

the case with the f*-, z, of E, though they were perhaps

both and rather pronominal affixes than real

pronouns. Corresponding then to the Persian khsathram

we have in the inscription E the three groups sn !!
- and in D the four {{ y|3 s0 that the

word contains in the latter inscription one syllable (13 >

qu , more than the other form. The first group
,
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which we meet here for the first time is also found in

the word »eTY but as to its probable value

I can form no opinion.

The word Y following then next after

Y quttn (quta), is the Median relative pronoun.

Of the two groups, the first, Yi bas the value ofp; the

second Y^ therefore, which is likewise found D 14, NR 34,

and perhaps also in the indistinct and defaced traces Y^“

and Yi NR 44 and 36, may be supposed to represent a

syllable beginning with p, which could only be po or pu,

as we have already pointed out signs for the other syl-

lables beginning with p. The relative pronoun, then,

would be read ppo
,

or rather po, the first group being

merely an orthographical sign to mark the hard sound of

the following consonant. This pronoun always preserves

the same form wherever it is used. It occurs as the

nominative singular neuter, K 14, and farther NR 16, in the

phrase: datum quod mihi (est), id possessum fuit; more

frequently, NR 30 and D 13, 14, as the accusative singular,

corresponding to the Persian tyam and tya, but in the

Median the gender cannot with certainty he determined.

As an undoubted neuter in the accusative case it occurs

both E 23 (12) and C21,22, D 19 where, as we have

already observed, the Median has a whole sentence: quod

erexi, or quod pater erexit, instead of the Persian, meum

palatium., or illud patris palatium, AVe find the same

pronoun Y Y^: employed as Hie nominative plural

masculine NR 46 and 23, corresponding to the Persian hya

and tyiyt'i, and likewise NR 15 and 20, in which places

the relaHve pronoun is left out in the Persian. The pro-

noun Y Y- occur* farther as the nominative plural

NR 32, and as the accusative plural NR 13, agreeing in
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Loth places with the preceding dalujus. The occurrence

of this pronoun is in all these places quite

analogous to that of the other relative pronoun

which we have above explained; and from this we draw

the inference, that these two pronouns kha

(kkhrt) and po (ppo)

,

were used to supply

and complete each other, in such a] way, that f,
was used in the nominative ,

and perhaps
, too

,
in the

accusative case of the singular masculine only, and

in the other cases of the masculine and the other genders.

This pronoun is farther found XR39, and likewise K19
and jNR 47, placed between a noun and its adjective, in

all places corresponding to the Persian tyd and tyihn, hut

apparently used more as the demonstrative than as the

relative pronoun. Lastly these two groups are

found H 23 , forming, as it would seem, a conjunction

with the sense of the Latin quod, that.

The last word in the Median inscription E -yy<

Y yattar

,

we have explained above

and translated, I made; and it is thus only in the last

sentence that the Median inscription differs from the corre-

sponding Persian, having the words „and which I made”

instead of the Persian:
l4
and this palace”. We conclude

with the insertion of the Median lines which we have

explained, transcribed, as usual, in the Latin characters.

17. XAARI KH

18. SARASA Ku RASARAR ZU VI-

19. yi Aurazdax SA .SA

20. THI Yo YUTTA Yo AoRA-

21. ZDA . MS.S. AXAP-

22.

' PITU KDAKHA QUTTA . .

23. fJZ qUTTA PPO YUTTA II
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THE INSCRIPTION A.

The Persian inscription A is found on the Northern

side of the large terrace bearing the great colonnade, at

the western flight of steps leading up to it, between the

triple row of figures bringing gifts and presents to the

king and the representation of the fight between the unicorn

bull and lion. The Persian inscription contains thirty

lines, of which the five first are broken off together with

the parapet wall along the terrace. It is in substance

nearly the same as the preceding inscription E, the whole

difference being that instead of the phrase which is found

in E after the word wazarka

:

23. wasna Auramaz-

24. dahii ima hachis adam

25. aqunwam.

fhe inscription A exhibits

:

23. tya mana kartam

24. ida uta tjamiya

25. apataram kartam awa v-

26. isam wasna Auramazdaha

27. aqunwam.

which Mr. Lassen has translated

:

23 hoc mihi palatium 24 heic, turn hoc 25 alterum palatium

ad commorandum 26 e voluntate Auramazdis 27 exstruxi.

The corresponding Median inscription has totally dis-

appeared together with that in the third species of Achae-

menian cuneiform writing.

THE INSCRIPTION C.

This inscription is preserved in two copies differing

from each other only in the number and length of the lines.

They are found in the building K on the plan of Kerr

Porter, the one on the southern staircase, and the other

on the high pilaster at the top of the steps. It begins,

like the other inscriptions, with the introductory passage
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and that stating the royal titles , and then proceeds in

the Persian

:

16. Jiatiya Khsyarsa narphii wazar-

17. ka wasna Aurahya mSzdaha

18. imi hachis Daryawus narphii

19. aqunus, hyii miina pit-

20. a. mam Auriimazda pa5u-

21. wa hada biigibis uta t-

22. yamiya kartam uta tyami-

23. ya pithrii Daryawahus narphahy-

24. a kartam aivasaciya Auramiiz-

25. da pa&uwii hada bagibis.

The Latin translation of this passage is

:

16. Generosus (sum) Xerxes, rex magnus,

17- e voluntate Auramazdis

18. hanc aulam columnarem Darius rex

19. erexit, qui meus pater (fuit).

20. Me Auramazdes tuere

21. cum diis, turn hoc

22. palatium turn hoc

23. patris Darii regis

24. palatium. O propitiande Aura-

25. mazdes tuere cum diis.

To this corresponds in the Median

:

n. !! <
* * Hf < -3T- L HT

15 .

*
-e * - <-r=

-e is * t nr -m< E=r'> rsr < nr *

r m= * -tk -r

18.
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19. yH ^
T •> -T * T * T =ST S-ff

s-rr * r =m * ~y
20. < r_ nr m -rrr

*
=i! * <- ^rr

-tt-e ^rr -n
*

21. Hf O| H =T- -< * E= HT -T * iTS

cT S-ff * ~T
22. r=

* t| |-ff -Iff- * tTS =T s-tt
*

~t r= * r -sr

23. TT * T S-TT -TTT< E-u TST < =<TT
*

T TTT-
*

-TT<

24. cf T!Mf S-TT
*

-TT< -< =T=T * Hf < -STT-

T- S-TT * <-

25. ^<YMf-e ^tt -ff
* -t -:r --T -T- -< *

B~ S-TT -T
*

15. IVA-

10. ari Khsarasa Ku rasarar

17. zu viyi Aurazdan, sa .

18. sathi Dariyawus Kit yut-

19. ., Kkha Yo Ttata Yo A-

20. II RA Z DA Yo . NIS.S.

21. ANAPPITC EDAKHA qtTTTA P-

22. PO YCTTAR QUTTA PPO T-

23. TATA DaRIYAWu4 Ku YU-

24. T.TA YUDUPHI AcRAZDA NI-

25. S.4. ANAPPITU EDAKHA

All the words here occurring have been explained iu

the foregoing, with the exception of

yudnphi

,

only, which renders the Persian awdsdciifd.
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Wc meet with the same Persian word* in the inscription

D 20, where it is rendered yududa,

which seems to he a word of a different stock. We have

already mentioned that the Persian phrase: turn hoc pa-

latium turn hoc patris Darii regis palatium, is rendered:

et quod ego erexi et quod pater Darius rex erexit; this

being the only point in which the translation of the Median

differs from that of the Persian.

THE INSCRIPTION D.

is met with on the four inside walls of the two portals

forming part of the chief entrance to the palace. The

number of lines in each copy of all the three species,

amounts to twenty, the copies on the western portals dif-

fering only in the number of the groups in a few of the

lines, from those on the eastern. The inscription begins

with the two oft repeated passages, that take up a little

more than the first half of the Persian, and about nine

lines and a half in the Median. The other half of the

Persian inscription is

:

11. jnitiya Khsyarsa khsayafnya wiisna

12. Auramazdaha imam thuwarf)im visadahyum

13. adfim aqunwam, wasiva aniyasiiciya niham

14. kartam ana Parsa tya adam aqunwam

15. utamiya tya pita aqunus tyapatiyii ka-

10. rtam winatiya niham awa visam wasna A-

17. uramazdaha aquma. Khsyarsa

18. khsayajiiya mam Auramazda paftuwa utami-

19. ya khsathram uta tya miina kartam uta tyami-

20. ya pithra kartam awasaciya Auramazda pa8uwa.

The first of these two passages is not a little ob-

scure and perplexing, nor has Mr. Lassen succeeded in

rendering the three words
,

aniyasiiciya
, tyapatiyii and

winatiya; the Latin translation of the rest is as follows.
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11. Generosus (sum) Xerxes rex. E voluntate

12. Auramazdis hanc portam populis intrandam

13. ego exstruxi majora propylaea

14. palatium; isti Persae quod ego exstruxi

15. et quod pater exstruxit, ....... pa-

16. latium propulsea: e voluntate Au-

17. ramazdis exstruximus. Generosus (sum) Xerxes

18. rex; me o Auramazdes tucre turn hoc

19. regnum turn hoc meum palatium, turn hoc

20. patris palatium; o propitiande Auramazdis tuere.

These two passages are rendered thus in the Median:

10. -:t --Y
-
yyy< * f

-yy ' ~ -m ^YY
YY *
1

11. ytyy-
* yy /

11 \ * <E= E^ * Hf < -STY-Y-

S-fY
* •-E

* - r,\ YEYY- * <E- ^YY V

13. HT n, -jy< i<YY * Y -TTY
*

-YY< =Y S-YY
*

1-e <yyS * S-YY =Y=Y
*
<T- i<YY

13. ~Ti <r
*
-yy< -Y »T=

* - EY -m V
!* >~EE

YSf
* ~Y Y=

*
Y -YYT

*
-YY< -T S-YY

14. * tYS -Y S-YY
* ~T Y- *

Y -SY S-YY

ht* -yj< A AA S--YY
* ~1 1- V Y: -Y

*

15. -yy< =r -Y * EYYY E=u YSY
-j- *

<Y-

i<TY -r?
*
-EY

*
-YY< -< =YY- -YYY< S-YY

*

16 .
YY /
tt \

* *
--Y < -STY-• y~ S-YY

-:y *
-yy< =r a s-yy * -:f ~y

-YTY< * T -YYE -E -m =<ff V * Y W *

t
* ~Y < -Sff- Y- S-TY

* =!!
*

17.
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18. <- z*n -ns ^n -n • m HI * -

in -i! m s s- * ^ =y hi >1=

19. i- * t =m *
-n< -i i-rf Hh * i

]12

=r i-n * "t r= * i -if hi >n *

20. -n< -i n-r i-n * -rr< -<
;HI * Hf <

sn- r- i-n • <- ^n -ns gn -n
*

We shall, in the interpretation of these Median pas-

sages, as we have done before, translate the words already

known and explained by the corresponding Latin terms,

dwelling only on such as we meet here for the first time.

Line 10. Generosus (sum) Xerxes; L. 11. rex. Ex

voluntate Auramazdis hanc. The Persian thurvarpim, a

portal, is rendered by the word preceded

by the mark of distinction Both of the groups that

compose this word are unknown. The first Syy

,

which

we have found as a dubious lection of in one of

the copies of C , occurs likewise in two other words

i-n tfti a„,i <=r= -e 12 -A m
the genitive case of the noun

>
and ^ie

other T^TT which is found in this place only, is per-

haps a mistake in my transcript instead of

which we shall find of more frequent occurrence, though

its value is still quite unknown to me. The word visd-

diihyum following after thuredrpim, is rendered

V TT •>
vtisadaRyus

,

which is

clearly the Persian word, only transcribed in the Median

character and adopted in the Median language, the nature

of which undoubtedly accounts for the retention of the

Persian nominative termination, and for the change of s into

the aspirate s (or written according to the Median ortho-

1840— 1844.
*

23
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graphy ss). Tlie next words are: ego extruxi majora, the

Persian jpdsiyd being, as before mentioned, here and

K19, rendered by the word »-yyy > rasakho,

which likewise translates the Persian parti. The following

Persian auiydsdciyn and the corresponding Median

yy £yy ^f^y ,
(fah.phi

,
are undoubtedly, like wasiya

and rasakho, both adjectives, belonging to the next word,

in the Persian nibdm, which Mr. Lassen has translated

propykea, and which here 1. 12 and 15. is rendered in the

Median by
5

sis.n
,

but K 20 by

<f- »~yy sis.ni

,

of which two forms the

latter differs from the former only in adding an i to the

final n , which n

,

too
,

is even omitted in a third form

that apparently occurs of this word, viz.

H 10. The Persian kdrtdm is rendered I. 13 -YY< -Y

rY- -Y< yntrokha
,
but here I believe I have made a mistake

in writing the final group
,

kha, instead of £iy, t;

so that the word should be written *~}K ^Y fY^ Y?
yutrot, as we find it in the inscription of Darius, marked

L. used in the nominative, and INR 39 in the accusative

case. This word yatro and yutrot, as has been already

mentioned, is apparently derived from the root -YY< -l
yut, to make, and formed by the affix yf^ . ro, or yfj^

Y? rot, of which the former seems also to form the

noun ^YY- yY^:, which is of frequent occurrence

in the inscription H. The nine words following (in the

thirteenth and fourteenth lines) are: Persae illi, quod ego

extruxi et quod pater extiuxit.

The sense of the following four Persian words

,

tydpdtiyd kartdm mindtiyd nibdm
,

is to me as mysteri-

ous as is that of the corresponding Median. The first
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tynputiyd is rendered by the four groups V
!-1 ,

of which the last is found nowhere else, but as

it was indistinct in all four copies of the inscription I),

it may perhaps be thought to have been rather the |t—

f

that is found H32, between sa-t, NR 48 between th-ka,

and NR 31 between 6
:«-|^iY|— ,

though its value is

unknown to me. The other three groups \
f

,

are pposn, or posa, and it is a rather curious coincidence,

that both the Persian and the Median word should begin

with the two groups fff K*~

5

tyd, and |£:,

ppo , which compose the relative pronoun in both lan-

guages. The next word —|K yf£^ if, yutrokha, 1

have above amended to —|K if yfi if, yutrot, which

usually translates the Persian hartdm. The following word,

that corresponds to the unintelligible Persian miniitiyd, is

composed of the four groups 3fff 3—Yt f^Bf
—3—

,

of which the first, being of unknown value, likewise occurs

as the initial group of the three words 3fff 3— ft Y,

^TTY- -ST and ^YYY ^<ff \\ After the next <f-

i<ff — yy —^_f ,
the Persian nibdm, propylsea ,

the five

groups -ff< -< iff- -|||< 3-|| ,
yutaberida

,

\ terminating the fifteenth line
, which likewise occur

NR 39, form the word, or words, by which the Persian

expression awd visum is rendered, and must, therefore,

have the same sense as the Persian words, which Lassen

has translated ,,ad commorandum” for a dwelling. The

four concluding words of this first passage we have already

explained; the sense is: Ex voluntate Auramazdis fecimus.

The final passage, which takes up the four last lines of

this inscription, contains an invocation to the supreme god

Auramazda , similar to that which we have met with in

the inscriptions C and E. We have in the foregoing

23*
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explained all the Median words there occurring , and

therfore , after observing that the Persian awasaciya is

here rendered yutuda, hut C25,

5
yutup/ii

,

we give a transcript in Roman

characters of both passages :

10. Naari Khsarassa

11. Ku zu viti Aurazda sa .. VISSA-

12. DAHYDS Yo YUTTA RASAKHO DAH.PHI SIS-

13. . IV YUTRO, PaRASA SAW PPO Yo YUTTA

14. R QUTTA PPO Tt VTA YUT.TA PPOSA.

15. YUTR OT . YAWAK SIS.iV A'UTU BERIDA

16. ZU TIYI AlTRAZDAN YUT.TA NAA-

17. ri Khsarassa Ku Yo Aurazda .

IS. MS.S. IJUTTA . . QUQVI QUTTA

19. ppo Yo yuttar (jutta ppo Ttata

20. YUT.TA YUTUDA AURAZDA SIS.S.

Th is Median passage differs from the Persian in the

same point as did the inscriptions C and E, in having:

et quod feci et quod pater fecit, instead of the Persian:

et hoc meum palatium, et illud patris palatium.

THE IXSCRIPTIOIV K.

This inscription ,
discovered by Mr. Schultz at the

lake Wan in Turkish Armenia, is on the rock Khorkhor,

on which are found several ruins of an ancient palace,

abounding with cuneiform inscriptions of the Assyrian

species; among which the inscription K is the only one

that belongs to the Achaemenian time , and is composed

in the characters of the three species of Achiemenian cunei-

form writing. The number of the lines amounts to twenty

seven in each of the three species, but in the Persian and

Median species the last lines were so covered with rubbish,

which Mr. Schullz could not get removed, that he w’as unable

to copy them. Though the number of the lines is the
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same in all three species, still the Persian lines are nearly

twice as broad as those in the inscriptions of the two

other species. The entire contents of the inscription F, or

the introductory passage and that of the titles, take up

the first fifteen and a half lines both of the Persian and

Median inscription. The rest of the inscription is of a

tenor new and original, but has unfortunately suffered so

much that it is impossible perfectly to restore and ex-

plain the whole. The lirst lines however are easy to

explain. The Persian inscription has :

16. jiatiya Khsyarsa

17. khsayajiiyii. Daryiiwus khsavii-

18. f>iya, hya maria pita, huwa wa-

if). sna Auramazdaha wasiya tya

20. niham aqunus uta ima st-

21. anam huwa niyastaya.

Mr. Schulz’s copy has kutundm ( Tlf iTf ^“YyY3?

which Mr. Lassen, adopting a conjecture of mine based

on the corresponding Median word
,

has corrected to

Y3; Iff Iff stantim, the whole difference

between a Persian k and s being that the former

has two and the latter 0E> *) ti>ree horizontal wedges

after the first vertical one. The Latin translation of

these lines is :

16. Generosus (sum) Xerxes

17. rex. Darius rex,

18. qui meus pater, ipse e vo-

19. luntate Auramazdis majora haec

20. propyliea exstruxit, turn hunc lo-

21. cum ipse inhabitavit.

The corresponding Median passage I here insert from

the copy of Mr. Schultz, only separating the words by

an asterisk, and restoring a few groups that are a little
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defaced and indistinct in the copy, but which have retained

traces enough to show beyond a doubt their original form.

The Median passage is:

16. -:y -y -yy< *
if -m ~ -m ^yy v

*

17. 1 w * y ht J
ryrc rsr < ^yy

*

y yyy- * >
18. T * f

:
TTT * y =3 ny ht * r -n<

^ -yyy<
* tt

Tf \-~

19. y < -ar-- y. ny -:y *

<yy^
* —y y~

*

20. <1- z<W ~rr <~ #
-yy< =y yy^y * yyi ~y

ht *;

-E * -

21. zSl Hf -yyy<
*~ -ar- yy^y

*

The groups restored are: 1. 16 y yy J^yy; i. n
13 <; I. 18 the first group f instead and farther

HWK; 1.20 HfK -T rD s=f -d 1.21

the last group. The {{, za, lastly, in the eight-

eenth line is perhaps to be amended to }{ ^, zu, the com-

mon form of the word
, in which we recognize the modern

Persian preposition jl or
J,,

though the omission of the

vowel u, may as before remarked, for that reason

he easily defended.

We meet here with three new words viz. *^fK }
yuphri, 1. IS and 21

,
that renders the Persian

hurod, ipse; and sterna

,

in which we

easily recognize the Persian standm, from which it differs

only in omitting the termination (in) of the accusative
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case, and in aspirating the initial s, which on the whole

appears to have been common in the Median language.

The third new word is that which renders the Persian

niycistciyci, and which is the last in this passage. This word

in my opinion is formed by the three groups

yM, as these are followed by a vertical wedge which distin-

guishes the following word and at the same time separates it

from the preceding. As ive have found the group

as the termination of the third person singular in the

word Y (p. 3*23), I have not hesitated to

alter the wedges in the copy of Mr. Schultz to

this group,
,
and to consider the three groups

y»- yf^Y as the perfect tense of a root

snr, as was Y °f a root *~YY^ ynt.

The six Median lines, transcribed in Latin characters, are:

]6. Naari Khsarassa

17. Kc; Dabiyawus Ku k-

kha Yo Ttata Ycphri zavi-

yi Aurazdan rasakho ppo

IS.

19.

20.

21 .

SiS.XI YUT. QUTTA SA

stana Ycphri sar.

What follows is too defective to be restored or pro-

perly explained. The copy of the Persian inscription has

21. kataniya

22. yaniya ipima niya fpist-

23. am us, pasa adcim ni

24. yd&iayam ip-

25. istr/m

The Italic letters represent the restored groups. The

two ipisidm, line 22 and 24, seem to be suppletory of

each other; the adcim 1. 23 is conjectured in accordance

with the Median text, in which the defective wedges
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Y-Tty> 1. 23, are apparently the fragments of

the first personal pronoun
;

lastly the nyrim , 1. 24 , is

conjectured after grammatical rules in accordance with the

niycistdya, 1. 21.

The transcript of the corresponding Median passage

is still more defective. The three first groups compose

in my opinion the word that renders the Persian kiitd-

niyii, and supposing this to he etymologically connected

with the modern kandan , I attribute to it the sense of

the cutter, a stonecutter, nr artist, and this acceptation

would show the reason why the corresponding Median

word is preceded hy the mark of distinction )f. The three

Median groups, {{, give satza, or rather sadza,

but I do not hesitate to correct the Y to > ,
the

difference between these two groups being so trifling as

easily to escape the notice of even the most skilful

transcriber, especially when, as was actually the case,

the inscription can only be copied at a great distance, and

in a dazzling sunshine. We have then jy ,

sakhaza

,

in which I find the two modern Persian words,

sung , a stone
,

and ziidiin ,
to cut , so that the literal

sense would be the stonecutter. The rest of the Median

passage I leave unexplained ,
which I think is more ad-

visable than running from conjecture to conjecture in the

wide field of hypothesis. I only mention that we find in

these lines two new characters and that are

met with nowhere else, and therefore it is very dubious

whether they are to he enumerated among the real charac-

ters. We find farther twice the group ^Yi which as

stated above (p. 300) is perhaps also to be found as the

third group in the name of Babirus corresponding to the

Persian ru. The four last lines of the inscription in

the third species coinciding exactly with the final pas-
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sage of the inscription E, makes it evident that the two

other inscriptions were concluded by the same passage,

containing an invocation to the supreme god Auramazda.

In the Persian inscription, however, no traces are left,

and in the Median all that is distinguishable is the initial

y -yyy *~*~y k c° : *~^yy*~) •> yo Aum (zda), in

the twenty fourth line, and farther the final groups of the

two next lines, of which the former, na, must have

been the second group of the word f?
Y Y

anap, god, and the latter,
y

can scarcely be any other

than a fragment of the £yy, which occupies the second

place in the word a kingdom; the rest

is wholly obliterated.

The inscriptions of Xerxes, which we have now passed

in review, are on the whole of a meager and poor tenor.

We learn from them the pompous titles which he had

inherited from his father, and something about the part

which he had taken in the building of the royal palace

of Persepolis, but nothing as to his own history, or the

internal state of his empire. On the other hand , the

inscriptions of his father Darius , which we shall now

proceed to explain, are of a more interesting character both

in a historical and philological point of view.

THE INSCRIPTIONS OF DARIUS.

The Persian inscriptions which we have relating to

this king are equal in number to those we possess of

Xerxes. Four of them (B, H, I and L) are found among

the ruins of Persepolis; a fifth (NR) on the royal tomb oppo-

site to the palace; the sixth (O) at mount Alwand close to

Hamadan
;

the seventh, the greatest of all, is found at

Bisitun
, but except the beginning that has been tran-

scribed by Mr. Rawlinson , this inscription is still left
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uncopied. Of those only the four B, L, Ml and O, are

found in a corresponding Median translation; the other

two H and I, being accompanied by a Median inscription

(marked H) of an original and quite different tenor.

THE IINSCRIPTION B.

This is found on the pilasters of the doors in the

building K, and, like the inscription (!, over the figure

representing the king. The inscription consists of six

lines in each of the three species, of which the Persian is:

Daryawus khsayajiiya

waziirka, khsayapiya khsa-

yafuyanam, khsayafiiya

dahvuiiam, Vistaspiihy-

a puthra, Hiikhamanisiya
,

h-

ya imam tiicaram aqunus.

Darius rex 2 niagnus, rex 3 regum, rex 4 regionum,

Hystaspis 5
filius Achremenius, qui 6 hanc aedem aediticavit.

TIip Median inscription is as follows:

1- r h? -m< Em\ m < =<n * r m= * -m v

2- -m -sir- * t m= *
y m= t=m === -;r *rw-*r

s. nr =m -< -:r * r <== at ii -:t

* n -< <\ * t <e= hi k 3 * r v

5- -m< *
r 1:= -s- -r = <- <t- e=a * -t

*

«• ~ * - ht -r :: -sir- =rr=
*
-rr< =r >r=rht *

1. Dariyawus Ku rasa- 4. stun, Vistaspa sag-

2. bar, Ku Kuthin Ku 5. ri Okkhavenisiya, kkha

3. D YHYOSTUN Vispazana- 6. sa Tadzaram yut.da

We have in the foregoing pages explained all the

words here occurring: The Median inscription differs

from the Persian only in the addition to dallyostun ,
which

translates the Persian diilojunnin , of the adjective visyu-
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zamsfun, to which nothing corresponding is found in the

Persian, hut which renders the expression in the Persian

INR, vispuzdnduum , omnigenis populis hajdtatarum.

THE INSCRIPTION L.

This is met with in the same building K, as the

inscription B. It is found on all the windows and niches

in the great hall, and consists in each species ol one long line

placed so that the Persian occupies the space above, the

Median running up on the left side, and the inscription

in the third species running down on the right side ol

the Persian, which last, transcribed in Roman characters

is as follows:

Arda«tana ajiagina Daryawiihus narphahya vijiiya karta.

Alta (h.x*c) arx (est) Darii regis geutis palatium.

Which in the Median is rendered thus:

-m h» Ht -:r
* - -m n *

y ht -m< UK^n-'i w * - <=f=

-E Tl TIT
* -TK -T rT" =T

*

Thp two first rvorrls ~£f£ jiTT HTT ~Z1
• ddastana Asina, have appa-

rently been adopted from the Persian ,
and altered con-

formably to the nature of the Median language. To the

Persian genitive viphjn correspond the five groups pre-

ceded by the mark of distinction , *~£e

Ul and as the Persian accusative of the same word,

vipdm, is rendered by the three first groups preceded by

the same mark of distinction, »- ^^^E it is

evident that the two last groups of the former Syy

must denote an affix of the genitive case, and the three

first ^i^y^ y^ compose the word that is equivalent

to the two Persian words vif) and /ific/ti# ,
and which,

therefore, must have the signification, first, of the court,
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and next, of the place where the court isheld, the durbar

as we have above translated the Persian huchis. The

last word
, i yutrot

, we have already

explained. The whole Median inscription then is:

Adastana Asina Dariyawus Ku .sathi yutrot
THE INSCRIPTION 0.

The transcript of this inscription which is met with

at mount Alwand , w'as ,
like that of the inscription F,

found amongst the papers of the late Mr. Schultz, and

has been published by the Asiatic Society of Paris. The

inscription consists of twenty lines in each of the three

species, and contains only the introductory passage, with

that of the titles, which we have explained above, at the

same time correcting the faults with which this transcript

ot the Median inscription abounds.

THE INSCRIPTION NR.

This inscription is the largest of those to which I

have had access. It is found on the outer face of the

tomb of Darius (which is excavated in the mountain on

the opposite shore of the Pulwar river, over against the

ruins of Persepolis), above the Sassanian sculptures now

called by the natives Xakshi Rustam
,

or the sculptures

of Rustam, the great hero of the Persian fabulous history.

Of the inscription marked 3NR the Persian version, con-

taining sixty lines, is placed to the left behind the figure

of the priest in the act of praying, and the Median, con-

taining forty eight lines, to the left of the Persian; the

version in the third species ,
which contains only thirty

six lines, occupying the space on the left lateral wall at

right angle with the front wall of the tomb.

The Median inscription, which is lithographed Tab. XII,

is of exactly the same tenor as the Persian, they being

properly speaking mere translations the one of the other.

They both begin with the two oft repeated passages, the
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introductory one and that of the titles ,
which we shall

pass over here , referring the reader to our explana-

tions above, where we have also noticed the various lec-

tions exhibited by this inscription. After the word Hakhd-

mcinidiya the Persian proceeds:

Parsii Arsahya puthra ariya ariya dathra 1
;
of which •

1 consider Pdrsu-Arsahya and farther ariya-ariya-duthrci

as compound words of the species called karmadharayd

in the Indian grammar, and translate, a son of Arsa, the

Persian, of an Arian and an Arian ancestor, that is, of

the one Arian ancestor after the other. Arsa 1 am

inclined to consider as the same with the Arsaniii of the

inscription P and that of Bisitun , and to regard the

ariya as having been an honorary title of the Persians

also, although Herodotus restricts it to the Medes, giving

to the Persians that of arta, the sense of which does

not, in fact, differ much from that of ariya, the former

being a participle of the preterite, bonoratus, and the

latter a participle of the future, honorandus. To those

six words correspond in the Median tiie two last groups

in the tenth and all but the last group in the eleventh

line , viz

:

t a * t -&-m * v -2- ~m< *

T ~EtE HM< E=,\ *
1 ~ETE -W< E=,\

*

Em v
which I read

:

Phaasa Asa sagrt Ariya Ariya .ssa

of which we have in Bm^n Y the Median word

that corresponds to the Persian genitive dathrd ,
of an

ancestor. The first group, as has been already mentioned,

I am unable to decipher
;

the second, or is appar-

ently inserted here for the same purpose as in the words

') The Italics indicate the groups conjectured and restored.
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Khsarassa, vissa , to mark the hard sound of Ihe follow-

V V
sibilant

y ,
.VO.

Then follows in the Persian inscription :

15. jiatiyii Daryawus khsaiyo-

16. jiiya ivasna Aurainazdaha into

17. dahyawa tya adam agrabayam

18. apataram hiica Parsa adani sa

16. pmiyakhsiya mana bajini abiiro

20. hamyasam hacam a{)alidm a-

21. (junvva: datiim tya mana a ita . •

22. adari.

I differ from Lassen only in restoring apaliam a at

the end of the twentieth line ,
instead of his apdf/indm

a
,
and likewise aita in the twenty first line , for which

1 shall presently assign my reasons.

To this Persian passage corresponds the Median one

that begins with the last group in the eleventh line and

terminates with the first in the seventeenth. The last

group in the eleventh line
,

is , as shown in the plate,

somewhat defaced, only the lower part
yy

remaining tole-

rably distinct, and the upper part being traceable to

which would make the group yy, h ,
or hd. This joined

to the first group in the next line , forms a word

yy /ink, which is found distinctly written I. 25

and likewise H 6 and 18 in the same manner as here

before the name of Darius. Therefore, though the word

is left out in the corresponding Persian phrase, 1 suppose

it to have been a demonstrative pronoun akin to the other,

sn, which we have explained above. This pronoun

y*y occurs farther H 21 and 15, apparently as the

accusative, and H 12 probably as the adverb ideo ,
of

which I shall speak more fully when explaining the in-

scription II. The following ten words: Dariyawus Ku
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naari zu viyi Aurazdan sa dahyus ppo Yo, Darius rex

j„
generosus; e voluntate Auramazdis ilke regiones quas ego,

having l)een already explained
,
we will only observe

that the Median r
—

r -m< 5
naari, rendering the

Persian pntiyu, is here and likewise NR 26, 39 and H 7,

19, placed after the word
,
ku

,

rex , hut occupies

in the inscriptions of Xerxes the same place as the Per-

sian word before the proper name of the king. The last

six groups in the thirteenth and the two first in the

fourteenth line Sfl- HW< V V T-
* compose the two words that render the Persian

ayrdbaydm ayafaram
,
hut which I am unable to separate

with any certainty, for it is scarcely more than a loose

guess, when I divide the groups into =YY- HNf<
Y»- V a,,(l U f and suppose the three last

to compose a word , ziirdkha ,
etymologically connected

with the modern Persian digdr, having the same sense

! that is ascribed to the ancient apdtdrdm. The word then

that renders the Persian ayrdbaydm would be formed by

the five groups *~^YY*~ Y*“ V i
°f which

the found before \\ is perhaps inserted to show that

the following consonant is the soft aspirate, z, that corres-

ponds to the hard s. True it is we should expect, that

as the alphabet has distinguished between the hard s and

the soft 2 by different signs
,

it would have done the

same with the aspirate s and z , hut as the contrary is

analogous to the common way of expressing the hard

and soft consonants hv the same sign, and as farther we

occasionally find the group inserted before

Y Yand y , which would lie quite superfluous did those

groups represent only the hard syllables sa and si, we
may, I think, venture to suppose that these also represented
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syllables beginning with z
, and that the

,
z

,
was

inserted for the purpose of marking clearly and distinctly

the soft
,

and
5

the hard sound of these syllables.

The word would then he read berirzza, or berirza, which

would seem to he from the same root as the beris/a,

NR 33, and beris, NR 16 (that correspond to the Persian

addrdyd, and addri), and perhaps, too, as the berida,

which we found above rendering the Persian visum.

The groups f ^ ^ following after

must be restored to r Hf «< according to 1. 38, and

give us the word that corresponds , as above stated
,

to

the Persian Pdrsdi , which is placed after lined , whilst

the Median occupies the place before the corresponding

word klikhabe, and this word rendering

likewise the hdcam in the twentieth line of the Persian

inscription
,

proves that the two w ords lined and hdcam

must he of the same import
,

which from the context in

both places, seems rather to have been that of help, assi-

stance
,

than that of adoration which Mr. Lassen has

ascribed to the accusative hdcam’, for the sense implied

in the first phrase seems to he, as has been conjectured

by Lassen, that Darius together with his Persians con-

quered the countries, or, according to our supposition as

to the signification of the words luied and klikhabe,
literally:

These (are the) countries, which I conquered
,

and the

Persian assistance; that is, which I conquered with the

assistance of the Persians. The Persian Pdrsd must

therefore he taken not as the nominative plural Persic,

but as the adjective feminine Persica, belonging to hacd;

which likewise must he the case with the Median

,
Phas'd.

The two following Persian sentences: adiim sapmiyii-

khsiya
,
mana bajim abarii, are rendered by the groups
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from y -m in the fourteenth to z?fl in the fifteenth

line. We have f Yo, corresponding to the Per-

sian ndam

,

and y -yyy ^TT to miind as before

mentioned
;

the three groups ^ nr- ^yy
following after this word corres-

pond apparently to the Persian abdrd, as we find a similar

form yy^ ^y ya-., qutrea.., deduced from the same

root ^ s=y, qut, rendering the Persian bdrdtiya TNR 34.

We have ,
therefore ,

to look for the words that render

the Persian iapmiydkhsiyd and brijim in the groups

between the two personal pronouns in the fourteenth and

fifteenth lines. Of these groups the first is undoubtedly

to be restored to ,
the middlemost wedge

having disappeared; and the last group being somewhat

indistinct might have been either £^y*~, be, or perhaps

rather m. As the words are found nowhere

else in the inscriptions, I am unable to separate the words

expressed by these ten Median groups,

u DHy y-yyy - *cy -yy-, and have

only to observe that the Median word rendering the Per-

sian brijim has evidently changed its place from after

mana to before the corresponding Y

The following Persian sentence luimyasrim hticrim

apdhrim aquitted seems not to be quite literally rendered

in the Median. The corresponding sixteen groups, after

its -T= qutis, in the fifteenth and sixteenth lines,

contain first the relative pronoun ppo, and then

the first personal y-yyy 1
Yo , both of which are left

out in the Persian; while on the other hand we find in

the Median nothing corresponding to the Persian hdmyd-

srim

,

unless we should suppose that I have made the

1810— 1S44. 24
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mistake in my transcript of separating the wedges y

instead of joining them into one group FYYY ,
tit, and

then that the three groups £^Y Y~- Y^ YYY i
ppoth

,
com-

posed the word rendering the Persian hiimyiiiam, which

supposition would certainly restore the want of harmony,

and considering the great distance at which I was obliged to

take my transcript through a telescope, it cannot he very sur-

prising that r -yyy might have been erroneously copied

for Y*~YYY” The three next groups YY*"' i

khabe, render, as we have just mentioned, the Persian

hticam, and in this place, too, the sense of help, assi-

stance, seems to accord prefectly well. The next four groups

Y *~YYYK -Y '
pthriklia, compose the word that

renders the half effaced Persian yyy KT <! We
find in the thirtieth line a similar word Y *~Y^-

-YYY< *~^YY"~5 ptirir, rendering the Persian afiaham,

and we feel no hesitafion in supposing these two forms

to belong to one and the same root
, the chief difference

being that the two syllables ptiri of the latter form are

in the former contracted into pthri, whereby t has been

changed into th on account of the aspirating power of

the following r, of which we have already shown other

instances. Now as ptirir and the corresponding Persian

afialtdm are apparently adverbs
, we are led to suppose

that pthriklia is an adjective belonging to the preceding

noun khabe, and farther that in the Persian wY<Y<Y-
the last wedges, (which Mr. Lassen has sujtposed to be

the remains of a <YY and which led him to restore the

word m Y<Y <YY~ yy according to the inscription

L), are rather a fragment of and the whole word

accordingly yyy U? *~YfY' an adjective in the
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accusative case of the feminine, referring to the preceding

hocr'nn, and formed in analogy with the adverb apd/rdm.

But the sense of both the adverb and the adjective I am

unable to determine. Lassen lias compared the adverb

apdhdm with the Sanscrit an/ias , sin
, and translates it

malum, but this sense, though it would seem to answer

well enough in the latter place, does not suit at all in

the former as an adjective to lined and khnbe
,
where we

should expect to find the sense of able
, good

, strong,

or the like. Of the verb in the sentence now before us,

the Persian inscription has only left qunmii, which Lassen

has restored to aqunma, filling up the chasm of the pre-

ceding line with the a. Corresponding to the Persian,

the Median text has in the beginning of the sixteenth line

Y rf-Y (for the last group, of which

only r remains , cannot be any other than yY^Y),

which, as we find the same groups in the thirtieth line

rendering the Persian arm aquaream
, would lead us to

suppose that the Persian text in the other place also had

ana a in the chasm of the twentieth line, were it not

that in this case the same compound verb area aqunmd

,

must have had a double sense
,

both the literal one of

putting down, subduing, which the preposition joined to

the root implies, and likewise that of making or effecting,

being the signification of the simple root and also the

sense which we should expect to find here. I should,

therefore, be more inclined to suppose that the Persian

had only aqunma and to divide the five Median groups

^|f< *~YYK -Y lY^Y? ' n^° the two words, of which

the first ~TT< -<• yu/u, is the demonstrative pronoun,

and the other -YY< -Y rY-Y the preterite of the root

-YY< -Y, yut. ,
to make ,

before explained. But then

2d
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again the t -m in the beginning of this sentence must

he the true reading, as the first two groups

must compose the relative corresponding with the follow-

ing demonstrative; and lastly, the Persian hdmydsnm is

totally left out in the Median. Consequently the sense

of this passage which in the Persian was : continuum

auxilium utile (navum or similar) tulerunt, is in the Median,

literally translated
:

quod mihi (fuit) auxilium utile
,

id

fecerunt, they did, what was to me a useful assistance;

so that this sentence would seem to imply the same that

is expressed with other words farther below (in the Per-

sian 1. 41 corresponding to the Median 1. 34).

The next Persian sentence is somewhat defective, but

may for the most part he restored from the Median text.

The first word datum is, as I have before conjectured,

transcribed by the three Median groups YY^’
datum, in the sixteenth line, of which I have restored

the last, whereof only *~YY 1S distinguishable. The two

following Persian words tya mdnu are literally rendered

by ^Y Y- Y ^YYY *~TT *~^Yi PP° Yo.n. Of the

next Persian word only i a, remains; but as the

corresponding Median word is the demonstrative pronoun

-YY< yutu, which we shall find 1. 44 rendering the

Persian aitd this ,
we need not feel any hesitation in

supposing that this Persian pronoun has filled up a part

of the chasm in the Persian text
,

for there seems still

to he room for two or three groups more. The last word

in the sentence is adari, which I take to be rendered by

the three Persian groups YY*"' *~YYY^ »5YYi beris

,

as

these, combined with ^*~YYi occur again 1. 33, corre-

sponding to the Persian adurdyd. Before the three Me-

dian groups ^YY^ ^<YY ?
beris ,

we find the two
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f
pi , which must have rendered the short

word, which, as I have conjectured, has disappeared from

the end of the twenty first Persian line. The atlrtri has

bv Mr. Lassen been compared to the Sanscrit root dhri,

and by him translated accordingly, possessum fuit; hut I

am more inclined to ascribe to adrtri the other sense,

that is also implied in the causative of the root dhri,

viz. that of preserving ,
or keeping

;
and I find in this

sentence an allusion to the title of thuriyd, the preserver,

(which word is derived from the same root dhri, the u

aspirating the d to tit

,

as in thumirpi, thus, compared

with the Sanscrit dvnr and dus). Darius seems to me

to '• say that he has not only conquered other countries,

but also preserved what had been given him, or what he

had received; and then we should expect to find a word

having the signification of, too, also, at the end of the

defective line, and to which the Median would

correspond. This pi would accord perfectly with the

Sanscrit apt. or pi, although this accordance might natu-

rally he deemed too close in two languages differing in

all other respects, I might almost say, totally from each

other. Still I imagine that the literal sense of this sen-

tence both in the Persian and Median, is: datum quod

fuit mihi, id etiam servatum est. Me shall here subjoin

the entire Median passage which we have explained, (and

of which we have above (p. 306) given the corresponding

Persian) with the defaced groups as I have restored them,

and with the words separated by an asterisk.

12. -> * r Ht -m< m < iitT * t m- *

11
T

IT

-It Hf -m< * !! < * <E- *H < -Sff
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13 . V HY * T HT < ^<yy
*

~y y~ * t =m *
~yy- -m< -m- 1- V * Y-

14 . PH <« *
-TP -1

1

-tr- *
i

f

-yyy
*

Y~ -m i-n <- t-m -:y

15 . ~yy-*y -TTT
~:y*rifS-T- rfnf

* =:y y=*

y -yyy * ~y yy~ * sp -m< -r
*

16 . ~yy<~< MY<~YrY~Y*;HY~:ET P *

y~yyy~?? <y *
-yy< -< "

==T === *
=TT

- -yyy<

17 . i£YY*
ll. H.iL-

12. k Dariyawus KlI NAARI ZU VI

Y

i Aura-

13. Z DAX SiA Dahyus ppo Yi0 BER1RZZA ZA-

14. RAKHA Phaasa rhkhare Yo .. ZR A BAX IT IM EX A-

15. M Yo.1V QUT 1S, PPO Yo KHKHAUK PTHItlKHA

16. YUTU YUT. BATAM PPO Yo.Ji YUTU PI BERI-

17. S

The Latin translation of both the Persian and Median

passages would he

:

Generosus sum Darius rex e voluntate Auramazdis.

Ill;*; regiones
,

quas ego cepi unacum auxilio Persico,

(ego .... venerandus), mihi trihuta attulerunt, continuum

auxilium navum tulerunt; datum quod mihi fuit id etiam

a me servatum est.

The list of nations subject to the sway of Darius

takes up nearly the next nine lines in both inscriptions,

from the twenty second to the thirtieth in the Persian,

and from the seventeenth to the twenty tilth in the Me-

dian. We have above deciphered the Median proper

names, and therefore only insert here the entire Median

passage according to the conjectures which wc have pro-
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pose (1 for restoring the groups that have been defai•ed.

or have tot;:illy disappeared, rcferrim
;
our readers to the

e\pl anation given above.

17. y m S-TT * T
- -ST =! -

-T=
*

y -y -yyy

ST * T -EYE -TTT< TST ,
r af

-yy^ a=

18 . -yyy< ^TT * T ST >TS S-TT Y -ay- ^yy

<E= i5TT *
T -E-TTT -ar- ~y a *

y

19. -EYE =rir TST -Y= ^TT
*

y =a i-yy

yY:S ^TT * T -?T» S-TT
•-ay-

* y~>
20. -ST ^TT * T V -S- -T *

T < yy- a -yyy
*

Y v 4 * ~Y T= m=~ i-yy ~ -3Yy-

21. -Y < S-TT ~Y * T ST =T
- rW *

y y^ a
-STT- * T -STS ST Si

- Y *
MY y si -E*-YYY

22. -STY- Sm', * T -STS <E= <- S-
- Y

YY
* y a a

-T -ST -T * T ^yy y hj *Y

23. S^YY < -IT * T V -S- -T
* Ky y=

* -y

-I-< TS <E= ~y =T = <y * y

24. ^<yy iTS =T -STT- * T E-A < %:y
* y hy

-T -T -STT-
-<*y y -y=

25. E-yy t=T *
T iTS <T- E-

T *
TT y HteS yyy

"I *
! ^ 4 ==Y

*

17. Wada .thuphti Phaasawa Artwa Bakhth-

18. ris Sr® uda War asms Asraakha

1(1. Arcwatis Rattasus Radar Si-

‘20. TUTS SAKKHA UfJBETYO SAKKHA PPO TlUIIRA

21. KHCDAP BABIRU SsUK AbAYA 0AS-
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2*2. raya Ayimya Khatphathukha SPHADA

23. Yu IVA SAKKHA PPO A.SVITTHUVENA

2-4. squdr

a

Yux Takhapharatu Pharuti-

25. yap Ocsiya ..yap Khukhap

• Then follows in the Persian :

30. {iati?/d' D-

31. aryawus khsayajiiya Auramazrfd/r-

32. a awina imam bumim yu . . .

.

33. parawachim mana phrabara mam klisa-

34. yajiiyam aqunus.

30 Generosus (sum) Darius 31 rex. Auramazdis 32 tutela hanc

terrain
33 rehellem milii obtulit, me 34 regem fecit.

To this passage correspond the tw'o last groups in

the twenty fifth line and the three following lines of the

Median text. The two first groups we have

already stated
,
compose a demonstrative pronoun

,
hak,

ille, to which nothing corresponding is found in the Per-

sian text. The three following words Dariyarims Kn
naari, Darius rex generosus, are known. The next sen-

tence: Anramazddha—phrdbard takes up the space from

^ in the twenty' sixth line, to in the twenty

eighth. The first word ^ i

Aurdzda, corresponds to the Persian genitive Aurdindz-

dt'tha
,

the omission of the usual genitive affix at this

place and in Dll having been noticed above. The Per-

sian arcind is apparently rendered by the five groups

yfy V the beginning of the

tw enty seventh line
,

though they would almost seem to

compose two words, at least the two first groups y*“Df

are found composing a complete word both II 17

and 1NR 31, but at this last place unfortunately the corres-

ponding Persian word has totally disappeared. As the

first group, y^lD? is found nowhere else but in these
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places
,

I am unable to determine its proper value. The

next two words, ~yyy }{ , sn qru., rendering

the Persian, imam burnim, are known from the introduc-

tory passage.

The next groups down to T -W would seem to

compose the words that correspond to the mutilated i/h .

.

and purdwdchim. Among these groups we meet for the

first time with , the value of which is unknown

to me, though it occurs in three other places, viz. INK 37,

47 and H 24. The second group in the twenty eighth

line is indistinctly visible; it appeared to me to he a

(which would he a group found in this place

only), hut I could by no means he satisfied whether the

traces of ^ were a real character , or a natural fissure

in the rock, or whether (what perhaps is the most pro-

bable) the ^ did actually form a part of the following

group, of which ouly | remains, the other wedges having

totally disappeared. As these groups begin with {
plirnbe, we might be induced to look in

the first groups for the word that rendered the Persian

purdwdchim, and in the last for the other word corres-

ponding to the Persian yu , a transposition of which

we have shown in the preceding pages other similar in-

stances; hut as neither of these words is met with else-

where, 1 am consequently unable to separate the Median

groups in the proper way. The r -m then following

corresponds, as before stated, to the Persian mdnd, and

therefore the Median word rendering the Persian phrdbdrd

must be composed of the three next groups. The first

of these was, to judge from the traces visible, a ,

kha, which, joined to the two others, gives us in

khaphus, a verb derived from a root quite different
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from that out ol which sprang the verb f/utis, which we
iouiul rendering the Persian abara. The last sentence,

rendering the Persian : mam khsaya{)iyiim aqunus , me
regem fecit, takes up the rest of the twenty eighth line.

We refer the reader to the explanation given above of

the three words which compose the sentence. The Median

passage is then

:

25. -J- *

26 . t ht

-

m< ==/, tit w * -:t

hi -m< * ~r < -sit- r- ht *

27- T-ffi ~T EfTT E=/, V =rir

=!! * =! -Iff- =ff- =T- T~ff- i!=

28. <=y= -,i, <T M -ITT * -T -T TE » T

-TTT * T W -m -IT EE= *
-ff< -T rT=T

*

25. HAK

26. Dariyawus Ku naari Aurazda

27. .P.YASA SA OrU. PHRABEBI.O-

28. . RU . . Yo KHAPHAS Yo KuYOXI YIJT.

The next Persian passage is obscure and much de-

faced. I insert it here
,

according to the emendation of

Mr. Lassen and with his translation; but I shall in the

sequel try to restore from the Median version some groups

more, which will alter his explanation in a few points:

34. adam khsa?/«^iya

35. amiya wiisna Auramazdahd . . a

36. damsim gafiawa niyasadayam .

.

k/td

37. m adam afiaham awaqumvam . .

.

. mam

38. kama aha yachipacA/ya mani . .

.

36. ya ciyakariim.
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34 Ego ro\ 35 streriuus (fui), e voluntate Aurainazdis 36 do-

mui scditiosos prostravi ... 37 ego malum oppressi, (erga)

me 3S amor fuit venerandus 3y

This is rendered in the three and a half Median lines,

from the beginning of the twenty ninth and terminating

with the group in the thirty second. Of the groups

in the twenty ninth line we restore Iff to

to i and
J

to and we have then the three

first words f , Yo , ego
, f •>

Ku
,

rex
,

and

{ i
•ph , strenuus, and farther the oft recurring,

zu viyi Aurdzdan, ex voluntate Aurainazdis. Of the Per-

sian word Anramazdaha the last a, as has been shown

above, has disappeared together with the mark of separa-

tion; hut no other characters would seem to have been

here before the following sentence : addmsim gnpdwu

nh/dsi’iddydm, as the Median text has only the following

groups r -W -T ^ MM IB) -BIB- Of these

are Y the only ones that this line has in common

with the thirty fourth, in which we have to look for the

word corresponding to the Persian gdpnm, and these two

groups must, therefore, be considered as forming the be-

ginning of the Median word which translates both gdpdwd

and gitpum. The space between Auramazdahn and gdpdwd

must
,

accordingly
, have been taken up by that

,
which

has been rendered by the groups between the correspond-

ing Median words Auriizddn and These being

only y -yyy , or the mark of distinction and the first

personal pronoun
,

it is evident
,

that if adumsim were,

as Lassen has supposed, a verb signifying Jie subdued”,

the corresponding word must have been left out in the

Median version. But as this is not probable, we must

look in udiimsim for that personal pronoun which the
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Median text possesses. I am, therefore, inclined to resolve

addms/m into adorn, the first personal pronoun, and sim,

which then would he an inseparable particle, with the

sense of the Latin met, or the Sanscrit eva, and which

might easily have been either wanting in the Median

language, or merely left out here, as being less necessary

to express the precise sense required; and I accordingly

translate the Persian addmsim, egomet, even I, or 1 myself.

To gdpdwd niydsdddydm, then, correspond the six Median

groups ^ ^ MMf C3 >yy, which I

separate before
5

because this group expressing

the a is otherwise found always in the beginning of words,

and because the syllable ivd most probably would have

been written either Y^=Y only, or Y^|[ in analogy

with the syllable rd which we found above written

—f. The Median ^ ^ tkha-

phirea
,
would correspond to the Persian gdpdwd ,

and

>yy • Ada, to the verb n/ydsdddydm to which

words I shall presently return. After the last word we

find in the Persian text a chasm and then indistinctly

« v m in the end of the thirty sixth, and hmt \ at the

beginning of the thirty seventh line
, v

which Lassen has

restored to «TT m HMf but without venturing any

explanation of this word. The Median text has immedia-

tely after dda the groups, Y Y^ ppo, or the relative

pronoun, corresponding to the Persian t/j/'i CMM K-3,
and this pronoun it is which I find in the defaced word,

considering the indistinct wedges « \ as the traces of

Y<~. whereby the chasm must have been filled up, with

n -YyY, that is, the mark of separation after niydsdddydm

and the first group of the relative pronoun tyd; and as

the last groups are distinctly dm , we have the whole
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Persian word ti/rim

,

quam
,

tlie relative pronoun in the

accusative case of the feminine. This pronoun can only

refer to the preceding gnpdnm , which, therefore, cannot

he a masculine noun in the accusative case plural , as

Lassen has supposed ,
hut must he a feminine noun in

the singular in concord with the following tyam. I

consider then gnpdrva ,
or perhaps rather gdprcd as the

instrumental case of gdpu

,

of which we find 1. 41 the

accusative case gripitm

,

and which apparently has the

sense of insurrection ,
rebellion , ingeniously ascribed to

it by Lassen. But then farther we must alter his trans-

lation of the word niyasdddydm from an active to a

passive sense. Therefore I should propose to read the

Persian groups niydsddydm

,

and to consider this as a

passive of the causative of a root sad, or sad, with the

prefix ni, and to compare it to the Sanscrit nisad, which,

besides the ordinary sense of sitting down and dwelling,

also signifies to he vexed
,

or afflicted
1

;
the causative

then would be, to make vexed, or afflicted, and the pas-

sive, to he made vexed. We should then have in the

Persian the same passive affix ya as in Sanscrit, to which

(instead of the termination of medium which is the

regular one in the .Sanscrit grammar) the active termina-

tion has been joined — a formation of the passive which

we also find occasionally employed in the Sanscrit by

the ancient poets. The Persian sentence: addmsim gdpywd

niydsddydm and likewise the Median : Yo tkhaphiwa dda,

together with the following one beginning with the relative

pronoun I therefore translate : I myself w as made vexed

by a rebellion, which I did wholly put down; regarding,

as before mentioned, apdhdrn as an adverb corresponding

to the supposed adjective apd/id and with the sense of

*) Confer my Radices Lingua: Sanserif under the root sad.
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wholly, strongly, or something similar, and giving to the

verb awdqnmrdm
,

or perhaps aim aqunwdrn (as there

seems to be place for the mark of separation ^ between

*~YHi n'd , and yff, a) the literal acceptation of putting

down, destroying. As to the corresponding Median words

ter -m< -stT-. v>Mr, a..<i -tt< -< -rr<

—Y ?
yutu-yuf.

,

we refer the reader to what has

been observed above. After aquurrdm the Persian text

has a chasm which apparently was tilled up by a word

that renders the Median Y*~HT Y’ a word that like-

wise occurs H 17 apparently as an adjective, but without

its being possible to form any idea of its signification.

The following Persian words I am as much at a loss to

explain as I am the corresponding Median in the thirty

first and second line. The wedges Y YYY must be restored

Y -YYY- Yo, and render, of course, the Persian mam.

The three next groups }}— *^^YY*“ 5
I suppose,

form the word that corresponds to kdmd, and the aha.

compared by Lassen to the Sanscrit dsn was, must in

the Median have been omitted, for, the two next groups

BYYY ^Y? which are likewise found, H 12, 17, seem

to compose the word that translates the Persian adjective

i/dchiyd, or perhaps ydchipdchiyd. In the following seven

groups V r="T T—TT- > 2-Th
we have to look for the words corresponding to pdchiyd

mdni . . ., or to the last only. Then follows in the Median

Y Y- which we know renders the Persian relative

pronoun tyd OYrY Y<-) ?
of which I think that the

\ standing at the beginning of the thirty ninth line

formed the last part, and that the -YtY terminated the

preceding line. Lastly, in the three groups Y>=Y
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ori'ftk, we have the word that translates the Persian

cii/tikaram. After this word the mark of separation at least

has disappeared, and the open space for about eight groups

before the following fff V, which, according to the

Median, must he restored fff TTT \ was, as appeared

to me, never lettered on account of a natural unevenness of

the rock, which must also have been apparent in the following

Persian line, though it is not indicated in the lithographed

facsimile of my transcript that accompanies the disserta-

tion of Mr. Lassen , as that line contains only twenty

groups, the number amounting in the other lines to twenty

four or more.

The Persian passage of which we above gave the

reading of Mr. Lassen, would then he, as far as I have

been able to restore it

:

34. Adam khsayafdya

35. amiya wasna Auramazdaha
;

a-

36. damsim gafnva niyasadyam, tva-

37. m adam afiaham iiwa aqunwSm . . .-mam

38. kama alia yachipachiya miini t-

39. ya ciyakariim.

which, in my opinion, must be translated thus:

Ego rex strenuus, e voluntate Auramazdis
;

ipse ego re

bellione vexatus fui, quam ego naviter oppress!....

And the Median passage with the groups restored

and the words separated, as far as I have been able to do it:

r -m Mr* -ff-c =rn<

<

e= "=

*

~r < -sn- r- s-n * 1 =m *
-r -r

30. m * -eye nr * ~r * y -m *

==y -y= -m< -sty-
* -n< -< -rr< ~i
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31 . ,M * f-m "T * T =m * !i= -fi -in- *

m -ST
*

--T -T 'V T---T T"TT- =

32. ht * ~t T- * tst -s-
*

29. Yo Ku .ph ztr yiyi Aurazdan Yo tkha-

30. PHIWA ADA PPO Yo PTIR1R YUTU-YUT-

31. ., .P Yo O.R .THU AKHAZA . . YE-

32. DA PPO OWAK.

The next Persian passage, occupying the space from

the middle of the thirty ninth to the middle of the forty

seventh line , I shall insert in the same manner as the

preceding one, first according to the reading of Mr. Lassen

and with his translation , hut shall afterwards take the

liberty of making a few alterations in the reading, and of

proposing a somewhat different explanation.

39. $a a.

40. tya Daryawus Msaya/nya

41. adaraya patikaram c/«yechiya nh/u g-

42. afmm biiratiya a khsnas ....

43. adatiya ozada biiwrtriya Vd\sci\\ya

44. martiyahya thur/ya ar s pa-

45. ragmiita adatiya azada ha . . ati-

46. ya Parsii martiya thuraya . . . ma Pa-

47. rsa .mrama patiyiizata.

39
illi

4,1 quibus Darius rex 41 magistratum mandavit cohibi-

tionem quoquomodo contra 42 seditionem afferunt

43 condunt faustas conditiones Persico 44 populo sustentator

(is est). male animati (etiarn)
45 condunt faustas—

46 Persicus populus sustentat. ISe Persae 47 delectentur

falsis sacris.

The corresponding Median passage takes up the space

from the middle of the thirty second to the middle of the

thirty eighth line. The beginning, which, in the Persian
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is defective, may he restored from the Median text; for

we have there the two first words 11 ^^11 K

-fT< dahyus yutu, of which the first renders

the Persian dahyus
,
and the other the demonstrative pro-

noun awn. The word tya in the Persian text shows

that the preceding noun to which the relative pronoun

had reference was of the feminine gender plural
;

the

Median words dahyus yuta have therefore corresponded

to the Persian dahydma area, or, as the pronoun always

precedes the noun in the Persian , the words that filled

up the thirty ninth Persian line, were area duhydmd. The

remaining a is, of course, the a in the syllable hyd, and

the yyy % which Lassen has restored fj; yyy V, sup-

posing it to be the last part of the w ord Pdrsd, is undoubt-

edly a fragment of yyy yyy \ area, of which the

first group y y y and the wedges of the second have

disappeared. The next three words, ppo Dariyawus Ku,

are knowm as rendering the Persian tya Ddrydwus khsdyd-

Jriyii. As we found the three groups -n- -m< zsii
beris, NR 16, corresponding to .the Persian addri, and

farther the as an affix of the third person in the

verb
,
yutta, of a root Vnf’

we may, I think, safely suppose the four groups

berista , following after to

compose the word that renders the Persian addrayd,

which I translate
,

according to what I have above re-

marked respecting addri, he preserved, or he ruled over.

The next Persian sentence
:
pdtikdrdm chiydchiyd

niyd gdifmm bdrdtiyd, Mr. Lassen has most ingeniously

and no doubt correctly restored and translated, in which

he seems to be borne out by the 'Median text. The three

groups
i

tkhap, correspond, as before men-

1840—1844. 25
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tioneil ,
to yapum ,

insurrection. Among the preceding

groups we have
,

fckha ,
or Irha

,

which we

have found as a relative pronoun
,

hut as this is used

only in the nominative case masculine ,
and as in the

other eases ppo ,
is substituted, we cannot

expect here to find the word that renders the Persian

adverb, chiydehiya. (or clacla)', nor can the two groups

have formed part of the preceding word, for, as they

are following after £<fT ,
s ,

the k would not have

heen repeated to denote that the following syllable began

with a hard consonant. I therefore suppose that the two

groups if, together with the following have

composed the word that corresponded to the Persian

preposition niyci, against, and then we cannot help com-

paring this Median preposition Jchatu,

with the Latin contra, the more so as the Latin preposi-

tion
,

besides resembling in sound
,

conveys exactly the

sense which is here required. In the six preceding

characters f *^TYY 'f •>
Za.poyos ,

we

have the mark of distinction f and, as I suppose, the

word that renders the Persian putikaram; and, therefore,

in the three groups *5^ IT 5
that stand before

the mark of distinction ,
we must look for the adverb

which should correspond to the Persian chiydehiya (chichi).

These groups giving naida ,
or nida ,

we may compare

this word with the modern Persian 5
niz ,

though

this adverb conveys a meaning dillerent from that which

could have been possessed by the ancient Persian chiya-

chiya', for, the sense of the Median sentence would be:

The nations which the king Darius swayed did also bring

help against the rebellion; instead of which the Persian

has: brought help in every way. The veil) corresponding
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to the Persian bdrdtiyd (or rather btiratt) we must look

for in the groups that begin with (]u , after i^Y
in the thirty fourth line. As we found above (1. 15)

^Y^ ;<YY 1 qutis, rendering the Persian abdrd, it

is evident that Ihe Yi f >
following here after yTX

qu, belongs to the root of this verb, but it is not quite

clear how many more of the following groups have com-

posed the inflected form that renders the Persian barati.

After the distinct Y^Y? the traces visible were Y*~7

which, if the space had been left open on account of a

natural unevenness, might be the group ^YY*~5 &e: but as

there appeared to me to be some indistinct traces visible

of horizontal wedges both before and after the last vertical

we may suppose these to have been the two groups

Y HFi Mi’ and as we a^ ^5e CIJd this inscrip-

tion three verbs in the third person plural ending in

Hf-, ti , we may venture in this place to separate the

groups, so that yY3 Y Y»^Y Y • qutrcatti , or

quiwciti (the ^Y being only an orthographical sign to

mark the hard sound of the following consonant) will be

the word that translates the Persian bdrdtiyd, they bring.

In the following sentence we find in the forty third

line of the Persiau text before Pdrsahya martiydhyu the

three words addtiyd dzddd bdwritiyd, which are repeated 1

in the forty fifth line before the words Parsd mdrtiyd.

As in the Median the words rendering Parsd and mdr-

tiyd are in both places transposed, we have to look in

the groups that precede Y ^<Y- Y3 for the words that

') In the word baicutiya in the last place the w has dis-

appeared, and a space for about two groups is left unlettered before

the a owing to a natural unevenness of the rock, which has also

extended to the two following lines.
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should correspond to the three Persian: adatiya aziidd

bdwatiyd. We have then in the thirty-fifth line the eight

groups' ^yy< zb b -w^b <¥ -b
and in the thirty sixth Z} Y*- *~Z}

Y^-' The first of these groups in the thirty-fifth

line is only indistinctly visible, but may safely be restored

-yy< in accordance with the next line. Of the second

group the traces Z^*~ were only indistinctly visible in

(he first place, and the wedges * n ^,e second; but

as there is here a small defaced space without characters,

it is highly probable that the group originally was in

both places ZY^-

1

The next four groups Y»-

*~Z] are common to both lines; then follows at

the first place and at the other and from

the indiscriminate use of these two groups in what must

he one and the same word, we conclude that they possess

about the same value
;

and as the group seems

always to denote the vowel i, we take the cognate vowel

sound e as the value of the group supposing at

the same time that the variation in the orthography of

the word we are treating of, was founded on a slight

vacillation in the pronunciation of this word. The last

of the groups being a distint *~Y^) ti, at the first place,

rve may, I think, safely suppose the same group to have

stood likewise at the second, and that the one of the two

small horizontal wedges
,

which were indistinctly visible

there before the vertical f, is produced by a natural

decay of the rock. The eight groups then which should

compose the words corresponding to the three Persian

words, adatiya dzdda bdwatiyd, are Y*~

Zb *~Z) Cor ) ^b ?
yuthzrathneti
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or ynthzrathniti. Now the three last groups

are found immediately before ht< in the thirty-

fourth and thirty-fifth line, and as before these the wedges

stand with visible traces of damage after the vertical

f, we may there restore the group to and then

we have the four groups *~^Y *~Y~- thniti,

occurring twice, and slightly altered, (thneti) a third time;

they undoubtedly composed one word corresponding to

one of the three words dddtiyd azada bdrvatiyd, which

we then must expect to find likewise thrice repeated in

the Persian text. There we have in the forty second

line after bardtiyd only the groups a klimcis with a chasm

for the space of four or five groups both before and after

the visible characters. As, therefore, the termination of

the word and the mark of separation must have filled up

the chasm after khsnds, we have no room there for any

of the three words we are looking for; and as the first

of the remaining characters a must have terminated th»

word that stood in this chasm, the only one of the three

words that can be thought to have occupied this space,

is azada

,

which I accordingly venture to restore in the

Persian text, together with the mark of separation wanting

after bardtiyd, for the purpose of filling up the defaced

space in the middle of the forty second line. To this

azada then, which, after my conjecture is thrice repeated

in the Persian text
,

would correspond the ^Y»-

thniti, or *~Y^ : tlineti,

likewise thrice occurring in the Median. The Persian

azada Mr. Lassen has justly considered as an adjective

with the sense of excellent, good, comparing it with the

modern JjJ? azad

;

the corresponding Median thniti or

thneti must consequently be an adjective with the same
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sense, and the words that stand at the side of this thrice

repeated adjective must he nouns, in the Persian of the

feminine gender. In the Median the nouns here precede

the adjective; in the Persian, on the contrary, the adjec-

tive
,

at least in the first place , stands before the noun,

of which there remains only klisnds . . ., most ingeniously

compared by Mr. Lassen with the Zand ksnaothra, con-

tentment; and as Darius has just spoken of rebellion,

I should give to the Persian klisnds . . . and likewise to

the corresponding Median f*- biovi , the

opposite sense of loyalty
,

which approximates to the

signification of the Zandic word. The sense
,

therefore,

of the Persian words dziiddjchhids . . . would be: excellent

(or preferable) is loyalty, the Median sentence, biovi thniti,

conveying the same idea, only altering the position of the

two words. Now if and

render the Persian dzadd, we have only

the four groups *~I??5 yuthzra, corres-

ponding either to the two Persian words ddatiya and

bawdtiyd , or only to one of them. The first of these

(ddatiya) Lassen considers as a verb in the third person

plural, like the Zand, didenti

,

they arrange, they make;

and the second as a noun with the sense of the Sanscrit

bliuti , being, power. But as the four Median groups

HHK I— cannot well be thought to have

composed more than one word , I am more inclined to

compare bawdtiyd, or barvdti with the conjunctive blia-

wdti of the Vedas, and to refer it to the following sen-

tence, Pdrsdhyd etc. of which I shall presently speak.

The Persian ddatiya would then be a noun , and as we

find in the fifty fourth line aduta as a participle ol the

root dd, to which d is prefixed, corresponding to the

Sanscrit dtta, which is contracted from ddutta, 1 venture
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to read the Persian groups ff t? i<- 5
udfiti,

or addtti, and to suppose it to have the sense of taking,

acquisition, or perhaps of conquest. The Median -IK
»-Y|y ,

yuthzra ,
would consequently correspond to

this nddti and have the same sense.

The next sentence in the Persian would then lie :

hawatiya Parsahya martiyahya thuriya, in which thuriyd is

the subject and bdm’iti the predicate
;

and as this verb

must be compared with the Sanscrit root blul, to be, the

meaning of the whole sentence is: May there be ever a

preserver (or defender) for the Persian people. In the

Median inscription the corresponding sentence consists of

three words only. The lirst is, f

, Wotliirar, the genitive singular of

wotlii , a man, which has been explained above. The

next word is f in which the

group m is a little defaced, the middlemost of the

three vertical wedges having disappeared. We meet here

again with
7
na or n , as an affix of the genitive

case , the inflective word being f

as we find it in the Ihirty seventh line, which, agreeably

to what was observed above (p. 291), we read, Phaasiir,

or Phasar, supposing that the transposition of s and r

is owing to the latter, r, not being tolerated before s.

These two words Wotliirar Plidsdrn render the Persian

Parsahya martiyahya, the place of the words being diffe-

rent in the two versions. The last word in the Median

sentence is Y *~TI that renders the Persian

thuriyd

;

so that we find nothing corresponding to the

Persian hdmuti ,
which therefore must be supposed to

have been omitted, in conformity with the nature of the

Median language , as less necessary for expressing the
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sense; and as the word corresponding to the Persian alia,

which is from a root of the same signification, was appa-

rently likewise left out above, the omission in both places

of the verb, to be, may perhaps corroborate the justness

of our supposition.

The two next Persian words, ar . . . i pdrdgmdtd. of

which the greatest part of the former has totally dis-

appeared, convey, as I conceive, an idea exactly opposite to

that which we supposed was expressed by the words

dzada khinds . . To the words pardgmdta i\lr. Lassen

has attributed the sense of male animati , w hich I only

slightly alter, supposing it to be a singular noun of the

feminine gender, and translating it disloyalty or disobe-

dience. The other word, of which only ar . . . i remains,

would then be an adjective with a signification the reverse

of that of the adjective dizddd, excellent, and 1 accordingly

should translate this word, bad, base, or something similar.

To these two words correspond the nine Median groups

that in the thirty sixth line begin with of these the

fifth is somewhat indistinct, but was most probably

and as this group is found only at the end of words, I

suppose the one word to terminate at this group and the

other to begin with the following After this group,

it is true, a vertical wedge, used to separate and distin-

guish words of importance, is distinctly visible; but as

this mark would not have been placed before such a word

as pdrdgmdtd

,

the less as it is not found before the

opposite word khinds..., and farther as there appeared

to be some damage, or unevenness in the rock after the

wedge f, this more probably formed the first part of a

group, of, which the other wedges have disappeared. The

two words, then, that render the Persian ar . . .

.

i and

pdrdgmdtd would be yfjf fphazrum.
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and f •• -m< *"Yf^’ sa-rikh; but being met with

nowhere else, I am, of course, unable to determine whether

they have the same place in the Median as in the Per-

sian ,
the former being the adjective and the latter the

noun , or whether the adjective was placed here after the

noun in analogy with what we found to be the case with

the Median rendering of the Persian dzadd khsnds . . .

.

After these words, the Persian dddtiyd dzdda and

the Median ^f<^ ^
yuthzra thniti, are repeated; then follows in the Persian,

bdmdtiyd Pdrsd mdrtiya thurayd, which
, in accordance

with the similar preceding sentence, I translate: May the

Persian man be a defender *. In the Median we find the

word rendering bdmdtiyd (or bdmdti) omitted as above,

the corresponding sentence consisting only of the three

words
, S<T- U * r -T -E-m -2W- * V

^=*~YY ,
Wothi Phusdr sata.kha, which we have

already explained. After the word tliurayd the mark of

separation \ is effaced, and then a small space has been

left unlettered on account of an original, natural unevenness

of the rock, after which the beginning of the next sen-

tence has also disappeared, the remainder being . . u Pdrsd

-mrm patiydzdtd. The first d Mr. Lassen has restored

to md; this conjunction occurs thrice in the last lines of

this inscription , being there rendered in the Median by

TT lidni, which is not found here in the thirty seventh

line, where the corresponding Median sentence begins;

the word Y *~Y rendering the Persian Pdrsd, follow-

ing immediately after Y ^H*~YY Y? thurayd. Still,

though not expressed here by any distinct word, the

') Thurayd and thuriya being similarly rendered in the

Median, these two words were, no doubt, synonymous.
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conjunction mil might he implied in the following verb,

if we suppose this to be a negative conjunctive akin to

those found in Scythian languages. The word T H «<
we have already met with in the fourteenth line, corre-

sponding, as it does here, to the Persian Parsa. The

next Median word in both places, is

kkhabe, the signification of which, help, or assistance,

agrees perfectly with the meaning which this sentence

seems to convey. In the last word ]]

duzzathuida, I find the verb, which I should

propose to compare with the modern Persian duzd,

a thief, duzdiddn, to steal, and I should give

to the Median word the signification of to withdraw ,
to

withhold. Then, as duzzathuida must be regarded as a

negative conjunctive ,
the sense of the Median sentence

would be : May the Persians never withdraw from me

their assistance! Now' to return to the Persian. The

last word, that (to conclude at least from its place) corre-

sponds to the Median duzzathuida, is patiydzdtd; this

then I should consider as the third person plural of the

imperative with the termination ta ,
which maybe com-

pared either with the Sanscrit termination turn of the

medium, or perhaps rather with the termination tcit, which

is found in the Vedas as an affix of the third person.

The first part of the word that is written pdtiyd

,

was,

I imagine, pronounced pati (this being the way of expres-

sing the long vowel {), and in this I find the Zand pre-

position paiti, and the Sanscrit prati , so that the root

would be zd

,

and ,
as in the Persian the n is either

dropped altogether, or left unexpressed by any sign

before dental letters, I do not hesitate to compare this

za, or zan, with the Sanscrit root han, to strike, to kill.
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which, combined with the prefix prati signifies, to strike

again and to repulse, to keep oft’, and with the prefix vi

to obstruct, to hinder and to deny, to reject, or about

the sense which we suppose was implied by the corre-

sponding Median duzzathuida. Of the preceding word

there remains only ^ 5
as it is rendered

in the Median by the word khube that otherwise trans-

lates hacd, it must he a word of nearly the same import;

but as to the restoring of the defaced groups, I venture

only to conjecture, that if the etymology of the Persian ydr,

a friend, would allow of it, we might perhaps suppose

the ancient Persian word to have been r<- si

-tit- ydtrdm, restoring the first to and the second

to fyf )
and translate it friendship. The two first words

in the sentence are , as Lassen has conjectured , mu
Pdrsa, and the whole sentence, ma Parsa yatram patiy-

iata, would be translated: May the Persians never reject

my friendship, or more in accordance with the sense found

in the corresponding Median : May the Persians never

deny me their friendship.

The whole Persian passage which we inserted above

(p. 384) we here repeat according to what we have now

explained and restored to the best of our ability.

39. atea dullykreci,

40. tya Daryawus Msayii/)iya

41. adaraya, patikaram chiychiy n\yd g-

42. ajium baratiy; dzddk khsnas...,

43. adiitiy dzada; bawdtiy Pawih?/«

44. martiyahya thuriya; ar s pii-

45. ragmata, adiitiy aziida; ba/t'ati-

46. y Parsa martiya thuraya; via Pa-

47. rsa v/«7ram patiyziita.
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The corresponding Median passage is :

32. r nr

*

-IK'

~y y= * y nil

33. -ttk tit < iirt m m= * -11- -11K

;<TT E-TT
*

-It II- S-
yy

*
i :: <st=

34. t= -m ^rr * -i- -t -< * -
y ~y sst

!1
tTE

-T TET St -f=
* st- !!s «& * ETs -IT

35. EEs -fs *
-ff< It= T- -m w

»-Ts -ITEs

-ts * t KT- tl -m -ETT- M -t -E-ttt

36. -Itf- -IT * V E-tt -Ti st * -y -t T- -111

stts * -E t
• • -TTt< -Tii *!

-TT< H-
37. t- -fir * ETs -It EEs ^ *

1 HI- iy~ *

t -I -E-TTt -ETT- * V E-tt -Ti -1
* y-y

38. «< *
-TTE st str-

* -< t- !! -ET EEs Ht *

32. Dahyus yutu PPO Da-

33. RIYAWUS Ku BER1STA IVIDA Z\.-

34. POYUS KKHATU TKHAP QUTWATTI B 10 V I THN-

35. ITI YUTHZRA THNITI WoTHIRAR Pha.ASA-

36. RAN ZATA.KHA TPHAZRUM SA.RIKH YUTH-

37. ZRA THY ITI WOTHI PHAASAR ZATA.KHA Ph.JL-

38. ASA KHKHABE DUZZATHUIDA

The concluding passage is preserved nearly complete

both in the Persian and the Median inscriptions; and is

easier to explain than the two preceding. The Persian

begins in the forty seventh line:

47. Jiartya Da-

48. ryiiwus khsayiijiiya aim tyam karta-

49. m awa visam wasna Auramazdaha a<j-
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50. unwam ,
Auramazdaiya upartam aba-

51. ra yata kartiim aqunn.Tr mam A
52. uriimiizda paftuwa hada karld'm ntam-

53. iya vi{)am uta imam dahyaum aita ada-

53. m Auramazdam zachiyamiya adatiid-

55. iya Auramazda dada&uwa.

47. Generosus (sum) Da-

48. rius rex; ille (ego) hoc palati-

49. uni ad eommoranduni e voiuntate Auramazdis ex-

50. struxi, Auramazdi adoratiouem aftule-

51. re palatium exstruxere, me Au-

52. ramazdes tuere heic areem turn

53. hanc gentem turn hanc regionem; illud e-

54. go Auramazdem oro, sapien-

55. tissime Auramazdes sustenta (me).

1 have restored in the fifty first line from the Median

text mam instead of tyam, as has been done by Lassen,

and translated accordingly; and in the same line I have

left yata unexplained, supposing from the corresponding

Median sentence that there must he some error in my

transcript of this Persian word ,
which I am unable to

rectify. This is also the case with the half defaced kiir

in the fifty second line ,
of which I shall speak in the

sequel, as also of the slight alteration which 1 have made

in the translation of the last line.

The corresponding Median passage takes up the last

eight lines from the middle of the forty eighth. All the

words in the three first lines having been already explained,

we subjoin here only the corresponding Latin terms.

38. Darius

39. rex generosus; llle quod palatium ad commo-

40. randum (est, id) e voiuntate Auramazdis exstruxi.

The following ^ *~*zW*~ i
Aurdzda,

corresponds to the Persian dative Auramazdaiya, and the
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Persian oqunrta is rendered
, as above stated

,
by tbe

word that is composed of tbe five groups in the fortv

first line, which we have already restored to HRK
Y Y*~K yutta.ma, therefore the four Persian

words upastdm abiird ydtd kdrtam must have been ren-

dered by the nine groups between the first and HN<
in the forty first line. Among these we find T tffl

3*~TT i yota >
which would seem to be the same word

as the one which 1 have transcribed yiita in the Persian

(perhaps writing Y^*~ yyy, yd, erreoneously instead of

K- <??, yu), and if this he the case (though I am unable

to explain either the Persian or the Median word), the

three following groups squs, give us a

new word corresponding to the Persian kdrtii and syno-

nymous with the Median yutro, or yutrot. Lastly, the

three groups that precede must compose what

renders the two Persian words upastdm abcirci. Of these

groups, the first was only indistinctly visible; it appeared

to me like ^Y*~5 hut I could not he satisfied whether the

two small wedges - in the middle were not owing to a

natural fissure , so that the group was in reality
?

hi, which I am the more inclined to believe, as the group

^1*- is met with nowhere else. As these three groups

whether read *~Y*-:> or >
what is more pro-

bable, HfY~ bikhti, can scarcely compose

more than one word
,

I consider this as a verb in the

third person plural with the termination *~Y^5 £*» which

we have already mentioned as peculiar to this person,

formed from a root ^=Y*~ *~Yt^ or Y"”’ *~YYj£o bikh,

with the sense of, to adore.
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The next words: me Auramazdes me tuere ,
are

known. Then follow the six groups,

^ corresponding in the Persian to the

two words Itada kdr . .
. ,

of which latter , the kdr is

only indistinctly visible, and the rest has totally disappeared.

Now of the Median groups the three first,

occur again in the forty seventh line where they

can only correspond to the Persian huwdtiyd or huwdtiyd

geistd, and the three other, compose a

word, which otherwise renders the Persian /idea, and to

which we have attributed the sense of help , assistance.

The same acceptation answers apparently in this place,

for in the Median word might have

been implied the literal sense : according to one’s own

will, from whence may he derived both the sense of self-

willed , w'ilful
,

which the word undoubtedly has in the

forty seventh line, and that of absolute, sovereign, or

willing
,

gracious. The Median sentence in the forty

second line would then imply: Protect me, Ormuzd, by

thy gracious help. The group being found in

this word only, its value cannot be determined. In the

Persian the word luidd , which Lassen regards as an

adverb heic, seems rather to be a preposition, cum; in

the defaced kdr

.

. . therefore
, we must expect the word

which renders the two Median that I have translated

gracious help, and which perhaps was the same word as

that which has stood in the forty seventh line correspon-

ding to the Median kkhabe. The fol-

lowing words : et gentem hanc et hanc regionem, we have

already explained.

In the two last sentences we meet with three new

words. The beginning is known: illud ego Auramazdern.
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To the Persian zacltiynmiyd udutudiya correspond the

words composed by the six groups at the end of the

forty fourth and in the beginning of the next line, which

most probably must lie separated so that the three first

yy compose the word that renders the

Persian zdcliiynmiyn ; and the three last

the word with the sense that is implied in the Persian

dddtddiyd

,

which Lassen has translated, bene moderatas

mentes; but as the Median text inserts a r =m> ro,

before the last verb, the Avord has rather been a vocative

in analogy with the amdsuciyS found in the inscription

C, with the sense of, who possesses wisdom (Sanscrit

nttadlii), allwise. In the Median text then follows: Aura-

mazdes me, Avhich last word is not found in the Persian.

The last word in this passage , which is preceded by

the mark of distinction ZW <- =<YT -i? ,
ends

like <- i<n -TbB -rr » Hr, which,

therefore, apparently was an affix of the imperative. It

corresponds to the Persian dtidaSurvd, which I consider

with Lassen as the imperative of the Sanscrit root dim,

but differ from him in giving to it the sense of sustentare

instead of constituere as he has done:

The whole concluding Median passage is thus:

38 . i:h T m < ;<yy
*

39 . r
*
-:r Hf -m< * -IK -<* ==y y-

*

-n< ~y if= =!*~n< •-< - -m
40. HT *

!! <
H <1-

——— * , -1< -w- y- ny
-IK ~u-n i<-:in- k

41. Hf *
=T- i- * i >n * z<n

rTS^TT* -yy< -n-n h rsr *
y

'

Zf/J *
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42. Hf < -3T- 1- HI * 1 -Til
* * <

f^

nr -rr~ nr -Ti * ~W< <- ~f
*

43. -m z'i ^ =i
' HT * - <~T~ is

*
=T Hf * ~ *

f

44. nr b~u < nr *
-rr< -< * r -Iff

*

-r < -siir- r- s-rr * s-Vr Sff

45. ht * = -rr< -< * -r < -sir- r- :ht *

f ~m* - sin < zsn -Ti
*

38. Dariyawus

39. Ku NAARI YUTU PPO YUTROT YUTU BERI-

40. DA ZU VIYI AURAZDA N YUTTA AURAZ-

41. da bikhti Yota squiS YUTTA.WA Yo
42. Aurazda Yo . MS.S. •NIKHA

43. KHKHABE QCTTA .8 ATHIVI (JUTTA S V

44. Dahyus YUTU Yo AuRAZDA YA.

45. ta veyutu Aurazda Yo SXIS.

After this passage both inscriptions have a line left

unlettered for the purpose of separating the preceding

passages from the one following
, which contains some

pious wishes of the great king. The Persian text has

been preserved complete with the exception of one group

in the last word.

56. Martiya hya Auramazdah-

57. a phramana huwatiya gas-

58. ta ma fadaya pafiim

59. tyam rastam ma
60. awiirada ma sta-wa.

According to Lassen :
56 Genera mortalium ah Auramazdis

57
aiictoritate (pendent)

; eoruni ipsorum consilia labant.

53 Ne derelinquant viam 5(1 hanc rectam , ne 6,1
oflfendant,

ne prostemant.

1840—1844. 26
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But phramdna, which Lassen considers as the instru-

mental or ablative case of a noun
,
with the sense of, at

the command, I suppose to he rather an adjective with the

passive sense of commanded, subjected to, which governs

the preceding noun in the genitive case
,

and refers to

mdrtiyd hyd. The huwatiya which I derive with Lassen

from hnrva, Sanscrit sva, I should consider as an adverb

implying, wilfully, of their own will, and, therefore, I

propose to translate this passage

:

56 homines, qui Auramaz-
57 di subject! sunt, obstinate vi-

68 ventes ne derelinquant viam etc.

This interpretation seems to he corroborated by the

Median inscription, in which the corresponding passage

takes up the three lines after the line left unlettered.

The three first words, homines qui Auramazdi, are known.

The next word phinim

,

we have

already (p. 327) found as the first part of tr=r <-

YY^- 3*"TT Y *%eYY*~5 phinim-dattir, a com-

mander, and at that place we supposed it possessed the sense

of a command. As the word -YY< yutu, then follow-

ing, corresponds both to the Persian demonstrative pronoun

ana. and to the preposition atm, it might be thought here

to he the latter, signifying under, so that the meaning of

the sentence would be : The men who (are) under the

command of Ormuzd. But as this cannot well be the

literal sense of the preposition , I am more inclined to

consider -YY< -<, yutu, as the demonstrative pronoun

ii, inserted here for the purpose of connecting the prece-

ding subject mdrtiyd with the following verbs, from which

it is separated by the intervening sentence. The word

phinim, then, besides being, a noun with the sense of

command, must also he an adjective like phrdindnd with
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the passive sense of commanded, or subject to. The

thrice repeated mu I recognize in the likewise thrice

repeated yy huni

,

for I doubt not that the yy ^
(hu) which is found at the first jdace in the forty eighth

line, is an error in my transcript instead of y'y hunt.

The two groups are farther found H 23 apparently com-

posing a word with the same sense. The Median words

corresponding to the two Persian verbs, that occur after

the two last mu, must be composed by the groups that

follow after the two yy in the last line. The first

word,
i

corresponds conse-

quently to the Persian awurudd

;

the initial group is'

found nowhere else, but the wedges being only indistinctly

visible
, they may perhaps rather have composed two

groups, viz. f, plin, and ph, and then the whole

word would be, *~Y^-? phaphphiyiti.

The other verb is composed of the five last groups in the

inscription, of which the second probably was ^Y^-) th,

rather than
?

su , as there appeared to be traces of

some damage on the rock after the vertical wedge
Y*

The

word ^Y- 3*~YY i
afhtiti, therefore,

corresponds to the Persian std.ma and must be of the

same import. As these verbs both terminate in *~Y»- >

ti, I suppose that the third verb, rendering the Persian

puduyri likewise terminated in the *~Y^- i ti, found in the

preceding line, the more so as the mark of distinction

following after shows that the next word must be

the one which corresponds to the Persian pupim. Of the

six groups
,

therefore
,
between yy and the mark of

distinction
,

I suppose that the three first YY< <-

-Y> •nikha, compose (he word that renders the Persian
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huwdtiyd gdstd and which, as before mentioned, I consider

either as an adjective with the sense of selfwilled. wilful,

or perhaps as an adverb, wilfully. The three next groups,

then
, ^ -Y- would compose the word that

renders the Persian verb pdddyd, and conveys the same

notion. To the Persian pdpim tyc’nn rastnm correspond,

lastly, the eight groups between the mark of distinction

and <- in the last line. The first of these is half

effaced, hut the traces that remain visible show its having

been either £^Y*~? P*> or YT Pe > am^ ^rom con ‘

gruity with the Persian syllable pd I suppose that the

Median word here occurring was the same as the Persian,

and therefore give, as mentioned before, to the group Y3
the value of thi, or perhaps si, th and s being those of

the Median letters which approximate nearest to the Persian

p. The Median word corresponding to the Persian pdpim

is then £eY*~ pithi (pisi), or YT"-? pathi (pesi).

The next word ^Y Y^i we know, renders the Persian

pronoun tyd, and therefore the four groups YT*^

Ysr—Y Y’ path kha, must compose the adjective that

translates the Persian rristrim.

46. ? £<b n -m *•£
:TT~

*
”Y Y=

* —
Y <

- T- 1-YY <1 * ~1~r <-

47. =1Y=
* * A <- * ™YY< <- ~T*

t~yy-
w ^

-YY- 1
pe * *- »

48. £}- i~~i -y :-*-i
1 c! =y=y ee= -

Y=
*

1

YY <- * Hf 2f= HY EE- -
Y-

*

46. WOTHIRAR PPO A.URAZDAN PHINI-

47. M TUTU H AN][ .X I kHIL .VETI Pethi PPO PE-

48. TII-KHA HA XI PHAPHPHIYITI HANI ATHTITI
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It differs from the Persian only in the insertion of

-W< -<, yntn, after the relative sentence, and in the

position of yy htini , before fj
the Persian inscription, on the contrary, placing the corre-

sponding mu after huioatiyii gusta. The literal transla-

tion of the Median passage is then :

Homines, qui Auramazdi subjec-

ti (sunt), ii ne obstinate derelinquant viam etc.

Below the inscription NR there have been three other

cuneiform inscriptions of about the same length, of which

the Persian version was placed in the compartment to the

left of the door
,

and the two other in the compartments

on the right. But of the Persian inscription a few words

only are preserved
,

and the two other in the second,

(or Median) and third species of Achaemenian writing

are totally obliterated.

THE INSCRIPTIONS H AND I.

On the southern wall of the great platform nearly in

the middle is found a large stone covered by four cunei-

form inscriptions
, each consisting of twenty four lines.

The two first of these (H and I) are composed in the

ancient Persian language, the third in the Median, and

the fourth in the third species of Achaemenian writing.

The two Persian inscriptions having been fully explained

by Mr. Lassen in his excellent treatise on the Persian

inscriptions, I merely give a transcript of them in Roman

characters with his Latin translation.

H.

1. Auriimazda wazarka, hyii maj[)ista biig-

2. anam, huwa Daryavvum khsayafri-

3. yam adada , husiya khsathram phraha-

4. rii. wasna Auramazdaha Daryawu-

5. s khsayafiiya. Jjatiya Daryavvus

0. khs;iyaj)iya iyiim dahyaus Par-
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7. sii, tyam mana Auriimazda phraba-

8. ra hya niba unvzspa umarti-

9. ya; wasna Auriimazdaha manac-

10. a Daryawahus khsayafiiyahy-

11. a haca aniyana niyii tarsa£-

12. iyii. Jjatiya Daryavcus khsaya-

13. Jiiya. mana Auramazda upastam

14. barSuwa hada vi)5ibis bagi-

15. bis, uta imam dahvaum Aura-

16. mazda pa&uwa haca hinay-

17. a, haca thusiyara, haca dar-

18. uga. abiya imam dahyaum ma

19. azmiya, ma hina, ma thus-

20. iyaram, ma darugii. Aita adam

21. yan-m yachiyaniya Auramazd-

22. am hada vipibis bagibis a-

23. datadiya . . . Auramazda uda5-

24. uwa hada bagibis.

1 Auramazdes magnus, qui maximus (est) deomm, 2 ipse

Darium regem 3 constituit, benevolens imperium obtulit

;

4 e voluntate Auramazdis Darius 8 rex (sum), generosus

Darius 8 rex hujus regionis Persicae
,

7 quam mihi Aura-

mazdes obtulit 8 hoc pomoerio (ope) equi clarae virtutis,

9 atque e voluntate Auramazdis mihi 10 Dario regi 11 ado-

ratio consecrata contingit. 12 Generosus (sum) Darius rex;

13 a me Auramazdes adorationem 14 accipe cum gentilicis

diis,
15

et hanc regionem o Auramazdes 16 defende a (morbo),

36 a sterilitate, a mendacio. 18
in hanc regionem ne (inva-

dant) hiemis tempestas, ne (morbus), ne sterilitas,
20 ne

mendacium. Hoc ego 21 faustum orem Auramazdem 22 cum

gentilicis diis; sapientissime 23 Auramazdes serva (me)
24 cum gentilicis diis.
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I.

1. Adam Daryawus khsayafdya waza-

2. rka, khsayafiiya khsayajiiyana-

3. m
, khsayafiiya dahyunam tyi-

4. sam paiunam
,

Yistaspahya

5. puthra
, Hakhamanisiyii. fiatiya Dar-

0. yawus khsaya{)iya wasna Auriima-

7. zdaha. ima diihyawa , tya adam

8. adarsiya hiida ana Parsa ka-

0. ra, tya hacam atars, mana baj-

10. im abara: Uwaza , Mada
, Babiru-

11. s, Arabaya , Afmra ,
Ohudray-

12. a , Arinina
,

KiitpaSuka
, Sparda

,
Y-

13. una
, ty/ya usA:«hya uta ty-

14. iya daryabya
;

uta dahyawa t-

15. ya: Parutya, Asagarta, Parjiawa, Zarii-

16. ka, Hiiriwa, Bakhtris, Sujjdii, Uw-

17. arazmiya, J>atagus, Haruwatis, H-

18. ithus, Gadara, Saka, Miika. 3?atiya

19. Daryawus khsayajiiya yachiya

20. awama mauiyahya haca aniya-

21. na. ma darsam imam Parsam karam paclii-

22. ya. yachiya kara Parsa patahiitiya. hya

23. thuwistam siyatis akhsata huwaci-

24. ya Aura nirasatiyii abiya imam vijiam.

1 Ego Darius rex magnus ,

2 rex regum
,

3 rex regionum

harum 4 multarum, Vistaspis 5
filius, Achaemenius. Gene-

rosus (sum) Darius 6 rex. ex voluntate Auramazdis. 7
hae

(sunt) regiones, quas ego 8 tenui — hac in re Persae ac-

tores (fuere) — 9
(et) quae adorationem igni

,
mihi tributa

10
attulere : Cissia, Media, Babylonia, 11 Arabia, Assyria,

Gordyaei 12 Armenia, Cappadocia, Sparda, Iones 13 turn

qui terrestres, turn qui 14 maritimi
;

turn regiones hae:

15 Parutia, Asagarta, Parthi, Zaranga, 16 Harii. Bactria,
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Sogdia, Chorasmia, 17 5atagus, Arachosia, India, 18 Gan-

dara, Sacae, Maca. Generosus 19 Darius rex venerandus.
20 Talis mihi (sit) adoratio consecrata. 21 ne conspiciam

hunc Persani actorem huinili (conditione). 22 Venerandus

(est) actor Persa (utpote qui) tutor sit. Sit 23
(in) Ion-

gissimum (tenipus) tbrtuna incolumis, o celebrande Divine

juste, apud hanc gentem.

It may lie observed that as the Scythians, Squdra,

which in the similar list on the tomb of Darius are

enumerated among the tributary nations, are not mentioned

here, we may perhaps from this circumstance infer that

these inscriptions were cut in here, before the great king

undertook his expedition against the tribes of Scythia.

The Median inscription H, that stands at the side of

the Persian I, is preserved complete without the least

indistinctness or mutilation
,

the unlettered spaces which

now and then occur being attributable to an unevenness

of the stone at these places. The Median inscription is

not a mere translation of either of the Persian, hut is of

a quite original tenor, which we shall now venture to explain.

The first seven lines contain only some of the usual

titles which we have already explained

:

1- r -m * r nr -m< e=a tit < =<tt * t

TTT-
*

-fir V -m
2- -ITT- * T TTT- * T TTT= T-TTT -IT * T TTT= *

T

3- HT A -TTT HT -< -IT * T TTT-
* - ~

4. =ttt -I!
* -E ~ iTI -ITT- -m -ITT- * T <E=

5. HT I-TT TE IT * T V -I- -TTT< * T !!= -I-

«. -r * <- <T- E=A * A -I- * T I-TT -TTT< E=A

7- TIT < i<TT * T TTT=
*

-IT -T -TTT<
*
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1. Yo Dariyawus Ku rasara- '

2. r Ku Kuthin Ku
3. Dahyostun Ku O-

4. RU. SAQQURRAR Yl-

5. STAS PA SAGRI Ok-

0. KHAVENISIYA HAK DARIYA-

7. WUS Ku NAARI
1 Ego Darius rex magnus

,

2 rex regum
,

rex 3 regionum,

rex terra 4
illius

, Hystaspis 5
filius Achaemenius. 6

Ille

Darius 7 rex generosus (sum).

The conclusion likewise beginning with yy ~£r •>

Y

YY

luik , in the eighteenth line
,

contains for the most part

known words
,

the contents therefore are not difficult of

explanation. As we shall insert below the whole passage

in the original character, we here only mark the known

words with the corresponding Latin terms. The con-

cluding passage begins

:

IS. Ille Dari-

19. us Rex generosus. Me o Aura-

20. mazdes me o tuere cum di-

21. is.

Then follows in the twenty first line the pronoun

yy luik , after which the conjunction Mf
quttu, is twrice repeated. It is therefore probable

that the two words following after qutta, both of which

are accompanied by the demonstrative pronoun sa,

are nouns governed in the accusative case by the prece-

ding tuere. Darius asks in the inscription NR the pro-

tection of Auramazda for his gens and his populus

;

Xerxes in his inscriptions for his regnum and his own

palace with that of his father. As the inscription H is

found on the principal platform , it is not unreasonable

to suppose that one of the tw’o words following after
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qutta has reference to the building and the other to the

kingdom or the people of the king. As the word after

the last in the twenty second line begins with the

same two groups as f ff*" ?
khabe

,

and

moreover possesses in a labial corresponding to the

last syllable of the other, we are led to suppose that the

word here found )[ f is an ad-

jective derived from s=n- help
,

assistance,

and having the sense of who gives assistance, assistant.

Proceeding from this supposition we have in the five groups,

V f y 5^, that precede the last to

look for the word expressing gens
,

or populus. It is

true that we always meet dahyus with the sense of people,

or nation, but as this is evidently a Persian word in a

Median garb, it is not at all improbable that the Median

language possessed another and native word of the same

import, and that this may be found in these five groups,

V y^Hf M *~i ^y 5
sa.tkhat. The three last of

these, ^ ^ i^y? that, being found likewise in the

seventh line before what seems to be some case of the

pronoun
, I conclude that these compose the word

with the sense of people, and that we have in the two

groups V y^Hf an adjective implying good, brave, or

the like. If this be true, we should in the groups

Eff- TT= have the word that had a reference either to

the palace ,
or perhaps rather to the very platform on

which the inscription is found, and on which all the

buildings of the palace were erected; and accordingly I

ascribe the sense of platform to the word

^5 .hero

,

which occurs 1. 8, 9, 14, 23, preceded by

the mark and 1. 11 by the mark This word is
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apparently formed from a root by the affix

yfC:, ro, in the same manner as we above found HK
yutro, formed from the root yat. Lastly the

A futk, in the twenty" first line I take to be the

accusative case referring to the preceding T -I'll ro,

me; and the whole sentence then would run: 20 me tuere

cum 21
diis, ilium (me) et fundamentum 22 hoc et nobilem

populum hunc opiferum.

The four last groups of the inscription

1SI e -Sib compose apparently a word that is derived

from the same root as •> which we

found NR 47 corresponding to the Persian piidayd, dere-

Iinquant, the form of the word

merely showing that we have here another tense or mood.

The known words then in the two last lines give : illud

ne — quod homines — derelinquant. The whole there-

fore might be conjectured to have been: may it never

happen that men leave the good
,

or something to that

effect. Now as Darius in the Persian inscription H im-

plores the protection of Auramazdes against ddruga, the

vice of lying, and as telling the truth was, according to

Herodotus ,
one of the three things which the Persians

taught their children ,
we may venture to suppose that

the Median word Y i
orikhkha

,

signified the truth. And for the other unknown word

HEK- *~tt HAM we may perhaps take from the

Persian inscription I the sense of ddrsdm,\ideam, so that

the two last lines would imply : may I never see that

men leave the truth. The concluding passage of the in-

scription H from the eighteenth line is consequently

:
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-e- *
r nr -m< e=,\

tst < i<rr * t m= *
-:r ~r -rrr< * r

-nr
* ~r < -eh-

r- nr *
-rn * =n * <- ^rr -h-e ^rr

-it
* -r -:r “T

=n- -< r-m e-h * e= e-h -r * a -e-
*

tT= -t e-h * - -
-TT- iT=

* -E * tTS -T HT * V T=~T * 4
-T =H * -E * -HE -T

-rr=-<! r= -r
*

-rr< -< * a <- *
-te<-

-?? -h-< * ~r r= *
r e<t-

TE -Hi -EH- * l!= -HT< -HE -T * ?=-H-

TET s -EH-
*

18. hak Dariya-

19. WUS Ku NAARI Yo Aura-

20. ZDA yo . NIS.S. ANAP-

21. PETUTIIT A EDAKHA HAK QUTTA .

22. BERO SA QUTTA SA. TKHAT SA KHKHA-

23. . POKHA YUTU HANI PPO Wo-

24. THIRAR ORIKHKHA .WYES

18. Ille Dari-

19. us rex generosus me Aura-

20. mazdes me tuere cum

21. diis, ilium (me) et funda-

22. mentum hoc et nobilem gentem hanc oj>i-

23. feram. Illud ne videam quod ho-

24. mines vcritatem derclinquant.
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As in the middlemost passage we find the word

efh »T~ platform, four times repeated, it is evident that

something must he stated there touching the erection of the

platform. We find farther two words, each twice repeated,

f, qusikha ,
1. 8, 15, and ^yy,

qusiya, 1. 11, 15, derived apparently from the same root.

The latter, qusiya, it is true, occurs in the inscription

NR as the name of the Cossaeans, hut of these of course

there can he no question here. On the contrary, the

one
, its <r- it, being found in both places after

and the other yf^ ^Y*~ likewise

after t qn, ego, I suppose the latter to he a verb in

the active, and the other the same verb in the passive,

and then no sense will suit better than that of exstruxi

for qusiya, and exstructum est for qusikha.

Now to turn to the several sentences of which this middle-

most passage is composed. The first sentence consists

of the four last groups in the seventh and of all in the

eighth line, viz. ^ ^ Y3f ~ yf^f -
»- YY*- yY^ yY3 <Y"~ -Y- The last seven

croups compose the three words: . hero sa qusikha, signi-

fying ,
fuudamentum hoc exstructum est , and the three

fitst groups Y -Y ^3Y :
tkkat

,

form apparently, as I

have mentioned above, a word with the sense of people.

Of the four remaining groups Y»cY lY^-Y I should

propose to consider the two first Y»eY 5
sawa

,

as

some inflected form of the demonstrative pronoun

sa, and the two others iT=T as an affix, or particle

denoting either the dative
,

or the ablative case. This

sentence would then imply that this platform was erected

for the people
,

or by the people of Persia. As to the

value of the group iM, we may here observe that as
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the precedes , it might have denoted a syllable

beginning with q ,
and in this case most probably

either qa, or qi.

The next sentence comprises the ninth line with the

three first groups of the tenth, viz.

rsr - ~ =e= h? »ts <i-
The three last

i
qusikh, compose a word,

which is evidently connected with the before mentioned

? qusikha ,
differing from it only in the

omission of the a, and which therefore I should propose

to regard as the plural of the perfect tense passive, ex-

structa sunt. The subject must be the word that consists

of the three first groups Y Y? P • kha, which,

in opposition to ^-YY*~ lY^- m>ght be supposed to

mean the several buildings erected upon the platform,

and to be a noun in the plural number. The following,

*-£ T2T 5 sawa
,
we found D 13 corresponding to the

Persian nominative plural ana, these, and might here also

be considered as the nominative plural referring to the

just mentioned preceding noun Y Y j
but as

Y*^Y? Sana, from its occurrence in the seventh line

would seem to be a more general inflected form of the

pronoun, it is more advisable, to regard sana as a loca-

tive case, and to refer it to the follow ing £^YY*~ yY^-j

the platform. The two groups *-yy ,
lastly, would

seem to be an affix , or postposition
,

implying above,

upon, being in its use similar to the before mentioned

(qqa). This sentence then means: buildings

were erected on this platform.

In the next sentence all the words are known and

have been explained. It concludes with yY3 KY"“
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qusiya, in the eleventh line and is rendered: e voluntate

Auramazdis hoc fundamentum ego exstruxi. That the

following sentence, which extends to the relative pronoun

^ in the fourteenth line, contains an invocation

to Ormuzd, is evident from the words which render the

Persian Auramazda and lu'idn bagibis

;

the whole sentence

kci»g = /,
-3- 3 —

t

< -ar- t- s-tt * -=
ETTT -ST tT= <E= -Tf -ST

3 —T -ST ~T
tTT- -< T-TTT S-TT * E= S-TT -T- The d«.

monstrative pronoun must refer to the preceding

yT^-7 fundamentum. The following two groups

-a compose a word, which, as we have already

observed, corresponds apparently to the Persian ydchiyd,

venerandus
;

here the word
, as it must refer to funda-

mentum would seem rather to mean , what is to he

favoured, favore dignus. The four groups rfc <>E£

*-yy "“f 5
rovi.n ,

must then form the verb with the

probable sense of prosperare, or propitium esse, amare.

The first word Y j
/<«£ ,

might be either the de-

monstrative pronoun used here before the name of Aura-

mazda in the same way as before the name of Darius,

or, what would give a somewhat better sense, might be

considered as an adverb meaning ,
therefore

, on that

account, and connecting this sentence with the one prece-

ding; these two may consequently be translated: According

to the will of Auramazda I erected this platform
, may

therefore Auramazda together with the other gods be

propitious to this that needs his favour. And the follow-

ing sentence, *- *-*- *

<r- ^y, in which all the words are known
,

ex-

plains then more precisely w hat Auramazda was to favour,

viz. the platform that was erected.
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The next sentence contains only the three words

yt
v

y ^yyy * yy^ ^y^ ro ?«%<?,

of which the two last are ego exstruxi , and the tirst

being the demonstrative pronoun, may he considered either

c the nominative singular belonging to the following

-yyy ego, or as the accusative referring to the preceding

yyjr, fundamentum. The sentence might

accordingly be translated: ille ego exstruxi, or illud (funda-

mentum) ego exstruxi. The next word m =r s-n,
qutta, et, connects this sentence with the following one

that consists of the seventeen groups: yy
M YSY * A <0hj3IT -f? * its

y-< ^^y ill the sixteenth and

seventeenth line. The two groups <K Y2T being found

INR41 as an affix of the third person plural, I suppose

the five groups,
?

to form the

third person plural of the verb (of which rYS <f-
y'y

,
qusiya, is the first person singular), and translate

them accordingly exstruxerunt. The object is expressed

in the following words, but the subject is wanting, though

it is not difficult to divine that Darius must have meant

either his two predecessors (Persepolis the capital being

of a date anterior to his own time), or what perhaps is

more probable, his Persian people or servants, as they

are called in the Persian inscription I; and Darius says

then that he has erected and they have erected, that is,

he together with his Persian servants has besides the

platform, erected that which is contained in the following

words. These are ^ f

f

and

bounded by the two demonstrative pronouns yy 5

link, and sa , and separated by the intervening
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iTZ ^Y qutta, et. The first, ^5TT *~yy

is evidently the same word as <y- ^<yy -a
and <y- i5yy *“TT K*”? that in the inscriptions D and

K reader the Persian nibam, to which Mr. Lassen h s

attributed the sense of propvlaea. What the other word,

y-< ^3 »-3*~ signifies, it is impossible to divine

with any degree of certainty, as it might he thought to

have meant any one of the several structures erected by

Darius on the platform.

In the last sentence which comprises the eisht groups:

ETTT -ST T-ffi —T T -ITT - -ST. Da™,
again speaks of himself. The T -TTT ,

To, is the first

personal pronoun ego, and the three groups yYi: t
roven ,

compose in my opinion a verb derived from the

same root as yY^ *~yy
?
both beginning with

the same letters rov. As this last was evidently an

optative, I suppose yY^ roven
,
(as it exhibits

a different external form, though terminating in the same

letter to he the first person of the indicative,

and translate it accordingly
,

propitius sum. The two

groups, ^YYY *“3Y? we *iave already observed, compose

the' word corresponding to the Persian yachiyd, veneran-

du.s. The next two, Y*~yyy Y- form a word that like-

wise occurs in the inscription NR 31. It appears to be,

like the preceding m -a an adjective meaning some-

thing brave or noble
,

but the precise acceptation 1 am

unable to determine.

The whole middlemost passage of the inscription H
is consequently

.

7. -Y ~Y ^Y * ~
* Y3Y ~ tY-Y * - - =YY- vY=

*~ * yY^ <Y~ -=Y

*

1810— 1844 . 27
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9. =tf 4 * -E T2T
* - -- -I!- yT=

*

10. »Ts <t- HE M! < * <E= EE= * Hf

< -STT- r-

11. HT T
* -= * Y

-- =TT- tT= * T =TTT* tTS <T-

12. £>- I *
~MT ' -2- * —T < -SYT- T- S-TT

* -E * ETTT

13. -ST * tT= <E= -YY -IT
*—T -ST ~Y =TT- -<HTT

14. ht * e= nr -r
* ==r r=

•
=rr- yT=

*

15. rtl <f- -r * A -S- * T -TTT * yTS <T-

E=A * tTS =Y

16. Hf *
yTs <t- e-a t-< nr * a -s-

*

<r- i<rr -yy
*

17. yTi ~y s-rr * r-< -sr
* -e * ettt

-ST * T-w "I *

18. y-yyy * yT= = -:r
*

7. TKHAT SA-

8. WAQQA .BERO SA QUSIKHA

9. P.KHA 8AWA .BERO I.

10. QUSIKH ZU VIYI AuRAZ-

11. DAN SA .BERO Yo QUSI-

12. YA HAK AURAZDA SA .

13. THU ROVI.N ANAPPETUTH-

14. TA EDAKHA PPO SA .BERO

15. QUSIKHA HAK Yo QUSIYA QUT-

16. TA QUSIYA.WA HAK SIS.

17. QUTTA .THUK SA .THU .P

18. Yo R0YK5V.
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7. A populo

8. hoc fundamenftim hoc exstriictum e.st,

9. sedes super hoc fundamento

10. exstructae sunt, e voluntate Auramaz

11. dis hoc fundamentum ego exstru-

12. xi, ideo Auramazdes hoc favore

13. dignum pvosperet cum di-

14. is, quod (est) hoc fundamentum

15. exstructum; illud ego exstruxi et

10. exstruxerunt ilia propylaea

17. et . . . hoc; venerandus . . .

.

18. ego propitius sum.

In this passage, according to our interpretation, Darius

tells us that he erected the principal terrace which to the

east abuts upon the mountain and the extent of which

on the other sides that rise up from the plain, is, accor-

ding to the measurement of Ker Porter, 802 feet to the

South, to the West 1425, and 920 to the North. The

erection of this platform whether begun by Darius himself,

or by his predecessors, must, according to what we have

above stated at the end of the Persian inscriptions H
and I, have taken place in the beginning of his reign

previous to the Scythian war.

THE IXSCRIPTIOX OF ARTAXERXES I.

Of this king we have hut one inscription found on

a vase discovered at Venice by Sir Gardener Wilkinson;

The cuneiform inscription is as usual composed in all the

three species of Achaemenian writing
,

and is
,

besides,

repeated in hieroglyphics. It has been published by

Adrien de Longperier in the Revue Archeologique. Oc-

tobre 1844. from which we here insert a facsimile of

the inscriptions.

27*
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The vase Mr. Longperier has justly ascri-

bed to an Artaxerxes , who
, according

to the opinion of M. Letronne in the next

number of the same journal
, can be no

other than Artaxerxes the first or Longi-

manus. The proper name in the hiero-

glyphic inscription is, according to Long-

perier
,

ARTaKHeRSeSCH
, or ARTa-

KHeRSSCHe, hut the third hieroglyph is

also a d (Gliddon ancient Egypt
, New

York 1843. p. 21), which is found in the

Persian inscription, and if the r that stands

over s could be read hefore the s, which

I must leave to the decision of the learned

judges of the hieroglyphs, we should in

ARDKhSRSh
,

or Ardakhsarsa have a

name, which, though differing from the old

Persian ArtakMiithrd ,
found in the in-

scription P
,

would show that Herodotus

obtained the name Artaxerxes, and no doubt, too, the

etymology p.eya£ aprjio? from some people West of Iran.

The remaining hieroglyphics signify
,

according to Long-

perier
,

rex magnus.

The cuneatic inscriptions are all very indistinct and

imperfect in the impression which Sir Gardener took of

the vase, and I cannot help thinking, he would have done

better
,

if he had merely taken a simple copy of the in-

scriptions, which, undoubtedly, arc better preserved on

the vase than is shown by his impression. The Persian

TmnC
PI

*
I Biff
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inscription has curiously enough adopted from the other

species the mark of distinction that precedes the noun

proper. This consists of six groups , of which the se-

cond can scarcely he any other than r; and the

penultimate, which is written a group met with no

where else in Persian inscriptions, could simply he re-

stored to s; the name would then he cf 11

«u ff*- Xk 11 i ArddkhcdU ,
and although the last

group might perhaps in reality he which is a sign

for the compound letter i'.hr, or perhaps rather f)r, still we

have a name differing widely from the Persian form of

this name, found in the inscription of Artaxerxcs 111 at

Persepolis, hut which might have been merely a transcript

into Persian characters of the Egyptian pronunciation of

th is Persian name. Perhaps we may even venture to

suppose that the vase in reality has yyy yy «N
<< -« % Arddkhsdrthrd , or nearly the same name

as the hieroglyphs exhibit. The remainder of the Persian

inscription has been \ ndrphd

ivdzdrkd, perhaps with the stop, or mark of separation

(\) after the last word.

In the Median text the second group, though some-

what inaccurately engraved on the vase, is undoubtedly a

da, and the fifth was most probably a *
so that the name was in this species written : *~yyy

V »<TT V • Radakhsassa. The second r, that is

found in the hieroglyphs before or after s , and likewise,

as we conjecture, in the Persian name, is omitted here,

since, as we have above mentioned, the language gene-

rally did not tolerate that sound before another consonant,

and the is inserted here, as in the name of Xerxes,

to denote the hard sound of the following letter, or per-
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haps to show that the r is assimilated with the following

s. But I do not see the reason why the first syllable
l _

or is rendered hy yy ,
ra, for this group, as we have

shown, cannot have any other value than that of ra, and

1 will only add that if this group, »-yy

y

7
had the value

of ar, we should have found it used in the transcriptions

of the Persian words, arddstand, Arfhind, etc, where we,

on the contrary, invariably find the group The

following word
,

rex
, must have been rm and the

3^ V V
last

,
magnus

,
has no doubt been the usual yy y

*~yyy rasarar, though, to conclude at least

from the impression of Sir Gardener Wilkinson, the second

yyy seems to be omitted. The whole Median inscrip-

tion, therefore, is in mv opinion:

-fir HI -m V V * I m= *-m V -fir -SIT-
*

• Radakhsassa Ku rasarar.

THE INSCRIPTION OF CYRUS (M).

This small inscription is found five times repeated

on pilasters among the ruins at Marghab, and consists in

in the Persian species of two lines

:

Adam Ourus khsaya-

|)iya Htikhamanisiya.

Ego Cyrus rex, Achaemenius,

but in the other two species of one line only which in

the Median is

:

I =m * T ill * I m= * T ii= -> -I >
<- <V Em',

*

Yo Quro Ku Okkhavemsiya.

On one of the pilasters the stonecutter has engraved

erroneously «r instead of «U in the Persian , and

instead of in the Median.
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The inscription has by some been ascribed to the

first Achaemenian king Cyrus
,

but as tbe title here is

only
(
.tbe king”, and not

lc
the great king”, Mr. Lassen lias

with more probability referred it to the younger Cyrus,

supposing that the winged figure on one of the pilasters

beneath the inscription is the representation of the feruhar

of this prince, and that the remains at Marghab, of which

the pilasters form a part, are the ruins of some building

erected by Parysatis to the memory of her so much

bewailed son, whose death she so cruelly revenged on

all within her reach. But though this inscription ,
and

the one building in which it is found, is of a later date,

still the tomb in the vicinity of these ruins might have

been erected for the founder of the Achaemenian dynasty,

and no other place after all suits so well for the site of

the ancient Pasargada as this very spot in the neigh-

bourhood of Marghab.

THE INSCRIPTION OF ARTAXERXES III (P).

This is the last of the inscriptions from Persepo-

lis. It is found on the western staircase to the building

K in a state of complete preservation, being besides thrice

repeated on the northern wall of the small platform L,

situate opposite to the building K; but these three copies,

which differ from the first mentioned only in the arrange-

ment of the lines, are in a very mutilated condition. The

inscription is composed only in the first
,

or Persian

species of Achaemenian writing, and exhibits a most remark-

able change and decay which the language must have under-

gone in the interval between the reigns of Xerxes and

Artaxerxes the third. In the reprint of this inscription I

have marked with Italics the words in which a change

has taken place, giving below the forms that occur in

the inscriptions of an earlier date.
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1. Bagii wazarka Auramazd-

2. a, hya imam bumdm
3. ada, hva awam asman-

4. am ada, hya miirtiyam

5. ada, hya snyatam a-

6. da martihya, hya ma-

7. m Artiikhsathrd khsayaf)i-

8. ya aqunus, a iwarn paruw-

9. nam khsayafdyam, aivva-

10. m paruwnam phramataram.

11. f)atiya Artakhsathra khs-

12. aya|>iya wazarka khsayii-

13. Jriya khsayaj>ivanam

,

14. khsayaf)iya rfa'Ayunam
,

15. khsaya|)iya ahvaya

16. bumixa. Adam Artakhsathra kh-

17. saya|)iyp puthra. Artakhsathra

18. Daryawa-y khsayajnya

19. puthra. Daryawus Artiikhsa-

20. thru khsayajuya puthra. Artii-

21. khsathra Kh^yarsd khsaya-

22. jpiya puthra. Khsyarsa Dar-

23. yawu6! khsayaf)iyd‘ puthra.

24. Daryawus Fastaspahy

25. a nama puthra. FastaspaAy-

26. a Arsama nama puthra; Ha-

27. khamanisiya. 3>atiya Ar-

28. takhsathra khsayajrhm.

29. imdm iistasnam aj)agd-

30. nam mam upa mam
31. kartd. 3>atiya Artakhsathr-

32. a khsayaj£>iya. mam Aura-

33. mazda uta mathra baga pa-
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34. buwa uta imam dafw/nm

35. uta tyd mum kart//.

1. 2. buwum. 4. asmam/m. 5, siyntim. 6. mart/ywhya.

7. Artakhsathmwi khsaya[)iy«ni. 13. khsayafuydnam.

14. The syllable ddh is written or 10. <<<

}<r m ;
in Artakhsathra is wanting the genitive termina-

tion, and likewise 1. 20. 17. khsayaTHyrt/M/d and I. 18,

20, 22, 23, likewise. 18. Daryawd/iiw. 21. in Khsyarsa

is wanting the genitive, termination. 23. DaryawoVuts.

24. V/staspiihya. 25. \7staspd'. 26. Arsama/<?/d. 29. im«

arddstdnd (?) afjagfwd'. 30. mand upa mand. 34. da-

hy«Mm. 35. atdmiyd mfinn kartr/m.

The fust lines contain merely the two oft repeated

passages , the introductory and that of the titles
,
which

we have explained above. The only thing remarkable is

the omission of the titles thurhjd dpiyd, which are in-

variably found in the inscriptions of Darius and Xerxes,

but which the state of the empire in his time no doubt

taught Artaxerxes prudently to omit. The new and origi-

nal matter begins in the middle of the sixteenth line, and

of this I here subjoin a translation agreeably to the mode

in which I think this part of the inscription is to be ex-

plained: Ego Artaxerxis regis 17
filius. Artaxerxes ,8 Darii

regis 19
filius. Darius Artaxerxis 20

regis filius. Artaxerxes

21 Xerxis regis 22
filius. Xerxes Darii 23 regis filius.

24 Da

rius Hystaspis 25 nomine filius. Hystaspes 28 Arsamis

nomine filius; Achsemenius. 27 Generosus (sum) Artaxerxes

28 rex.
29 Haec alta arx 30 mea (est) in meo 31 palatio,

Generosus Artaxerxes 32 rex. me o Auramazdes 33
et Mithra

deus tuere, 34 turn hanc regionem, 35 turn hoc meum pala-

tium. I have ventured to differ from Lassen in the ex-

planation of the sentence : imam ustasnam a])aganam

mam upa mam karta, which he translates: hanc excelsam
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substructionem mihi in meum usum exstruxi; but as in the

last line we have, beyond a doubt, mum as the genitive case,

and kartd instead of kdrtdm, we may also suppose that

the mam twice occurring in this sentence, is the genitive,

and that kartd is a corrupted form instead of the earlier

accusative kdrtdm, or whatever case was governed by the
I

preposition upd (or upd?). On this supposition
,
and ou

another
,

viz. that ustasndm is a corrupted form of the

arddstdnd found in the inscription L, is based the transla-

tion which I have given above. The inscription, besides

being most remarkable in a philological point of view,

since it shows how early the ancient Persian language

began to decay, is not less important on account of the

historical dates which it supplies. We have here the

genealogy of Artaxerxes the third
,

from Arsama
,

the

Greek Arsames, the father of Hystaspcs, quite agreeing

with that given by Greek authors , viz.

Arsamii.

Vistaspa.

Daryawus.

Khsyarsa.

Artakhsathra.

Daryawus.

Artakhsathra.

Artakhsathra.

Arsames.

Hvstaspes.

Darius.

Xerxes.

Artaxerxes I.

Darius.

Artaxerxes II.

Artaxerxes III.

The two kings
,
Xerxes the second and Sogdianus

are of course not mentioned, not being the lineal ancestors

of Artaxerxes the third hut only the brothers of his grand-

father Darius the second. The mentioning of the god

Mdthra, or Mitlvra, besides Auramazda, shows us how

early the worship of Mithra began to mingle with the

ancient religion of Iran.
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The Median inscriptions which we have attempted

to explain in the preceding pages give us in all eighty

two real, or genuine groups which we here insert arranged

according to their external form with reference to the

places where we have spoken of their real or probable value.

The eighty two groups are:

the mark of di- HfflK) r*- 278. e- 388.

stinction. 277. -<, tu. 281. t= /ti ?/> Va - 278.

—
,

290. EE^- i 296.

Hf, «. 293. we. 286. EY- EY, pa- 279.

*~EY/ n, na. 280. ~Y> P. 307. EYYY, 355.

*-Ei sa. 288. iE> q- 301.

414. rim (pa). 311. s-YY, ««• 278-79.

"^YYY i as. 291. -!Y, 295. 294.

399. =Y< *=Y» « 282. Efc, M. 293.

(re, la). 302. if, kha. 287. EYY, 345.

a. 292. /»• 300. E<Y~ . /co. 318.

k. 287. if^Y ’ 2^*- 328.

-sf, thu. 281. ~YE% 360. f, the mark of di-

-SYT-, r. 282. =YY-, ve • 309 *
stinction. 277.

///<«. 284. iYY-7 »*• 280. Y~, *. 312.

-fr, «/. 286. -YYY^ ?/<>• 280. Bff> 376.

~YK~, 4ii. «*• 284. K> 324.

~yy, 336. t|, ////. 282. fi, po. 346.

~YK, 344. ) 328, 353. T--T. 355.

*TK, oi. eH, 316. T=TT-> 377.

HffE, M. 288. ^ , Mm. 305. f=m, «• 306.

HTCMJ, 4io. r<Y, 325. YE 7 *. 279.

-YY<> ?/«• 280. ^YY>4 278. YEYY- (?)• 353.

-fff, ra ‘ 288. Xl.tM(si). 317.404
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lv
’ ,ra - 278. y\ 5

h. 279.

V, «a. 288.

ro. 284. yj, 2 cr. 283.

rWW323.414. o. 311.

yf
=

. qu. 285.

fff-. Am. 321. <, m. 278.

7 «*. 285.

<-Y~, 344.

®*. 279.

si. 285.

<YYI- kho. 326.

<«, os. 291.

We have farther found the following ten groups:

HRTj 296; 292; 293); Stf or

£y, fe, 300, 360; or ££:, /<«, 298; Sryyy<, 377;

3K 398; y^-y, 355; Y^ , 360; Y,-^, 318: which

in my opinion are spurious
,

being nothing more than

decayed, or mutilated forms of the other genuine groups.

The only ones that possibly might he regarded as genuine,

would he the three
^

tha, " or lu, and

or Aa, the real external form of which must be

determined by other inscriptions to which I have not

had access. Lastly, with respect to the two groups of

wedges *~y^y 5 p. 403 ,
and

1 p. 305. I have

not ventured to determine whether they compose single

characters, or rather double ones, the first »-Y yr phaph,

and the other *-»~Y ^y: the last of which w ould farther

be a new character, if it be not a spurious group, arisen from

the genuine ZSi' The whole amount of groups that are

found in the inscriptions would therefore vary between

eighty two and eighty seven, if any of the groups which

I have considered as dubious should he found to he

real and genuine.

Among these (82 or 87) groups we have first the

two marks of distinction Y and , the relation of which

to each other we have explained p. 277.
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Of the vowels we have found characters to represent

six sounds viz: «, ^-7 *» u >

«> e
. °>

and the Mediau language would in this respect he richer

than the Persian
;

hut I will not deny the possibility r

that the language had only ,
like the Persian , the three

vowel sounds n, i, u, and that the alphabet possessed

separate signs to represent the different length of the

sounds; and if this should prove true, I would arrange

the six characters as follows

:

a ’ *»

7 - ll -

In representing consonant sounds the Median alphabet

is much poorer than the Persian, having signs for only

sixteen consonants:

1 q; k, ^ • kh; 7
t, >=Y^7 th;

p, m? pk; 1 V’ W7 '
r >*

y»-?• */ ui -j, ^yy- w -

The language might also have possessed the sound of /,

although I have not ventured with certainty to give that

value to any of the groups. Farther ,
we have the two

signs and Y^yYY:' representing single consonants

and apparently the very same sounds as f; t. and th.

The alphabet lias moreover signs for syllables con-

sisting of a consonant and a following vowel ,
but with

this restriction, that syllables terminating in the short a

(a) are expressed either by the signs of the single conso-

nants, or by the signs that represent syllables ending in

the long a (a). Now as each consonant, with the excep-

tion of j71, which is not found in the beginning of syllables,

might form five syllables, we should expect to find seventy

live, or if the language possessed the sound of /, eighty
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signs for syllables terminating in a vowel. Three of these

syllables ya, tea, ra, however, are evidently expressed hv

the same signs that represent the single consonants y, tv, r;

and of the other seventy two (or sev entv seven) we have

decipltiered the followinig thirty7 three (or thirty five):

rM- qa;
i

qu. — ku. — kha ; khu;

,
kho. -jHf, ta; t!

; tu. -K& till

;

-a, thu. — Bit pa; pi; Pe * po.,

—
pha; phi- — HfK> yu; vo. —

MU-i
ra; :-m<i ri; rw; 10. -- of

or

lu.)-- <B^, Vi
; > v e z II, wu; wo.

- -B- s*i; su.
11
i •> sa; <f—, si. — TY „„

YY 5
za '.

—
or ha.) — <m ni.

We have besidesi the following twenty signs

,

the

value of which I have not been able to determine:

n<, , H£< -??>

ti -TMvH I »-T
n *~tt ’

*-rr »-

TT? -<y, £m,
£TT, Hit, M, Te—T- Y“YK ISfh, <=t=,
along wTith which may perhaps be enumerated the two

and
,

or only the one: We may

thus expect to find in inscriptions that may yet be dis-

covered other sixteen or eighteen signs for syllables con-

sisting of a consonant and a following vowel. Meanwhile,

some at least of these syllables are expressed in a purely

alphabetical way, by the vowel signs joined to the groups

that represent either the single consonants
,

or syllables

ending in a. We have thus found syllables as ra, pi,

khu, expressed either alphabetically

(i or by single signs: ^5 -

On the other hand, we have not yet discovered the single

signs that represent the syllables si and perhaps hi, which
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we have found expressed alphabetically: ^
In conclusion, we have found two groups,

and <«, which can scarcely have any other value than

that of as and as, representing thus syllables beginning

with a vowel and terminating in a consonant. But this

method of expressing syllables seems to have been con-

fined to these two , or at any rate not to have ex-

tended much farther.

The whole number of groups in the Median alphabet

would therefore amount at least to a hundred, viz.

2 marks of distinction,

6 signs for vowel sounds,

16 signs for single consonants,

2 signs having the value of t, and th,

72 signs for syllables consisting of a consonant and

a following vowel,

2 signs for the two syllables as and as,

and if the language did in reality possess the sound of

l, we should expect to find six signs more. The alphabet

might likewise have contained more signs for syllables

beginning with a vowel, and perhaps some more double

signs to express one and the same sound or syllable.

At any rate it is not probable that the few Median in-

scriptions which have been discovered and made known,

should contain specimens of all the signs of which the

Median alphabet was composed.

Though the alphabet did not possess different signs

for the hard and soft consonants
,

it is evident that the

language distinguished more or less clearly between the

hard and soft sounds; and we have shown that an attempt

was made to supply the deficiencies of the alphabet in

this respect, by doubling the consonant signs, that is,

by inserting the sign of the single consonant before that
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of a syllable beginning with the same consonant, for the

sake of expressing distinctly the hard sound
, so that

the sign expressed both the hard syllable pi and

the soft bi, and the sign both ta and da; butY and ^E*~YY only the hard syllables pi

and ta etc. It is therefore evident that the language

possessed both the hard tenues q, k, t, p and the soft

mediae q, g, d, b, and that it agreed in this respect with

the ancient Persian. As to the aspirate letters, the Me-

dian language seems to have differed from the Persian

in distinguishing between hard and soft aspirate sounds,

as we sometimes find inserted before syllables beginning

with th and kh, the signs of the single consonant whether

aspirate or inaspirate; a doubling of letters which seems

to show that the language did also possess dh and gh,

and then no doubt likewise bb. But the proper aspirate

gutturals qh and gh seem not to have existed at all, or

to have been amalgamated with the hard and guttural

sound which we have supposed was possessed by the

sign and the other corresponding groups besides the soft

sound, whether this was w or v, which we have been unable

to determine. Besides this w or v the language possessed

the other semivowel y and the liquid r and perhaps like-

wise l. But though the sign of r is sometimes doubled,

it is not probable that the language possessed the hard

sound of r, or r, since we find this duplication in pure

Median words only, and never in such proper nouns as

in the Persian contain the hard r.

To express sibilants the alphabet has different signs

for the hard s and the soft z. The s is doubled in one

dubious case (ssurd), z in another less dubious instance,

and here the doubling of the signs can only express the

existence of a double sound and not of the hard one. as
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this is a for which the alphabet has a different sign.

Though the alphabet distinguished the hard a from the

soft z by different signs
,

this was apparently not the

case with the corresponding aspirate letters a and z; on

the contrary, they seem, like the mutes, to have been

expressed by the same signs, and we have pointed out

the probability that to denote distinctly either the hard

s
,

or soft z sound ,
the =<Tf in the first case, and the

in the other was inserted before the signs which

expressed syllables beginning with one of these letters.

The Median language has moreover the sound //, though

it seems not to have been of very frequent occurrence.

Of nasal sounds the Median language appears to

have possessed only n; for as both the Persian m and

m are alwa3rs in the beginning and middle of words ren-

dered by the signs of w, and perhaps changed into the

guttural q (or qh), it must he doubtful whether the group

, which at the end of words always corresponds

to the Persian m
,

had in reality the same value, and

whether then the language possessed the sound of m,

however restricted its occurrence may have been. The

Sanscrit and Persian palatal letters together with the

Persian p and <5 were wanting both in the language and

in the alphabet, as otherwise they would not have been

rendered in such a different way where they occur in

Persian words adopted in the Median language.

Having above exhibited in several places the different

forms of each root occurring in the inscriptions
, and

discussed their grammatical relations, 1 shall abstain here

from all remarks on the structure of the language, and

conclude by giving a list of all the Median words, with

reference to the places where their grammatical forms

have been examined.

1840—1844. 28
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LIST OF MEDIAN WORDS.

^E EE tYe • saqqu

;

~ ee yYI
-3Y- -fif

— -sf E{ ~Y-> -.thuphti,

290.

— YY- )(Y-i .bero, 410.

~Y -Y V Y=H(-, akha.

sa . .
. , 382.

—Y <Y --Y> auap> 307.

G--~Y~j anappi, 307.

. • • Ef- >
anappitu

,

309. ...-Y- ~< -CY>

anappitun, 308. . • • EfY*"

~<m HY, acap-

petuthta, 309.)

~T -E-< TE <E= =T -ST

E *“^Y? Aresvitthuven,

302.

—
3YY^* saqqurrar)

~ ^YY- ’yY-Y, «., 359.

—— Ef TP sakhaza ,
300.

*~E EE- ~iY ^5YY> sithus,

297. (?)

~ -Y -TTT< ~YYe- --kb,

393.

~YYY» Asa, 305.

-E-TTT -STT- ~T -T,

Asrakha, 295.

“YY< <~ -Y- •nikha, 399,

403.

~Ye -YYY< E-/p Ariya,

--T S¥= S-TT EE= -T=>

athtiti, 403.

~T < -STT- T- S-TT- a».

razda, 312 (——_Y? Au-

razdan).

-y <m w),
Akhokh or Akhokhkha,

317.

»fc<i • • TTT E=n ~T,
..yab, 304.

<1 Hf -ttk, naaro 342.

EE- YY‘ nida, 380.

sa, 314. ( ^E YeY> saw;

*~E YSY EE rY-Y; sawaq.;

305.

~EYe -YYY<m Aiiwa, 292.

^eYe -yyy YIY Hf= rfN,
Aruvvatis, 295.

*~eYe eY E—tp Abaya, 301.

—eYe E-YY ^
ada, 380.

-ETE S-TT E?T S-TT -EL
Adastana, 292, 303.

^eYe Ye HeE -IY) Asina,

296, 303.

~eYe <E- e-TP Avi-

niya, 301.

EY, kkha, 313.

>-7*- eY • kkbalu, 380.
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Hf ~Y~Y HE- Hf=,
phaphphiyiti, 403.

Hf ~yyy, PbaSa , 291 .

G-EYY~ Ph&sar, 291.

.
.^ -3f, Phasiirn,

391.)

Hf ~m yey ,
Phasawa,

292. CHf~3f»3»
Phathawa?)

"f ^TTT • pbaru, 283, 333.

-T =rir -T= E->', ~T,
Pharutiyab, 304.

Hf <«, Phasa, 3G8.

Hf= -yyh hyy~ -y < hy
Tikhrakhudap, 300.

Hf=<- M? HfY~<< 411.

~yy~e <-y- y- -m,
309.

-YYE ~e -yyy (rffY) v,

Khsarasa or Khsarassa,

288, 320.

-YYE ~Y^h khkhahe, 308.

-yye -y hem? y- -y,

khkba.pokha, 410.

-yy< yutu, 310 .

HPK -Y~Y- yutuplil, 350.

~YYK HY, vutuda, 351.

-yy< -y- yut, 323 . o-hy-
yutia

, --HY HY~,

435

yutlar, •
.HY Y~< T3

yutta.wa, . ~5Y -Y E~YY,

ynt.tta,. -yY—Y- yut-,- -yY-Y

EHfY’ yut.ta)

~YYK -Y tY- (-Y.), yutro,

or vutrot, 354.

~YY< -HYY<, yophri, 358.

~YY< IY- Y- ^n7 - yuthzra,

391.

~YYK Y^TTY yutiitu, 3io.

m ~ OYYH) <YYI,

rasakho or rasakhkho,

320. -II rasa,

khothiin, EE-

-EY i rasakhothin)

-m =STT HI tTS ^11
Iiatlagus, 295.

-m HY -EYY-, Radai-eo

290.

HY -YYE V i<YY

Y ,
Radakhsassa, 421.

~YYY V’ rasa, 310. (••—

Y

-IY i
rasaan

,
. . -fry

Hf- 5
rasarar)

—^ -<YY HY, tusta, 310.

< Y- ?! -3 HE- HY>
duzzatbuida, 394.

-< HTT -ST ^TT S-TT,

tuthihusta, 310.
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: -tt< -< ,
vcvutu, 400.

=t -p -m< -in-,
ptirir, 370.

:if ™ if. p.kha ,
414.

-if EE- ?
pi, 373.

:if3fi-fff<if ;
pthiikha,

370.

-if fi, ppo, 34G.

:-f f- V f-—T, PP<>sa.,

355 .

:iffififff, ppoth (?), 370.

:E ™fff ^
qasraya

,
301.

:E -Iff -TT> qru., 315.

~Eh TT if j
wuzakha, 311.

E~ff E~ff j
ttata, 295.

-f —f fi, khaphas, 377.

-f if if ~Ef -f 5
Khat-

pathukha, 302.

-f -f f~ -W -ff->

zruin, 392.

if if iif ?
tkhap

, 385.

(. .ifif f^fj tkhaphiiva,

380.)

if if iif. tkhat, 410.

if- 4-ffE -fi, bikhti, 398.

if- Jji Ki— ?
biovi, 390.

if- f iffi- pliinim, 402.

(-Ht -f -fc-Eff-,

phininidattir, 327 .)

-ft- -fff< -Eff- f- V.
berirzza, 307.

-ff- -fff< ^ff- beril, 372.

(— E-ff* berista, 385.)

-ff- -fff< Hf, berida

,

355.

OT- IP P~T 0, pea-

.kha, 404.

iff- fl, pethi, 404.

ifff, yo> 331. (,-fft -rr

-Et, y°- n )

ifff if yfif =-ff. yotta,

323.

-fff Hf. yota, 398.

if iif, khukhab, 305.

^5ff -f E-ff' sphada, 302.

—
^ff J-ff —Ef, stana, 358.

£<ft ifE -f -Iff-, squdra,

303.

=<ff ifE £<ff , squs, 398.

rfff <- =Jf -TT, -is.,

400.

ii -at- -ft- -t-
phrabebi .

. ,
377.

=! -in- tit c-p i-n

-in- tip op,
phrawataram ( -n ) or

phrawattaranm, 28
1

, 282.

t? V (0 - =ST ) -p
-yy if- pl.sati.kha, or
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phsatti.kha
,

or phsatti- s-rr -i -i -sir- -<>
.kha, 335. Takhapharatu, 303.

-fV^Tr^Tr^phsata. 3-yy -y ji^yy^yy-,
.kha

9
33a. tadzaram

,
283.

e-A TETT- a==n-?3, >yy -^y ^yy^? datam.

353. 372.

IT 009in :ny y~ ^*~yy, tasta, sio.

^Sr edakha, 345. >yy a -yy< ^yy, da.

Yun, Yuna, hyus, 280, 333. (.

.

302-3. -Jf 5
dahyustun

,

&A 3T ya-ta, 400. —:y syy^ dahyu.

BB~ >•> 414. nam)

B1 *~W 7? Parasa, 288, :hy a -yyy ^yy -<
354. (^*-^yj ,

dahyostu or

^y -riB -m< dahyostun, 280, 333.

Bakhthris, 293. 2-TI A -A sTsf, <iah.

£1 t|- =TTT ( El), Ba. •phi, 354.

l)iru (Babilu), 300. S-ll A E=A < iiTI>

B1 P*™» 283, 333. dahyus, 279.

^yyy -a. 382. ^y DHY’ suguda, 293.

^yy v, •-, 305 . ^y- <y
^yyy b^\ w thniti or thneti,

.yawak, 355. 389.

ayyW v, *<*, 370 . Snfs=i!0©« } -q or

^-yy -J( ,
dana

,
334.

• 345.

c-^yy -< da. ^<y- y^, wotiii
,

317 .

nastun) (. .^yTy ^yy~, wothu

>yy -yyy< b^\ m < rar, . . wothirarra.

^y 5
Dariyawus, 278, ..<y, wothirarn)

320.(3 y^. z, 345.
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y- -ay— ^y ,
ziirakha

,

307 .

y-< -a —^5—, .thuk, 417 .

y-m ==y, 376.

y„yy- ^ Hfc, ,
-«*, 404 .

r~ir~ ya , -ar-,
.wver

, 411 .

y^ a --yy-, ssur, 296 .

ya yy- ^yy <=*=

^<yy- warasvis, 294 .

ya 3^yy* Watla, 289 .

ya h= -a H-iE=y,
wonzakhkha, 311 .

yT=
- - ^y, roven, 4

yf= <=£ —yy—a rovi.n,

415 .

yy^ =y, out, (..ya ^y

-a> qufwatti, 387
, yy^=

-y= £<!?, qutis, 369 )

rfZ
—

yy, qutta,
'
345 .

iiz yy,: Ohio, 285 .

llz <y- ,t yy ,
Qusiya,

304 .

iU <k-qusi, 412. (••—y|,,

qusikh, 414
,

• •y, qu-

sikha

,

..,—
/y, qusiya,

A M T2T, qu-

siya.wa, 410.)

WFj Ku, 321. O-yfr kura,

•-yyy -a tu-

yoni.-Hyy-rrr -ah
kuthrar, •

— kuthin)

yy —

i

hak, 306
,
411 .

yy ,
hani

,
403 .

V^ -k, or ..-yyy<,

sakri, 337 .

V — ^f, sakkha, 298 .

V —TV sata.kha,

330 .

V 410 .

yy -Zl zana, 333 . (••—

^

5^, zananani, (. -^Sf(

(IB) —K *~Z1> zana-

stun op zanastun)

H << zu, 343 . CH, zal

{} <^y^ y^ ,yyy ^yy,
za.poyos, 386 .

11= o.r, 382.

K=-m<^=f }
orikh-

klia, 411 .

K= C-3-) ,T = <-

IrfffD <- B=A,
Okhavenisiya or Okklia-

venisiya, or Okhavenis-

siya, 285 .

h= =r=y- «Phi, 339 .

U- y^y -^-, owak. 382 .
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I
jj £:|, ozakha, 3 11.

-
^YY V, vissa

, 334,

« s=Y -
YYY'

odo.

uqbetvo, 299 £ v iy
i ,

343.

^YMY~ ^YY
<Y- i<YY -

1?, s-, 354.
nis.s. , 344.

(•••-^Y> si®- 0
,

•

Y- “ Y^?
sathi, 343 .

(•m\ Y^Y, .sathi . wa

,

sis.ni)

363.) <Y^ &y\ ^ -YY-
vi, 345. C^5YY^ siyatim or si-

~ i<YY n rispa, 279. yatis, 3(8.

<== z<n S-t? TE 3 , <tTS -m, wr.,ra, 325.

Vistaspa, 279.

At the end of this volume have been added the

cuneiform inscriptions in the third species from Persepolis

and Marghab (Tab. XI1I-XVIII), which 1 have either tran-

scribed myself, or carefully compared with the transcripts

previously taken and published. The signature letters of

these inscriptions (B, C, D, E, G, H, L, M, NR), being

the same as those of the corresponding Median and Per-

sian show the places where they are found. Having

myself made very slight progress in the deciphering of

this species, I have confined myself to the publication

of these inscriptions in the hope that the ingenuity of

others may meet with greater success in solving this

palaeographical problem.
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